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PIIOTOCOLOR: AP's unique color news 
)e'ice, now serving over 1000 network tele- 
tiiin stations and key independents around 
hworld. 
s an AP PhotoColor subscriber, you can 

;to worrying where your next color slide will 
:oie from. Twice a week you'll receive ten 
3Enm color slides by the fastest air service 
-lore than 1000 quality slides a year, re- 
at-ig to current events, continuing stories 
in news in the making. 

'or details and our free catalogue, contact 
/o,r nearest Associated Press representative, 
)r:all Bob Eunson at AP headquarters: 50 
,(:kefeller Plaza, N.Y., N.Y. 10020. (212) 
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1,110 GREAT 

VOLUME 13 

VOLUME 12 

VOLUME 11 

VOLUME 10 

:Seven + 

OTIOEI PICTURES 
VOLUME 14 COMING MARCH 24 

30 Blockbusters/22 in Color 

52 Blockbusters/28 in Color 

52 Blockbusters/30 in Color 

40 Blockbusters/31 in Color 

VOLUME 9 215 Blockbusters/109 in Color 

VOLUME 8 

VOLUME 7 

VOLUME 5 

VOLUME 4 

VOLUME 3 

VOLUME 2 

VOLUME 1 

39 Blockbusters/19 in Color 

44 Blockbusters/19 in Color 

43 Blockbusters/13 in Color 

40 Blockbusters/21 in Color 

41 Blockbusters/25 in Color 

40 Blockbusters/15 in Color 

32 Blockbusters/20 in Color 

THEMATIC STRIP PROGRAMMING 

IN 396 OFF -NETWORK 

DETECTIVE -ADVENTURE HOURS 

FILM FESTIVAL 78 78 new first -run motion picttr 

VOLUME 1A 25 Blockbusters/17 in Color 

VOLUME 2A 22 Blockbusters/13 in Color ii 

STARLITE 1 30 Star -Studded Features/16 in Color 

STARLITE 2 46 Star -Studded Features/34 in Color: 1 

99 FILM FAVORITES from Tobacco Road to NobJ 
a Tree Grows In Brooklyn alongside Jack Benny, Jesse s. 

and Laurel & Hardy 

30 ASSOCIATED FEATURES 
first -run comedy, romance and adventure 

THE FAST 23 first -run, exciting films of the 50's aria 

18 SPECIAL FEATURES including such stars as 

Bette Davis, Peter Sellers, Natalie Wood, Mickey Rooney 

Marilyn Monroe and Fred MacMurray 

THE CHARLIE CHAN FILM FESTIVAL 
21 of Charlie Chan's best motion pictures 
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77 SUNSET - 

STNIr(149 HOURS) 
HAWAIIAN EYE 

(134 HOURS) 

$URFSIDE (74 HOURS) 

GDURDDN STREET 
' NEAT (39 HOURS) 

Miami, New Orleans, Los Angeles and Hawaii provide the glittering 
locales for the stars of these proven 396 hours.of off -network detec- 
tive -adventure entertainment. 

The style and action in SURFSIDE 6, BOURBON STREET BEAT, 

77 SUNSET STRIP and HAWAIIAN EYE makes this a natural and 

very commercial across-the-board combination. 

'88 COMPELLIIG 

OFF -NETWORK TV PROG 

N 

Il 
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COLT .45 
67 HALF-HOURS 

Wayde Preston stars as Christopher Colt who 

Is named by President Grant to act as an 

undercover agent for the Federal Government 

to investigate the widespread lawlessness 

along the frontier in the 1870's. 

NEW SALES INCLUDE: 
WEMT, Bangor; WMSL-TV, Decatur, KIEM 
TV, Eureka; WSMSTV, Ft. Lauderdale/ 
Miami; KHOLTV, Holdredge/Kearney; 
KTVM, Medford; WWOMTV, New Orleans; 

KPHO-TV, Phoenix; KRCR-TV, Redding; 
KZAZTV, Tucson/Nogales. 

-e,e4 7Ak }1y 

THE DALLAN 
26 HOUR3i 

William Reynolds stars as a 

fain with Robert McQueeneY1 

II newspaper corresponde"I 

36th Infantry Division tromth 

ings to the allies' march into 

NEW SALES INCLUDE: 

WMSLTV, Decatur; KIEW 

WSMS-TV, Ft. Lauderdalet 

Medford; KRSDTV, Rapid CJ 

TV; Redding; KOLO' 
KIAZjt 

Sioux Falls, S.D.; 
KlAoi ; 

Nogales; KRGV-TV, 
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THE PROFESSIONALS 
13 half-hour TV SPORTS 

SPECIALS in COLOR highlighted 
by 23 Pro Stars from Basketball 
with Wilt Chamberlain to 
Rodeo with Larry Mahan 

e 

`;.) 1 
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BOSTON SYMPHONY 

ORCHESTRA 
26 one hour TV CONCERT 

SPECIALS featuring conductors 
Erich Leinsdorf, Charles Munch 

William Steinberg, Richard 

Burgin, Aaron Copland 

tf. 
` 7 

MARINE BOY 
78 exciting hall hour 

underwater adventures in 

COLOR starring Marine Bay 

Neptlna and Splasher 

. 
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COUNTRY MUSIC HALL 
26 Sw,^ging Country & Western 
hall hp rS en COLOR hosted 
by award wmmn( regarding 

star, Carl Smith 

MAN IN SPACE NIGHT TRAIN 
6 one hour TV SPACE SPECIALS 

(5 in COLORIabaut America's 

trip to the anon and its 
consequences 
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THEMATIC STRIP PROGRAMMING 

IN 129 Off -NETWORK 

HIT COMEDY HALF4IOURS 

F TROOP IVIIá Í I:It NO TIME 

I.*I1131:131S q FOR (;\,,44,13 

SERGEANTS Z, ,11 

. 
65 HALF-HOURS 30 HALF-HOURS 

b. 

34 HALF-HOURS 

The Army, Navy and Air Force provide the theme for theseoproven 129 
half-hours of off .network comedy eltertamment MISTER ROBERTS and 
NO TIME FOR SERGEANTS, based on the Broadway and motion picture 
boxofhce hits, join the hilarious antics of television's own smash succe 
F TROOP, for a winning across the board programming combination 

NVarrterBrás: Sin a t 
NEW YORK CHICAGO DALLAS LOS ANGELES TORONTO LONDON PARIS Rr1Mr - DADr'r1 /aran r 'corm nvnarry .,.., 
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"James Lawrence Fly 

1939.1944" 

"Frank R. McNinch 
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Ray C. Wakefield 
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Charles Henry King 
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"Served as Chairman "Deceased 

STEINMAN TELEVISION STATIONS Clair McCollough, Prue 
WEAL -T\' l.ar.caster-Ilarrisburg-York-Lebanon, t'a. WTE1 providence, R.I./New Bedford-Fall River, NI ass. KOAT-TV 51buquerque,11'i 



The Federal Communications Commission has 
a lot to say about the speed of change in 

electronic communications technology and in 

what direction these changes should go. In turn. 

others in government, and particularly Congress, 

have a lot to say about the Federal Communi- 
cations Comrnissicn. 

These developments come as Commission 
Chairman Rosel II. Ikde approaches the end 

of his term (this June) and his long career in 

government. He will continue to sere until a 
successor is chosen. Next year he will be 70, 
the mandatory retirement age. 

In his recent appearances before the Senate 
and House Communications Subcommittees, 
Hyde displayed his comprehensive knowledge 
of communication matters. This, plus his long 
experience in dealing with Congress has given 

I him an effecti\eness not apparent on the surface. 

The story of communications expertise oper- 
ating within a political environment is the theme 
of this issue. the Commission's relations with 
Congress and the Executive, the direct and in- 
direct pressures from all sides are described 
within the framework of the realities of govern- 
ment in a democracy. 

This comprises a blend of factors: personal- 
ities. ideologies, pressure groups. technological 
advances, social issues and the legislative proc- 
ess. Somehow, decisions are made and things 
get clone. 

Commissioners often complain that tight-fisted 
controls over budgets prevent there from doing 
an adequate ¡ob. But with the FCC's decisions 
affecting the citizen at so many points. the checks 

and balances built into the Federal Government, 
of which appropriations is one, have their sal- 
utary side. 

The Congress and the Commission 
FCC Chairman Rosel II. // de testifies before Senate Communications Subcommittee. 
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[ The Evans -Novak Report 

My Favorite Martian 

Truth or Consequences 
Laurel & Hardy 
Crusader Rabbit 
Portfolio #1-Twenty-two Specials 

and more, all from MPC. 
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Maurice Woodruff Predicts 

e. 

1 



Queen fora Day 

The Donald O'Connor Show 
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9 Specials: 
Big Cats, Little Cats 
The Wonderful World of Horses 

Jack Paar: And A Funny Thing 
Happened on the Way to Hollywood 

Wall St., Where the Money Is 
China: The Roots of Madness 

Do Blondes Have More Fun? 
The Really Big Family 

Nation of Imjnigrants 

v, 

Pay Cards 

We'll be at the Sheraton Park Hotel, 
Suite C 240 March 23-March 26. 

Please drop in. We're looking forward to 
celebrating our new name 

with our old friends. 

METROIREDIA 
PRODUCERS 
CORPORRTI0D 
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50,000 watts on 670 kc. 

(25,000 watts night) 
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KBOI is the new giant of the west. Its 50,000 
watt signal emanating from the capital of the 
state, Boise, spans a vast empire.... 

By day, it reaches into every corner of Idaho 
- the first communication medium to do so - 
and sends its powerful signal into areas of 
Utah, Nevada and Washington. By night, it en- 

compasses eight states. 

Through its regional news and weather reports, its entertainment, its cultural, 

informational and public service broadcasts, KBOI will provide a continued and 

expanded service to the rich, expanding west. 

ís 

BOISE, IDAHO 
50 kw on 670 kc daytime 

25 kw nighttime 
CBS 
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Smart To 
Do Business 

th A Company 
n Its Way 
The Moon! 

(It's not only SMART 
It's FUN!) 

puco 
EMBASSY;' 

+:. 

á 
.M. 1 ; i , ;1. 

Satellite souvenirs; 
stars & celebrities; 

moonbeam giveaways; 
moon maidens 

with lucky lunar prizes 
twice a day! 

Orbit with AVCO EMBASSY PICTURES CORP. /TELEVISION 
At NAB Convention Shoreham Hotel Suite 708D 
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PRODUECERS 
ZERO MOSTEL 
GENE WILDER 
DICK SHAWN 

COLOR 

REDHEAD 
ROSSANO BRAZZI 

GERT FROBE 
RUTH LEUWERIK 

GIORGIO ALBERTAZZI 

\1 WITy& 
o 

r . 
SHOREHAM HOTEL 

SUITE 708D 

AVCO EMBASSY 
PICTURES CORP. 
TELEVISION 

Announoing 

EMBASSY'S 

I 

ROBBERY 
STANLEY BAKER 
JOANNA PETTET 
JAMES BOOTH 
FRANK FINLAY 

COLOR 

THANK YOU 

AUNT. 
LISA'GASTONI 

LOU CASTEL 
GABRIELE FERZETTI 

COLOR 

. ' t ..... 

THE TIBER 

AND THE 

PUSSYCAT 
ANN-MARGRET 

VITTORIO GASSMAN 

ELEANOR PARKER .I 

COLOR 

.. 
! 

. 
, . 

CATCH 

AS CATCH 

CAN 
VITTORIO GASSMAN 

MARTHA HYER 

COLOR 



12 is plus programming. Added -starters 
"28 for 68" group. A dozen carefully 

ced movies for prime time and late viewing, 
3 tied to supplement our previous 

es and your present schedule. 

THE EMPTY 

CANVAS 
BETTE DAVIS 

HORST BUCHHOLZ 
CATHERINE SPAAK 

COLOR 

lONG KONG. 

FAREWELL 
GARY MERRILL 

NTONELLA LUALDI 
HENRI SERRE 

CONTEMPT 
BRIGITTE BARDOT 

JACK PALANCE 
FRITZ LANG 

MICHEL PICCOLI 
GEORGIA MOLL 

COLOR 

5,4 

' 

ALWAYS 

ON 

SUNDAY 
EDDIE BRACKEN 
UGO TOGNAZZI 

JEAN -PIERRE AUMONT 

COLOR 

L 

LET'S 

TALK ABOUT 

WOMEN 
VITTORIO GASSMAN 

SYLVA KOSCINA 

COLOR 

Vim+ 

SON OF 

EL CID 

4 

MARK DAMON 
ANTONELLA LUALDI 

BARBARA FREY 

COLOR 

11 111 .,, 
t'. 

3 off -net; the rest 
first -run on TV 

PLUS 
all-important COLOR 



NEVADA 

SMITH 
STEVE MCQUEEN' 

KARL MALDEN 
ARTHUR KENNEDY 

COLOR 

043 

SANDS OF 

THE KALAHARI 
STUART WHITMAN 
STANLEY BAKER 
SUSANNAH YORK 

COLOR 

0(WITyG ! :' 
.4-> ' 

SHOREHAM HOTEL I 

SUITE 708 0 

AVCO EMBASSY 
PICTURES CORP. 

TELEVISION 

FOR 

I I 

The movies that are turning on the tune out 

-28 feature films that span the spectrum 

audience composition. Movies for prime ti 

late viewing. For children and adults. 
Eleven off -net blockbusters equalling thi 

office success with similar ratings on ABC, 

more that are first -run on TV, with equally 

sive local track records. 
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4 ,. rti 3 
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F 

WHERE 

LOVE 

HAS GONE 
SUSAN HAYWARD 

BETTE DAVIS 

COLOR 

n 

THE CAPEO 

OF THE 

GOLDEN RUE 
STEPHEN BOYD 

YVETTE MIMIEUX 

COLOR. 



live the whole story at the NAB Convention. Come 
we why these stations bought the 28 in '68: 
Jte 

te 

ersburg 

city 

n ancisco 

ork 
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WLW-O Dayton 

WIWI Indianapolis 

WOAITV San Antonio 

WBBH-TV Fort Myers 

KTALTV Shreveport 

MTV Jackson 

KFSATV Fort Smith 

WOAM-TV Hattiesburg 
WFBC-TV Greenville 

WEIR -TV Knoxville 

THE 

OSCAR 
STEPHEN BOYD 
ELKE SOMMER 
MILTON BERLE 

COLOR 

r 

KZAZ.TV Tucson 

KM Fort Worth 

WMAR-TV Baltimore 

KOLOTV Reno 

WSOC-TV Charlotte 
WTMJ-TV Milwaukee 

WAST Albany 

KTHV Little Rock 

WOSU-TV New Orleans 

WKRG-TV Mobile 

WNACTV Boston 
KELP -TV El Paso 

WJBK-TV Detroit 
WHEN -TV Syracuse 

KPRC-TV Houston 

WTVJ Miami 

KGMB-TV Honolulu 

WTIC-TV Hartford 
WIIC-TV Pittsburgh 
WFGA-TV Jacksonville 
WAGATV Atlanta 

SHOOT LOUD, 

LOUDER I DON'T 

UNDERSTAND 
MARCELLO 

MASTROIANNJ 
RAQUEL WELCH 

COLOR 

, 0 

5-1 

WOMAN 

TIMES SEVEN 
SHIRLEY MACLAINE 

ALAN ARKIN 
MICHAEL CAINE' 
PETER SELLERS 

COLOR- 

¿ 

, 1 r / ; y M 

ALSO IN ORBIT: 
The SECOND BEST 
SECRET AGENT IN THE 
WHOLE WIDE WORLD 
PICTURE MOMMY DEAD 
WHERE THE BULLETS FLY 
An EYE FOR AN EYE 

The TERRORNAUTS 
The HELLBENDERS 
OSS 117=. 
MISSION FOR A KILLER 
A MAN CALLED ADAM 
PISTOL FOR RINGO 
TENDER SCOUNDREL 
THEY CAME FROM 
BEYOND SPACE 
The SILVER SPOON SET 
A PLACE CALLED GLORY 
VIVA BANDITO 

MAMBO 

The DAYDREAMER 

The WACKY WORLD 
OF MOTHER GOOSE 

MAD MONSTER PARTY 

SANTA CLAUS 
CONQUERS THE MARTIANS 
JACK FROST 

ROMEO & JULIET 

Id something SPECIAL from AVCO EMBASSY PICTURES CORP./TELEVISION 
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Four exciting programs in the public interest 
produced by Avco Broadcasting Corporation's 
Award Winning News And Special Projects Divi;r, 

These films have received widespread honor am 

acclaim. Among the citations they share are: 

A Regional Television Emmy; two NAPTE 

Outstanding Program Achievement awards; 
the Alfred P. Sloan Award; the Ohio State Awaro 

Chic Award and the Columbus Film Festival Aw 

7.4 

fi 

THE LAST PROM TWO WHEELS TO ETERNITY 

Four teen-agers go to a Senior Prom; but one of them will 

not return. An explosive film that touches close to home- 

perhaps your home. A film that highlights every commu- 

nities' teen-age driving problem! ! 

o' 

DEATH DRIVER 
A successful 40 -year -old businessman, an outstanding high 

school athlete and his classmate have a Christmas rendez- 

vous with destiny. See how their lives intertwine for a brief, 
tragic moment-that lasts forever! 

A program spotlighting the accelerated motorcycle boom 

in the U.S. with its concurrent social upheaval. A challenge 

to all communities and viewers to stop the boom from 

becoming a bust-up! 

J 
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APPALACHIAN HERITAGE 

r 

It starts with "Strip mining" and ends with people stripped 

of all human dignity. An incredible look at refugee 

Americans lost in America's own front lines of democracy. 

For a shocking look at the nightmare that once was the 

great American Dream, see Appalachian Heritage. 

AVCO EMBASSY PICTURES CORP./TELEVISION 

SI 
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instant involvement! 
his exciting new concept in daytime programming intimately involves women in the 
c'ntemporary issues affecting their daily lives. More than an interview program, more 
t an a phone format, the show's style of electronic involvement is audience participa - 
tin at its most intense and entertaining. Phil's studio guests are world famous person- 
eties discussing today's issues in today's idiom-laying it on the line about birth, death, 
sx, marriage, divorce, religion, race, alcoholism, bigotry, cancer, mental health, crime, 
plitics, war, drugs, youth, children, single woman, married woman ...and woman. Unlike 
cler hosts, Donahue is not locked into his studio: modern, portable video tape equip - 
rant frequently take him off the stage-and provocative programming always takes him 
of of the ordinary. Every subject on the minds of women is on the Phil Donahue show. 

A full hour a day, in color, on tape 
First run in your market 
52 weeks, available for August 15 start 

Ih'e is dynamite in Dayton. As a newsman, he built a reputation for getting to the heart of a 
ds a host of this program, Donahue's youthful good looks and straight -from -the -shoulder way sang with subjects once considered "for men only" have made him an outstanding hit with 
CBs. 

In 18 Months he's Wrapped up 70% Share 
of the Dayton Daytime Audience!! 

"<";;T:41 
.. 

SHOREHAM HOTEL 

SUITE 7080 AVCO EMBASSY PICTIIRFS I f1RP /TrI ruicini 
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A contemporary series of 5 minute COLOR video-tape 
programs designed to attract the important 18-49 women's 
audience who want to be hip-not hippy. 

Muscles are for men. Woo the women in your market with this unique 

concept of non -vigorous exercise that develops shapely figures- 
for the gals and for the station! 

"Be Feminine" is flexible: strip it as a spot carrier/slot it as an 

insert in women's. programs/spiral it into a 15 minute show. 

"Be Feminine" is being stripped successfully on all five Avco 
Broadcasting stations- morning, noon 
and mid -afternoon ... proof of her 

k 
versatility in drawing shares of femme 
viewers throughout the day. For a . share of your local dollar, put Hanna 
on the spot in your market now. 

A "Queen of Iceland" beauty contest winner, 
Hanna Penrod is a former swimming and gymnastic 

141/4 

instructor. Now the mother of three active 
children, this internationally famous 
celebrity is her own best on -the -air promo. +W 

' 

1 1 Om the hid from outer space! 

78 FIVE MINUTE CARTOONS IN COLOR 

This space-age "kid" has already been 
to the moon-and to the top of markets 
across the country. Ask WNBC-TV in 
New York, where he's been pulling top ; ','"V " 1 

shares of audience as Saturday morn- 
ing lead-in to the network's program- 
ming. Ask RKO General. In fact, ask 
us-at NAB. 

Today's trend in TV programming for children is away from violence. Avco Embassy 

anticipated the trend. As a strip or a weekend show. DODO will Do It in your market! 

MO EMBASSY PICTURES CORP. TELEVISION. 
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THE 

ALL -NEW. 
CINCINNATI 

SOUND 

A brand new, up -tempo, happy sound that started 
in Cincinnati. 
The Cincinnati Sound is a story telling sound ... 
a youth -oriented sound ... an electronically 
augmented sound... the sound of today's musical 
activists, telling it like it is today. 

Over 30 cast principals with big -name guest stars in 
show -stopping production numbers. Recorded in 
color on video tape, before live and lively audiences. 

T;Y - 
N _ 

Constantly innovating, always updating, Hayride 
has travelled from the midwest all over the country, 
changing with the times and the tempo of the 
American scene. COUNTRY HAYRIDE's earlier 
format was top rated on both the ABC and CBS 
networks and syndicated to over 50 markets. 
Surveys indicate shares of audience as high as 
57% (ARB) and 55% (NSI) with ratings for a six 
year period ending in 1968 averaging 20 according 
to ARB and 21 on NSI.* 
Now a completely current COUNTRY HAYRIDE is 
being produced, with the all -new Cincinnati Sound 
-built on almost a quarter century of country, 
western, hillbilly, inspirational music, plus rhythm; 
blues and ballads. 

Audience and related data herein are based on estimates provided by the 
source indicated and aro subject to the qualifications issued by this service. 

OLOR, on video tape, 52 shows (39 + 13 repeats] are available for august 15 start. 

AVCO EMBASSY PICTURES CORP. /TELEVISION 
SHOREHAM HOTEL 

SUITE 7080 
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These are the blockbusters, the award winners, the stars and the stories racking ul 

rating points and setting the style for prime time and fringe time movie program 

ming. A widely varied, carefully balanced catalogue of entertainment that includes 

-WINNER 3 ACADEMY AWARDS 

FELLINI'S 
z -WINNER 2 ACADEMY AWARDS 

YESI'.ERDAY, TODAY 

ANDDMO11110W -WINNER 1 ACADEMY AWARD 

Marriage Italiall Style -NOMINATED FOR ACADEMY AWARD 

CaSaMnail11 -NOMINATED FOR ACADEMY AWARD 

AVCO EMBASSY PICTURES CORP./TELEVISION 



NOW In e ease Re.R 
. 

ORE MOVIES AND AN OFF -NET SERIES 
le first time you can get a crack at one of the greatest lineups in syndication today - as 

of inal contracts run out. Track records for these titles are outstanding. They've been 
reamed prime time, daytime, Late Show, Early Show - stripped and showcased. And 
;ep coming up with great shares of audience. 

VICKOFF CATcA_LOGUE 

33 FEATURE FILMS 
including 

"TWO WOMEN" 
Sophia Loren-Best Actress 

"Divorce -Italian Style" 
Best Original Story and Screenplay 

a _ "i .il 7 ° I' ° í% a 

-161 "ww 
EE YOU READY FOR THESE TREND -SETTING 

MOVIES THE FIRST TIME AROUND? 

invitation 
to 

E SONS OF 
murder 

IRcuLEs 
oly thematic two-way pro - 

1 rig 
available as both 13 full 

eature films and 26 one - 
1 ''liffhangers." 

All in COLOR 
All strong programming. 

14 feature films 

14 almost perfect crimes 

14 surprise endings 

AmIFFII9F 

alb 

26 ACTION FEATURES 

A// in COLOR 

SCOTLAND 
YARD 

39 stories of the most 
glamorous international 

agents-set in the most 

glamorous international 
locations. 

39 mystery adventure 

programs not generally 

available since their ¡; 

ABC NETWORK run.* 
'13 new programs added to 
round out the series! 

AVCO EMBASSY PICTURES CORP./TELEVISIOR1 



 

programs,. use this check list. Tear out this page 

and mail to: 

E. Jonny Graff, Vice President for Television, Avco 

Embassy Pictures Corp./Television, 1301 Avenue of 

the Americas, New York, N.Y.10019, (212) 956-5528. 

PLUS 12 

28 FOR 68 

APPALACHIAN HERITAGE 

THE LAST PROM. 

TWO WHEELS TO ETERNITY 

DEATH DRIVER 

THE PHIL DONAHUE SHOW 

BE FEMININE WITH HANNAH 

DODO- The Kid From Outer Space 

HAYRIDE 

TOP TIME 

KICKOFF CATALOGUE 

ADVENTURE 26 

SONS OF HERCULES 

INVITATION TO MURDER 

SCOTLAND YARD 

,1 

%. 
It 

lb } 
.s. 

n. 

..c I 
. ^.; 

. 

It's Smart To 
Do Business 

With A Company 
On Its Way 

ToThe Moon! 

AVCO EMBASSY PICTURES CORP./TELEVIS' 
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oadcasting has used the 
n screen to portray the nightmare. 
nage traffic fatality. By_showing 

of one tragic couple, we . 

scare many youngsters into a 
ion of how easily a moment 
essness could bring them death. 
ve apparently succeeded. 
rganizations have written for. 

its of our TV documentary, 
st Prom." The film has. been 
d in high schools, colleges - 
enforcement groups and civic 

: 

ERICA'S TEENAGERS 

,IITS,LH(E 
DIE... 

orgonizatidns..The Péace 'Corps used: it 
in Malaysia to explain the -traffic 
problems in America..' 
The program has gdirneréd "major' 
awards. An Emmy, a -Sloan Medal and" 
the"only 1968.Edúcational Awdrd 
from. the Assóciátion. of;Telévision 
Program Executives. . . 

- L . 

fr 

1 

Being involved in our,big country and 
'its big problems is a major responsibility 
for us as broadcasters. We are 
producing more programs like "The 
Last -Prom." On the hopelessness of . 

Appalachian nátives who trade poverty 
-in the mountains for misery in big 
city ghettos. The unpleasant revival 
of V.D. The human suffering of dope 
addicts. The frightening rise óf crime. 
These ,are not pretty pictures on our 
screen,, but they make our viewers aware 
"0f problems vie can no longer ignore. 

AVCO BiROADCASTING' CÓfgPOF7ATION 
/ " 

WLWT Cincinnati / WLWD Dayton / WLWC Columbus / WLWI Indianapolis / WOAI-TV San Antonio / RADIO: WLW Cincinnati f WON San Antonio lashington, D.C. / KYA & KOIT San Francisco / Represented by Avco Radio Television Sales, Inc. W WDC-FM Washington, D.C. / Represented by OM!. 
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an 12 months. 
pr.1,'68 wXIX- 
good year. 

US. Communications...Now Coast -to -Ca' 
WPHL-TV 
Philadelphia 
Channel 17 is USC's Flagship 
Station and the top local 
independent.* At three and a 
halt years young, it has been 
lauded for its diversified 
entertainment tare which 
includes distinguished films and 
more live basketball coverage 
than any other television station 
in the country. 

KEMO-TV 
San Francisco 
In a single year, Channel 20 has 
captured the heart of 
San Francisco. Exciting 
programming and locally 
produced syndicated shows 
make KEMO-TV a prime 
example of what an imaginative 
independent can do. 

WXIX-TV 
Cincinnati/Nell 
Channel 19 is Cincinnat 
independent. After just 5! 

of operation WXIX-TV h. , 

become Cincinnati's Nu 

station Monday through 
from 4 to 5 PM.* By 
important void, WXIX-N . 

given Cincinnati viewers 

choice. In entertainment 
community affairs. 

WPGH-TV 
Pittsburgh : 

_41 Channel 53 is the newesq 

USC's stations. Here, 85 

Cincinnati, a USC statiot , 

the market's only indePE,, 

ARB gave WPGH-TV a 
11, 

In and a 20% share on a 

basketball game telecashia 

19 days after the station 

operation. The future loot 

bright in Pittsburgh! 

- 

'ARB January 1969 7:30-11 PM 
Sunday -Saturday; 5-7:30 PM Monday- -.,., 
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WBMO-TV* 
Atlanta 
Coming soon! By July of this 
year a test pattern commences 
via Atlanta's most powerful TV 
signal. In August the real thing 
happens, and WBMO-TV will be 
the fourth new USC "put on" 
in just 17 months! 

KJDO -TV 
Houston/Rosenberg 
USC's Houston station will be 
our sixth independent. By 1970 
we'll be bringing people a 
wider variety of programming in 
6 major metropolitan markets 
coast to coast. An amazing feat! 

There's a lot to U.S. Communications that meets the eye. 
For one, three new television stations we put on during 
the last twelve months. With two more on the way. 
Plus the oldster of the group that's maintained its position 
of dominance in the nation's 4th market, Philadelphia. 
Fact is, USC is blazing new trails in the broadcast industry 
from coast -to -coast. U.S. Communications may be only 
a year young, but it seems some companies learn to run 
before they walk. 

U.S. COMMUNICATIONS Corporation 
Headquarters: 1500 Walnut Street, 
Philadelphia, Penna. 19102 

14 
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JUST PUBLISHED! 
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The 

Technique 

Of the MOTION 

PICTURE CAMERA 

by 
H. Mario Raimondo Souto 

Mr. Souto, one of the world's 
foremost authorities on the motion 
picture camera, has put together the 
perfect textbook for both the pro- 
fessional and amateur cameraman. 

This book is the first comprehensive 
study of the modern film camera 
in all its forms, from 70mm giants 
to the new Super 8s. Comparative 
material is included on virtually all 
film cameras available from the 
U.S.A., Britain, France, Russia, Ja- 
pan and other countries. 

Techniques of filming, from hand 
held cameras to cameras mounted 
in airplanes and helicopters are 
thoroughly covered. 

Profusely illustrated with easy -to- 
read line drawings. 

Hard covered, 263 pages with index 
and glossary as well as comparative 
charts. 

$14.50 each 

TELEVISION AGE BOOKS 
1270 Avenue of the Americas 
New York, N.Y. 10020 
Gentlemen: 

Enclosed find $ for copies of "The 
Technique of the Motion Picture Camera." 

Name 

Address 

City 

State Zip 

Add 50K per copy for postage and handling. 

Letter from the Publisher 
The threat to free speech 

At probably no other time in the history of broadcasting in the 
United States has this industry faced so many basic issues. 

In discussing these issues with FCC Commissioners and with mem- 
bers of the Commission staff, as well as with several Senators and 
Representatives (in preparation for this issue) there emerge many 
alarming signals. There are proposals before Congress that can 

seriously affect every radio and television operation in the country. 
(See bills introduced at this session of Congress on page 76) 
Most broadcasters may not be aware of the imminence or importance 
of this legislation. Many of the bills introduced at each session do 

not have a chance of passage and the legislators knoll it. But there 

is always the 92nd Congress and the 93rd and the 94th-and a change 
in political climate can spur passage. Further, a bill that may not 

affect one group of broadcasters can set off a chain reaction affecting 
the entire industry, like the spark from the fire of a neighbor's house. 

For example, an independent radio station operator may have. no 

interest in what happens to a bill calling for regulation of television 

networks. But in a closely inter -related business every piece of pro- 

posed legislation affects the entire industry-whether it deals with 

multiple ownership, CATv, or so called concentration of control. 

Major issue 
The major issue facing broadcasters-and the public as well-is 

that of freedom of speech. The First Amendment sets forth the basic 

concept. It is sacrosanct in the hearts of Congressmen and their 

countrymen. But the restraint of free speech will not come by a 

frontal attack on the First Amendment. It mill come through the side 

door, through seemingly innocent and, on the surface, needed legis- 

lation to correct an obvious deficiency in the body politic. Herein 

lies the booby trap. As our lead story points out, Congressmen are 

hyper -sensitive to the broadcast medium. When they see or hear 

something on the air with which they take exception, their immediate 
thoughts are toward framing legislation to curb that which they find 

objectionable. 
if a Representative or Senator watches a commentator with whom 

he violently disagrees, or if he sees an entertainment program he 

considers in bad taste, or if he hears an editorial on the air contrary 
to his views, he wants to (lo something about it. (It is interesting 

to note that the Congressmen do not have this reaction to the printed 

page). The FCC at times has had to remind Congress diplomatically 
that Section 326 of the Communications Act precludes the Com- 

mission from regulating programming. Even Sen. John O. Pastore (D- 

It.I.), as much as he is opposed to violence on television, recognizes 

the free speech problem. "How are you going to write," he asked in 

a recent hearing. "a rule that dictates what a program should be. I 

am afraid you are going to get into this question of censorship if I 

have read the Supreme Court opinions properly during the past 

35 years." 
Most Congressmen are accessible and willing to listen to both 

sides of this iniportant issue. It remains for the indi' idual broad- 

caster to sit down with his Representatives and Senators and explain 

how legislation, as well meaning as it might be on the surface, can 

transgress the concept of free speech and vitally affect the public 

interest. 

Cordially, 

28 Television Age, March 24, 19, 



We're more interested in 
informing a curious audience 
than in winning awards. 
Maybe that's why we keep 

winning awards. 
'Pews 7"-Reporter-Photographer Larry 
ebs: First Prize, TV Newsreels from 
'cite House News Photographers Asso- 
ution; Leon M. Nevitt Journalism Award 
t,m D.C. Fire Fighters Association; 
4IMY Award from Academy of Televi- 
:in Arts and Sciences, D. C. Chapter. 

'(MAL Radio News" - Outstanding 
1'ws Operation Award from the 
(e.sapeake Associated Press 
E)adcasters Association. 
Cstanding Public Affairs Series 
13rd from the Chesapeake Associ- 
a J Press Broadcasters Associat for i. 
G standing Editorializing Award 
frn the Virginia Associated Press 
B adcasters Association. 
Ctificate of Recognition for Better 
Nnan Relations by the National Coun- 
Ci)f Christians and Jews. 
F1 Contribution to the American System 
Claw and Justice, the Silver Gavel Award frn the American Bar Association. (2) 
Ti School Bell Award for Distinguished 
Sirice in Reporting and Interpreting 
Ercation from the National School Pub- ti(lelations Association. 
Girge Washington Honor Medal Award fr'i Freedoms Foundation at Valley 
Fete. 
St. e Gilmartin Sportscaster of the fothe District of Columbia by Nati 
SPtscasters and Sports Writers. 

"Claire and Co Co"-Ohio State Award 
from Institute for Education by Radio - 
Television; MAMM Award from American 
Association of University Women; Citation 
from Organization of American States. 

"Here's Barbara" - Barbara Coleman: 
MAMM Award from American Association 
of University Women; Program Award for 
Excellence in Production and Broadcast 
from National Association of Television 
Program Executives. 

_' 
-__ t: 

Year 

anal 

- - 

Public Affairs Specials 
"The Sweet Smell of Freedom"-Ohio 
State Award from the Institute for Educa- 
tion by Radio -Television; Superior Award 
for News Broadcasting from Virginia 
Associated Press Broadcasters; EMMY 
Awards for Production and Producer - 
Director from Academy of Television Arts 
and Sciences, D.C. Chapter. 

"We Have Not Forgotten"-George 
Washington Honor Medal Award from 
Freedoms Foundation at Valley Forge. 
EMMY Award from Academy of Televi- 
sion Arts and Sciences, D.C. Chapter. 

'_ - "Lincoln's Last Day"-Emory Awards for 
production, cinematography and pro- 

ducer-director from Academy of 
5 Television Arts and Sciences, D.C. 

Chapter. 

RADIO 

TELEVISION 
4. ° ° 

The Evening Star Broadcasting Co. 
Washington, D.C. 

lecion Age, March 24, 1969 
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Norfolk, Virginia 
anriel.3 -CBS 

'announces the .. 
appointment of 
Harrington, Righter 

" and Parsons; Inc. 
as national 
representative 

. 

Effective April I. l 

,1 
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More backup keeps us up Front 

with news in Milwaukee 
One reason for WTMJ-TV's bigger viewer head- 
count: a news staff headcount twice that of our 
nearest competitor! Extra manpower gives us 

extra speed. Last presidential election, for ex- 
ample, our own network team typically kept us 

thousands of votes ahead in reporting key local 
races ... helped garner 51% of Milwaukee 
viewers against 26% for the runner-up station.' 
More backup also means greater depth for such 
popular features as our News -4 Probe. These 
documentary series take a penetrating look at 

t 

r:ti 

controversial issues as they relate to Milwaukee. 
WTMJ-TV serves Milwaukee through the most 
advanced broadcasting facilities around... plus 
helicopter and mobile units for quick on -the - 
spot coverage. \,Ve can serve you through 
Harrington, Righter & Parsons. U LOOK FORWARD TO WTMJ-TV 

\The Milwaukee Journal Station . NBC 

)WTMJ-TV 
r - W,11.V 1 
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'Based ¿n an ARB coincidental weighted composite 
study of the three Milwaukee tv stations.covering 
election results from 7 to 11 P. M.November 5. Subject 
to qualifications listed in said report. 
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STATE o INDIANA 
INDIANAPOLIS 46204 

DEPARTMENT OF VEHICLE INSPECTION 

March 4, 1969 

Mr. Bob Gamble 
News Manager 
The WFBM Stations 
1330 N. Meridian Street 
Indianapolis, Indiana 46202 

Dear Mr. Gamble: 

We wish to take this opportunity to thank you and others 

at the WFBM Stations for the assistance and cooperation 
we received which made it possible in the early stages 
of the inspection program to expose abuses. In fact, 
it was through your efforts that we were able to effect 
the first arrest for issuing inspection stickers without 
performing actual inspections. 

We, who are responsible for the administration of the 
program, as well as the Indiana State Police, who are 
specifically charged with supervisory and enforcement 
responsibilities, are well aware that fears have been 
expressed that such abuses can keep a state -licensed, 
privately -operated vehicle inspection program from 
serving the public interest. 

It has been proven that these "misfits" can be detected 
and eliminated by a concerted effort on the part of those 
who want a strong inspection program and, with continuous 
impartial field supervision of inspection stations and 
personnel, supported by firm enforcement and disciplinary 
policies, the reputation and integrity of concientious 
inspection stations will be protected. 

We sincerely request your continued support and 
cooperation. 

Sincerely, 

Willard L. Walls 
Administrator 

WLW/eag 

The station that serve' 



CITY OF INDIANAPOLIS 

RICHARD G. LUGAR. MAYOR 

December 6, 1968 

Mr. James Hetherington 
WFBM Stations 
1330 North Meridian Street 
Indianapolis; Indiana 46202 

Dear Jim: 

Thank you for your editorial entitled "Flanner House and Watkins Park #2" 
dated November 27, 1968. 

I deeply appreciate your original editorial, your giving me an opportunity 
to reply, and your subsequent editorial. 1 believe that this type of 
exchange offers one of the prime ways in which complex issues may be 
brought to decisions with full public knowledge. I am certain that the 
final Park Board agreement is superior to anything which would have been 
drafted prior to your editorial and my reply. 

Sometimes, I realize that you are unaware of the good effects of your 
editorials. 

I felt it only fair to point out that the constructive 
points raised in your initial editorial led to a superior agreement and 
many hours of discussion under the guidance and careful draftsmanship 
of Mark Murphy. 

Sincerely, 

Richard G. Lugar 
Mayor 

RGL:mep 

(st sells best. a : TIME 

LIFE 
9ROA CA$I 
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Where's HEADQUARTERS? 

DENVER, SAN FRANCISCO, AUSTIN, 

RI 

ti ._ r e- ... , " 
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The Fleming Company-nation's largest independent grocery 

distributor-operates 11 major distribution centers from Topeka. 

Topeka TV viewers staff the nerve center for 1850 supermarkets 

in 13 states ... $1,100,000,000 annual sales. 

They measure advertising effectiveness, consumer acceptance 
and caselot movement of everything going through Fleming's vast com- 

puterized inventory-that requires 2,225,000 sq. ft. of warehouse. 

What these Topekans see on WIBW-TV affects their working 

lives, just as it affects the private lives of the great bulk of Kansans in 

the populous eastern third of the state-where 2/3 of the people live. 

WIBW-TV earns its ratings with the best of CBS plus community - 

involved, people -endorsed programming ... as the only commercial 

VHF station in the state capital, plus 50,000 additional home subscribers 

on 48 cables. 

Where else but Topeka can you sell headquarters of a very BIG 

customer and pick up 150,000 homes at the same time? Avery-Knodel 

can show you how ... or call 913-272-3456. 

0 B likr 

TV Radio FM 
Topeka, Kansas 

Affiliate: KGNC, TV Radio FM, Amarillo, Texas 

t 

Letters - 

to the 
Editor 

On weighting techniques 
I enjoyed reading your article 

1 he Share Holders (Tt:t.t:vtstoN A 

February 2-I.. 1969. page 271. 

1 would like, however. to chi 
a point regarding the "radical 
versal in NBC and CBS primetil 

Although NBC has made gr 

gains, much of the disparity hew 
1967 and 1968 is due to fat 

weighting techniques employed 

,\lí11 in the past. 

As noted in your article. upweit 

ing smaller families in 1967 resul 

in reduced viewing levels. But, it t 

qn older, smaller family -oriel: 

CRS which benefited by this p 

cedu re. Again. to quote from y( 

article, ". . ..\ I B studied the sit 

lion and found that weighting byt 

of household head (now in effe 

tended to give a truer picture." 
In other words, in November I 

1967, CIS looked better and N 

worse than they should have. NB 

current leadership based on age 

household head weighting reflell 

more accurately the true rating stor 

My analysis of the A1111 Novernb 

196$ s t% rep in 83 three -or -more 

flan markets in which all three r 

works hate equal facilities ref 

some -.light differences from theov 

all results shown in your article. 

The one major differences: on I 

total day tv homes share base, C I 

and NBC affiliates are tied in fluid 

of wins. Ilene is the result of I 

analysis. showing number and I 

cent of affiliates leading markets 

total clay by tv homes share: 
83 Equal 

Facility 
Markets* 

NBC 
CBS 

IIC 

TV .\ge 106 
Markets 

% 

4-I 41.5 
56 52.8 

6 5.7 

41 1,8.2 

> t 42.2 

3 3.5 

Includes ties 

Source: Ala November 1968 

1L coil 

Special Research Prole' 
BC.). 

Neta Yo 

Teterision Age, March 21, 19 
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CONTINUEZ TO 

ANOTHER 

NEW FIRST RUN 
COLOR HALF HOURS 

As a broadcaster, you are already in the business 
of cherchezing les femmes. Why not make it a delightful business, 

like some of the nation's leading bon vivants, among them: 

New York WOR-TV Seattle -Tacoma KTNT-TV Phoenix KPHO-IV Fresno KMJ-TV 
Los Angeles KTLA-TV Buffalo WGR-TV Flint, Mich. WJRT-TV Poland Spring WMTW-TV 
Philadelphia WIBF-TV Hartford WHNB-TV Winston-Salem WSJS-TV Bristol, Va. WCYB-TV 
Detroit WJBK-TV Milwaukee WITI-TV Toledo WSPD-TV Evansville, Ind. WEHT-TV 
Cleveland WJW-TV Kansas City W DA F -T V Wilkes-Barre WBRE-TV Bangor WLBZ-TV 
Washington, D.C. WTTG Stockton KOVR Rock Island WHBF-TV Bellingham, Wash. KVOS-TV 
Pittsburgh WIIC-TV Providence WJAR-TV Knoxville WBIR-TV Charleston, S.C. WUSN-TV 
Dallas -Ft. Worth WFAA-TV Denver KBTV Pensacola WEAR -TV Chico, Calif. KHSL-TV 
Indianapolis WTTV Columbus, Ohio WTVN-TV Roanoke, Va. WSLS-TV Panama City, Fla. WJHG-TV 
Houston KPRC-TV San Diego KFMB-TV Decatur, Ill. WAND Tucson, Ariz. KGUN-TV 
Atlanta WAGA-TV Asheville, N.C. WLOS-TV Springfield. Ohio WSWO-TV West Palm Beach WEAT-TV 

FILMS 

No matter what the competition, ':Divorce Court" consistently tops the 
program it replaces. And delivers excellent audiences, adult audi- 
ences - particularly the kind you are cherchezing. 

No wonder 130 new color half hours will soon be ready - in time for 
Fall programming. This year, be the bon vivant of your market with ... 

DIVORCE COURTS 
Syndication's only first run drama -type 

program available on a strip basis 

30 ROCKEFELLER PLAZA, NEW YORK, N.Y. 10020 (212) CIRCLE 7-8300 I Chicago Los Angeles Dallas Greensboro 

Teuision Age, March 24, 1969 
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This is the Beaulieu 
R16B "Automatic." 

Can you find 
the battery? ,I, 

Our cameraman isn't wearing it. He doesn't have to. Because 
Beaulieu's rechargeable nickel cadmium battery is built right 
into the camera handgrip. Powerful? The 1000 mA model 
will shoot eight 200 ft. magazine loads on a single charge. 
But just as important, you can replace the battery with a fully 
charged spare in seconds. With the Beaulieu 16mm, there's 
no need for batteries strapped around your waist or swing- 
ing from your shoulder. - 

Take another look at the R16B "Auto- 
matic". That's a 200 ft. daylight -load 
magazine on top, a sync pulse gener- 
ator plugged into the side, and an 
Angenieux 12-120mm zoom lens 
out front. Now how much would 
you say the entire outfit weighs? 
Including the battery. 

If you guessed as little as 12 pounds, 
you guessed too much. It's 101 
pounds! And the price is just a 

little over $2,650! 

You don't have to give up criti- 
cally important features, either. 

40 
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Like rock steady pictures. Like a mirrored shutter, for reflet 

viewing with no prism between the lens and the film plane 

You also get the finest automatic exposure control systen 

ever built. A Gossen light meter measures the light intensitl 

coming directly through the lens. And it electronically con. 

trols a miniaturized motor that instantly rotates the Angel 

nieux's diaphragm ring to the correct aperture setting. Nc 

footage is lost due to rapidly changing light conditions. 

N' Sync sound is no problem. Your Beaulieu R16B "Auto. 

matic teams up naturally with professional record. 

ers, such as Nagra and Uher, for sync sound filming. 
L 1. 

That's pretty good for a little over $2,650. Particu- 

larly since you couldn't get this combination in any 

other camera even if you spent twice as much. 

:1> B.ecuilio- CIINEMSION A 
H`E`A RVIC CORPORATION 

To receive literature on Beaulieu 16mm and Super 8 

cameras, or Heurtier projectors, please visit your fine 

camera store or write Cinema Beaulieu, Genera. 

a Office: 14225 Ventura Boulevard, Sherman Oaks, 

'' California 91403 or New York Office: 155 West 

68th Street, New York City, New York 10023' 
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This ad wont win any awards 

,. 
.... 

; :..,,.. 
, ,f4 

1 .1::. lff., ...... 

YOU COULD. GET -A REAL-. 
THIS TANK TRUCK COULD BE CARRYING 
ALMOST ANYTHING .'.. LIKE SULPHURIC 
ACID. OR NITRIC ACID. OR ANY 
ONE OF THE HUNDREDS OF DANGER- 
OUS CHEMICALS THAT PASS THROUGH' 
HOUSTON EVERY DAY. 
TONIGHT, AT 5 AND 10 PM , DAVE WARD 

BÁÍVG ÓU-r.OF THIS` 
AND DAN AMMERMAN CONTINUE'CHAN- 
NEL 13'S EXCLUSIVE TELEVISION IN- 

VESTIGATION I NTO WHAT SOME' HAVE 
CALLED "ROLL-. 
ING DEATÑ", 
ON OUR -CITY 
STREETS.... 

13ut our in-depth News Probe on this subject did. It 

won the Texas Headliner's Awald tor 'Rest Spot News 
Coverage In the State.' The first time the broadcasting 
media was eligible to receive their coveted journalistic 
award. 
If you're looking for 'spot' coverage of another kind, 
call your Blair man. He's got a nose for news, too. Ours. 

KTRK-TV 
HOUSTON, TEX AS 
CAPITAL CITIES 
BROADCASTING 
CORPORATION 

Tiwision Age, II -larch 24, 1969 
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The eleventh annual 

KMTV TELEVISION AWARDS 
Each year, we recognize outstanding service to the public through KMTV. 

For 1968, the awards honored the Omaha Urban League for its coordination 
of a weekly program called "The Hiring Line." To date, almost one thousand 
people have found jobs through the program. 

Jack V. Clayter and K. Patrick Okura of the Omaha Urban League received the 
awards and were congratulated by Julian Goodman, President of the National 
Broadcasting Company, who addressed Nebraska and Iowa business and civic 
leaders attending the presentation. 

Mr. Goodman delivered a widely -quoted speech on freedom of information. 

Of the awards, he told the audience they were "a demonstration of the fact 
that KMTV cares about its community, cares about community betterment and 
that it does something about it." 

. 

eIil . 
N i {RI 

sv.,+on +.,,,`, 
Jack v. ctaYi 

t 

r 

KMTV NBC for Omaha and Lincoln 
Represented by Edward Petry and Cd 

MAY BROADCASTING COMPANY 
KMTV, Omaha KGUN-TV, Tucson 

KMA. Shenandoah KFAB AM -FM, Omaha 

1o6e tetevision "'ANN 
' fo»a+nV,h,w'.Ynu.biM 

~MC {t,.w 
k. pa:taick okuaa 

0000 

S 
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WHAT'S AHEAD BEHIND THE SCENES Tele -scope 
. 
S.. Johnson tries three 40 -second piggys 

're S. C. Johnson Co. is attempting to place three 40- 

;13c -id contiguous commercials in over 11)0 markets in 

la' fringe and primetime. The problem confronting the 
net and stations is how to charge for the time. 

.air says they'll charge twice the minute rate. Another 
man- rep said his stations would do the same, but if 

theommercials are broken up into a -10 and an 81) 

(web may be done if two minute slots aren't available) 
thelient would be charge:I the minute rate for the 40 
ºnrthe minute plus the 20 rate for the 80. The company 
won have to pay the minute rate for the 40, it was ex - 

bred. because most stations don't have a 40 -second 
tat and don't want the problem of trying to pick up a 
20) fill out the slot. 

tie ref, believes that when Johnson made similar buys 
on he networks they were charged double the minute 
rat whether they ran together or split. He added, how- 
evr, that they probably won't be able to land a deal like 
till in spot. 

Cotputerized timebuying at B&B 
'iere are many problems to overcome before either 

thc1RB or Nielsen computerized timelnm ing systems can 
ga acceptance. but seldom mentioned is the barrier pre- 
seud by comparable systems now used or in the plan - 
nil stage at agencies. 

;nton & Bowles, for example, already has the first 
pipe of its Console Spot Buying System (CSBS) in 
op atiou-and successfully, says the agency. B&B is 
cuently developing additional CSIIS phases which are 
irlar to Nielsen -s "Teleprocessing in Tinrebuying" an system, which is less ambitious in scope than the 
Mt operation. 

3BS works as follows: (I) Rep submits avails to 
dgrcy; 121 avails are put into computer by media cle- 
pament via console: (3) avails are ranked by pre -desig- 
nad criteria by computer; (4) buyer selects spots and 
rrr:rs them from reps; (5) confirmed spots are inch - 
bail and stored in computer; (6) upon receipt of nut - 
(hie -readable rating data, purchased spots are auto- 
rntcally re -rated. 

1B is convinced computerization of spot buying will 
'I rd up, eventually achieving the long -sought goal of 
tirctng buyers from clerical functions. 
Iarhattan Cable aims for first place 

ew York's lower Manhattan cable Iv system expects 
ave more subscribers than any other single system 

')pator by the end of 1970. Manhattan Cable, whose 
I<chise includes all of the island below 86th St. on the 

a Side and 79th Si. on the West, says it has already 
^iced up 11.000 subscribers. \Vitt 375.0110 families in 
drrarea they expect to have oker 25.01111 customers by 
thrend of this year. They project 100;111)1) subscribers 
1'31973.74. 

Jere company is also planning more program origina- 
itd;, both on filar and live. The system already carries 
( cambia ITniversity basketball games and some con- 
i1r. In addition the cable will soon can the new 
(Lattonal channel 21 from suburban long Island. 

recision Age, March 24, 1969 

Opposition kills ABC station deal 
The threat of opposition to the proposed purchase 

of SVKTR-TV )ayton by ABC has killed the deal. The in- 
evitable delays in FCC hearin's would make it difficult to 
hold to a contract price. according to Richard II. Higgs. 
president of kitty hawk Teleykion Corp.; owners of the 
VIII' outlet. Price for the station was reported to be 

The opposition carne from "pringtield TV Broadcast- 
ing Corp., which owns a competitive UIIFer, YVKEF. 

William L. putnarn; president of Springfield. threatened 
to fight the purchase through the courts in addition to 
battling the transfer before the FCC. Putnam has been 
an active figure among 1'11F' forces for years. 

New ball teams to score early on NBC-TV 
The \BC-'f'Y baseball Gante-of-the-II'ee/i, which be- 

gins its fourth season April 12; will open its coverage 
with early season games showing the four new franchise 
teams in action. The \ational Leagues Sari Diego Padres 
and Montreal Expos as well as the American League's 
Kansas City Royals and Seattle Pilots will all be covered 
in early programs. When the pennant races start taking 
shape, \BC -TV will telecast the most important games. 

The 1969 schedule covers 25 SaturdaN afternoon 
games. three Monday night- primetime games. the All - 
Star Came. the best three of five di\ isional playoffs and 
the World Series. 

Is the honeymoon about to end? 

The entente col -thole between the FCC and Capitol 
hill may be short lived. Although Sen..lohn O. Pastore 
(I)-11.1.) complimented FCC chairman and the Com- 
mission on the job they are doing (see 7'he Senate and 
the l'CC, page 581. \ou can expect some fireworks from 
the I --louse side. 

One indication was the full House Interstate and for- 
eign Commerce Committee's approval of the Imestiga- 
lion, Srrbcrrnunitlee report on the \VBII\I-TV `"hot Party." 
In an unprecedented action. the vote was 16 to 6 accus- 
ing the station of staging the episode. The FCC has not 
made a final di=position of the case. although there was 
behind -tire -scenes conflict between the Commission and 
the Subcommittee. 'I'Ire Subcommittee has two additional 
reports in readiness: oar nn the Fairness Doctrine and 
Section 315; the other on the transfer of the O' ermver 
licenses. Both reports are critical of the Commission. 

fhere is also a great deal of sentiment expressed b 
Committee members that the FCC exceeded its authority 
in issuing the cAry rule-. Hearings will be held before 
the Communications Subcommittee, probably starting in 
late April (see The /loose and the FCC, page 611). 

BAR to supply tv data 
All Ihree forms of Iv ad expenditures-local. spot and 

network-will be available now that Ilroadcast Adver- 
tisers Iieports will he releasing data through Tv B. 

While final (In tails on the types of reports to be issued 
have not been compilers; there will be at least month)\ 
totals plus expanded quarterly and annual reports. 
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Trade paper polls showed that BMI music had over 80% of all listings of public acceptance in 1968,as it had in 1967, and in 19'i 

ebes scoro 

BMI 
BROADCAST MUSIC INCORPORATED 
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.8] FIRST WITH 90 MINUTES OF AUTHORITATIVE NEWS 
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tOMwFWLoEY. 
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Om TOM HAMLIN ED KRAHLING 
. Sports Director City -County -Government 

"V 

li 
L' 

C CK UPTHEGROVE 
brtsr-Photogapher 

`¡ 

MORT BEACH 
Downtown. Dayton 

t+1ilKE BRIGNER SKIP HAPNER. 
t±ports-Photographer Reporter -Photographer 

'.a - %rig.r...:° 

WALTERCRONKITE : ' 

REGIONAL CORRESPONDENTS' 

ROGER SHARP-Springfield 

KEITH WOLFRAM-Middletown 

BOB CROFT=Lima ' 

DEAN SHAFER-Wilmingtois- 

DOCBOSWORTH-Columbus 

1iami Valley viewers with a need to know what's 
appening locally, regionally, nationally or around 
le world pick WHIO-TV. Here's the award -winning 
rst team with complete coverage of news, sports, 

@J 

DON WAYNE 
News Editor - 

-BOB TAMASKA 
News Film Supervisor 

ANDY CASSELLS JOE WISSELL 
Springfield News & Features Reporter -Photographer 

. LYLE STIEG . HERB GATES 
News-Sports-WPAFB News Reporter 

4 

GIL WHITNEY 
r 

Regional. News 
LINDA HOEFLING 
News Coordinator 

weather and business. A full hour of local, regional 
and state reporting split by the highly -regarded CBS 
Evening News with Walter Cronkite. To keep up 
with the fast -changing world around you, watch- 

, 

b ' . 

WHIO-TV-6-7:30 p.m. Monday thru Friday 0°111*. 
All eyes are on fJJv) 

4YTON 
TWENTY YEARS OF RESPONSIBLE SERVICE TO THE MIAMI VALLEY 

Co, Broadcasting Corporation stations: WHIO AM -FM -TV. Dayton: WSB AM.FM-TV. Atlanta: WSOC AMáM-tV. Charlotte: WIOU AM -FM, Miami; KTVU, San Francisco -Oakland; WIIC TV, Pittsburgh 
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Doodletown 

Pipers 
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AND 

THERE 

THEY 

GO! 

Six great seasonal shows. 
Spring is Bustin' Out. 
An American Holiday 
Beach Party 
Harvest Hayride 
Way Out West 

Christmas Party 

Undated and flexible. 

Videotaped 

in color on 

location 

I 

Sold to Golden West in Los Angeles... Cox in San Francisco.. 

Time -Life in Denver... Corinthian in Hóuston ...Hubbard in Al 

querque... LIN in Decatur...And to these important independt1h 

among others...XETV, San Diego...KLAS-TV, Las Vegas...WSVO 

Nashville ...WIRL-TV, Peoria ...WREX-TV, Rockford ... Get in toy 

with Bill Mulvey ...Triangle Program Trian le Pro ram Sales ... (215) TR 8-97 



Business barometer 
r 

December figures in, 1968 totals for spot, local and network compensation can be 
calculated. The spot total broke t he billion dollar mark for the first time, 
standing at $1,002.9 million, 15.1 per cent above the '67 total of $871.7 
million. Local's total was $441.4 million, 21.0 per cent above the $364.8 
million the year before. Network compensation in '68 was $249.9 million, 1.6 
per cent above the '67 total of $245.9 million. 

)(ember figures were up all along the line. Spot rose 32.9 per cent to $82.4 million 
Prom $62.0 million in '67 ; local increased 23.7 per cent to $46.9 million from 
$37.9 million the previous year; network compensation went up 7.0 per cent 
to $22.6 million from $21.1 million in '67. 

`t1 larger stations (above $3 million in annual revenue) did best in spot, rising 37.3 
per cent. Medium -size stations (between $1-3 million) rose 25.8 per cent. 
Small outlets (less than $1 million) increased 23.3 per cent. 
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Comparable local figures: up 24.5, 23.4 and 13.7 
per cent ; compensation data: up 6.7, 7.5 and 
8.5 per cent, respectively. 

Next issue: January local and compensation data. 
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NBC'In Houston representad nationally by Edward Petry & Co. 
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In today's fast -paced world .. where.the 

between continents and their idéologi 1 

shrunken by lobal communications 
need for truth emerges g,reater than: ever. 

ple want to know! And, i Houstóni KPRC 

provides them the fác ,s with the firstwo 1 

news'all the time. Colsistently honored b SI 

peers for excellence in broadcást journal,,' 

`KPRC and KPRC- have. won more m 

news awards. than ,a11-Áther. Hot ton'stat' 

combined. Truthful! ... Houston's top ñ s °station:! . 
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E:ttloii awards preview 
.Ice, poverty and the multitude 

ssociated problems formed the 
a, for amajority of entries in 

year's National Academy of 

le vision Arts and Sciences' Station 
4w -d and Special Citation. 

n regional winners are compet- 
i for the Station Award Enmm 

hb will be presented at a Tele - 
v, n Assembly of the NAB Con- 

tcn Wednesday morning /larch 
..b['here ore an additional iO final- 
'rt in the competition for the Spec- 
'rl:,itation certificate. 

'le Station Award is presented 
he outstanding community serv- 

c grogram. The award is now in its 
sL11 year. The Special Citation to a 

:aan being given for the second 
lb, honors innovative progran- 

ruti; which enhances the lives of 
di1vantaged Young people. moti- 
la3 them to make the most of their 
cprrtunities, or foste-s frank "di- 
,ihue" and effective cooperation in 

interest of community stability. 

fnitries double. One hundred sta- 
tic; submitted entries this Year, 
ddSle the number of last year. This 
Id'ite a $25 increase in the entry 

iel A station could submit only one 
tp ;ram for the Station Award and 
ft1 for the Special Citation. 

vb /flan Caravan produced by 
th Carolina ETV is up for both 

lords. WFIL-TV Philadelphia and 
'\11:k -Tv Madison Wis., an educa- 
ihal station are up for awards also 
Tooth categories but with different 

grams in each. 
Flie preliminary judging of the 

'Jlíes was done by more than 140 
('.'ision profesionals in all ten 
'rlpter cities of the Academy. Judg- 

Irn of the finalists was done by two 
[leis composed of prominent indi- 
YUads in the fields of government, 

It''gion, business, law and the arts. 
:omprising the panel which judg- 

(the Station Award finalists were 
) Timothy .I. Costello, deputy 
rtivor of New 1 ork: Benjamin E. 

rJtein, National Director, Anti- 
l'amation League: Miss Rosamond 
Vrch, radio -tv director, New York 

Health Service Administration; 

!Ievision Age, March 24, 1969 

THE WAY IT HAPPENED Newsfront 
F. Richard I leldennan, assistant to the 
president for the executive office, 
Ilunter College. New York; bliss 
Duncan MacDonald, of the execu- 
tive committee of the National Coun- 
cil of Women. 

Judges for the Special Citation 
were I)r. Sterling \C . Brown. Na- 

tional Conference of Christians and 
Jews: Commissioner George F. Mc- 

Grath. of the \Tew 1 ork City Depart- 
ment of Correction: Pere Sutton, 
hlanhattan Borough President, and 
Mrs. Jame- E. Spalding, Executive 
Committee 1WCA. 

Here they are. Following is a sum- 
mary of the programs nominated for 

the Station \ward: 
Something For Nothing, produced 

by wvL-Tv Philadelphia. .\ half- 
hour film which examines people who 

are tempted to liNe beond their 
means by the "dollar -a -week" 
"nothing -down" promises of Con- 

sumer fraud artists. The program 
attempts to educate and caution the 
public. 

Appalachian Heritage. produced 
by cvr.tv-r Cincinnati. Thi: 60 -minute 
special examined the problems of 

adjustrnent. housing, employment 
and education faced by over a mil- 

lion people who have migrated from 
Appalachia into the industrial cities 
of the North during the last 20 years. 

Color ,I/c Somebody produced by 

KtNG-TV Seattle is an hour-long pro- 

urarn whose objective was to docu- 
ment for the affluent and apatlreic 
whites of this middle class city that 
Seattle has a race problem. 

We Are Ill Policemen produced 
by wNuc-Ty New York was the con- 

cluding part of a 20 -part series, 
"Crime and the Cournrunity." The 
program offers the opinion that the 
crime problem will only be suc- 
cessfully met to the extent that 
aroused citizens personally want it 

to be. 
Beggar At The Gates produced by 

wiz -Tv Boston is an hour-long pro- 
gram which attempts to stimulate 
reevaluation of what our society be- 

lieves in and in the institutions 
through which we express those be- 

liefs. 
Jot, ;Ilan Caravan produced by 

South Carolina ETV is up for an 

award in hotly categories. This half- 

hour segment is one program of a 

series whose purpose is to motivate, 
inform and emplo\ the disadvantaged 
youth of S.C. by providing an inter- 
change of information via an enter- 
tainment format. 

Heal 7 he Hart Child produced by 
KSI)-TV St. Louis. The inadequate 
care of emotionally disturbed chil- 
dren in St. Louis where over 7,000 
need psychiatric treatment is the 
thence of this hour-long program. 

ilisterogers Special Program For 
Parents produced by WQen Pitts- 
burglh. 'I his :i0 -minute program was 

shown three days after the assassina- 
tion of Robert Kennedy, and was 

designed to offer parents some guide- 
lines so that the' might provide their 
children with satisfactory answers 
during that tragic period. 

Operation Thanks-Parts I and II 
produced by Kr\rl3-Tv San Diego, 
Part I of this program is a film 

which look special holiday greetings 
and expressions of gratitude and ap- 
preciation from the citizens of San 
Diego to the fighting men overseas 
who were unable to be home for 
Christmas. Part II records the mes- 

sages and re=posses of the service- 
men who viewed the filar. 

l'relly .Soon lines Out produced 
by wIIA-Ty Madison. Part of a series 
titled "The Inner Core: City Within 
A City". This segment dealt with the 
problem of urban relocation. Part I 

(if this 21,!, hour program was a 

filmed documentary on the problem, 
Part IT was an open panel discussion 
between tenants and landlords. 

Special Citations. 'I' lie nominees 
for the Special Citation: 

Assignment: 7'h.e Young Greats 
produced by wrmr.-'ry Philadelphia. 
This hoar -long program reports on 
the success of one individual's efforts 
in organizing a self-help group. Aims 

of "The Young Greats Society" is to 
provide, in dwellers in Phila- 
delphia with employment, housing, 
education, recreation and pride. 

7'he Urban Battleground produc- 
ed bs wile -Tv Pittsburgh. Two half- 
hour programs, parts of a series, 
whose purpose nsas to explore the 
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entire spectrum of race relations. 
Ya Es Tiempo-it's About Time 

produced by WNJU-TV Newark. A 
half-hour show from a five show 
series, exploring the feasibility of 
effective community action training 
by television for Spanish speaking 
people. The central training theme 
is community organization. 

Opportunity Line produced by 
KNYT Los Angeles. This hour-long 
special chronicles what had been 
learned about the disadvantaged un- 
employed in L.A. during the five pre- 
ceeding months of the regular Op- 
portunity Line series. The special re- 
views what had, is and needs to he 
done to reduce unemployment. 

The School That Would Not Die 
produced by WllsU-TV New Orleans 
is a half-hour film documenting the 
Adult Education Center of New Or- 
leans where disadvantaged young 
women are taught secretarial skills. 
The purpose of the program was to 
create total community awareness of 
the school and to document the out- 
standing manner in which the stu- 
dents are prepared for placement in 
industry. 

To Be Somebody produced by 
WTIC-TV Hartford. This half-hour 
program focuses on the problem of 
jobs for young people in the ranks 
of the hard-core unemployed. The 
theme is explored by focusing on 
two young men: a Southern Negro 
with three years of formal training, 
taking part in an industry -sponsored 
training program, and a high school 
dropout making his living by ped- 
dling (lope. 

Project Summer produced by 
WMAL-TV Washington. This half- 
hour program is the last of a sum- 
mer project series that was intended 
to make the public more aware of 
the recreational, educational and em- 
ployment opportunities available to 
them. 

Tell It Like It Is produced by 
Kt>tiC TV Houston is a half-hour re- 
port on some of the measures taken 
to improve conditions in the poorest 
black slum in Houston. The report 
was filmed before, during and after 
the concentrated effort to improve 
living conditions and morale. 

McCann and specials 
It was a happy (lay for the agency 

programming man when specials 
ensconced themselves more or less 
permanently in network schedules. 

You might say specials made him 
viable; if he had to depend on de- 
veloping series for his clients, that 
would be thin gruel, indeed, in a 
package plan world. 

Among the program men who find 
specials not only a going thing but a 
potentially growing thing is John R. 
Allen, senior vice president of what 
McCann-Erickson calls its Television 
Programming Center. 

He heads a department of a dozen 
whose primary job is buying network 
participations, but about 20 per cent 
of the Center's effort is denoted to the 
development and purchase of specials. 

Why he's optimistic. What makes 
Allen optimistic about the future of 
specials programming is the belief 
that package goods advertisers, the 
mainstay of television, are growing 
more interested in the genre. "You'll 
see more of the P&Gs and the General 
Foods- buying specials," he said. 

Most sponsors of specials are not 
in the package goods field. In the 
1967-68 season about 30 per cent of 
all the corporations who put their 
money into specials could be classi- 
fied as package goods advertisers. 
These included Kraft, P&G, Bristol- 
Myers, Coca-Cola, Colgate, American 
home Products and Kellogg. 

But the more typical names were 
Timex, Chrysler, Hallmark, Chem - 

strand, American Motors, Xerox, 
General Electric, AT&T, American 
Airlines, etc. 

The interest in specials today, said 
Allen, is due to the fact they've proved 
themselves. The National Geographic 
series, he pointed out, has gotten 40 - 
plus shares, and added that despite 
the high cost of most specials, many 
have come in with good cost -per - 
1,000s. 

"Specials are part of the menu that 
the public wants on tv," Allen said. 
"There's often a blandness to series 
and specials give a needed variety." 
He figures there'll be about 300 en- 
tertainment and documentary specials 
on this season. 

Three-year push. McCann has Leen 
pushing the specials concept actively 
for about three and a half years. "The 
idea," said Allen, "is that regular 
network offerings do not always pro- 
vide a perfect fit. But the special can 
be tailored. 

"We start from scratch. We ask the 
client, 'What is your problem? What 
are you trying to accomplish?' Once 

we find out we look at what's av 
able and if we can't find what 
want we arrange to have it producett t 

Last season McCann clients spc 

sored 15 specials, including some 
1 

the most popular on tv-the Char,' 
Brown and Nat ional Geograplr 
series, Coca-Cola has been runnink 
schedule of five Charlie Broil 
specials per season, with a new o 

substituted each year. The Encyc, 
pedia Britannica has been shad' 
the National Geographic series wig 

Hamilton Watch. 
"Charlie Brown," said Allen, "pi 

vides a communication value thi 

goes beyond advertising. That's al 

true of Travels with Charley, one 
the John Steinbeck specials we did - 
one for Coke and one for liónson. 

"You could say that spot announgl 
merits are like the forward line in11 
football team, while specials are ti' 
backfield. 

"If Coke has, say, a new packa 
design, time client can get the stop 

to 30 million people instantly wit 

impact, as opposed to the frequen i 

tactics of a participation package. 
As an example of how a spec l 

can zero in on specific prospect i 

Allen cited Dear Mr. Gable, whicc 

Coca-Cola used for Tab to reach thl 

older, weight -conscious audience. Th 

appeal of the late matinee idol gay 

the hour show a 38 share when it wit i 

aired last March. 
"We have seen how specials ca 

jazz up a sales force and, in the rigkl i 

hands, they can be quite effective r I 

getting more retail shelf space, 
Allen noted. 

i 

Lots of ideas. There's no shorta{ 
of ideas for specials, the McCann ex] 

ecutive finds. He sees large producen I 

joining the spate of independents in - 

the production sweepstakes, ant 

pointed to increasing interest bl, 

DIGDI-TV, which has set up a docu 

nrentary unit, as well as Paramour' i 

Tv and Screen Gems. 
Allen is now working on two spe. , 

vials for Nabisco to expose their nu" 

corporate line, "Quality in our 

corner," a reference to the triangutal 
logo long associated with the firmV 
cookies and crackers. Burger Chet 

has been discussing specials, whtle ' 

Allen has been working on an idea 

for specials with a particular client 

in mind, though the latter has riot yet 

been approached with it. All in all 

specials are a pretty active area 
McCann-Erickson. 
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Defrost with Audimax and Volumax! We guarantee 
to increase your effective radiated power. 

Are your plans for increasing power on ice? 
Well, here's a quick way to beat the cold: call 
us collect: (203) 327-2000! We'll send you 
Audimax and Volumax FREE for 30 days. No 
obligation. 

Audimax is an automatic level control years 
ahead of the ordinary AGC. It automatically 
maintains appropriate volume levels and 
eliminates distortion, thumping and pumping. 

Volumax outmodes conventional peak limit- 
ers by controlling peaks automatically with- 

out side effects. It's unconditionally guaran- 
teed to prevent overmodulation. Volumax 
alone has typically provided a 4 to 1 increase 
of average program power. 

With this winning combination, we. guarantee 
increasing your maximum program power as 
much as 8 to 1. You reach a bigger audience 
with a more pleasant sounding program. 

Why wait? Defrost with Audimax and Volumax 
.. the powerful pair from CBS Laboratories. 

SEE THEM AT THE NAB - BOOTH 105 

PROFESSIONAL 
PRODUCTS 

LABORATORIES 
Stamford, Connecticut 06905 
A Division of Columbia Broadcasting System, Inc. 
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Relations between the FCC 

and Congress llave been 

stormy but currently are 

more cordial than, they've 

been in mangy years 

Congress 
0MOM.'... 

S oa 

The view from the Hill 

the Federal Communications Commission and 
:ongress llave had a stormy relationship over 
tie years-fraught with pressures and politics, 
Barred by numerous skirmishes and marked by 

ollision of competing groups. "Government 
,egulatory agencies" wrote William L. Cary, 

former chairman of the Securities Exchange 
,ommission, "are stepchildren whose custody 
s contested by both Congress and the Executive 
rut without much affection from either one." 

The FCC, the. most publicized of the regula- 
tory agencies, is prone to a kind of paranoia 
)ecause its functions are the least understood. 
Iven on Capitol Hill, there are those who share 

the popular misconception that the Commission 

has specific powers of censorship over program- 

ruing-a power prohibited by both the First 

Amendment and the Communications Act. 

That the Commission's actions in some areas 

are often a little confused is readily understand- 

able. It is continuously faced with a Hobson's 

choice. If the FCC acts, lawmakers complain 

about the Commission's going beyond the 

bounds of its regulatory authority. If it doesn't 

act, another congressional bloc charges it with 
dereliction of duty. Therefore, over the years 
the FCC has been in the \ ortex of congressional 
hearings, reports and investigations, and at 
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Cox resign. Cox replied by pulling 
Roger's hair, and Rogers threw a 

punch at Cox. 
Fly got the White House to issue 

an order forbidding high Navy brass 
from testifying. 1fter six months of 
somewhat inconclusive hearings, Cox 
resigned with a bitter denunciation 
of the FCC, and in an impassioned 
speech said tlrát "poisoned shafts of 
slander have been driven into my 
heart." Ile was succeeded by Clarence 
Lea, a California Democrat. The hear- 
ings droned on, and a few months 
later evaporated into oblivion. 

The I larris Committee investiga- 
tion in 1957 provided some unex- 
pected fireworks. 

Speaker Sam Rayburn had pushed 
through Congress a resolution setting 
up a special legislative oversight sub- 
committee. Oren Harris, an Arkansas 
Democrat, who was chairman of the 
(louse Interstate and Foreign Com- 
merce Committee, was also selected 
as chairman of the special committee. 

'Od yssev of the Files' 
A young professor of constitutional 

law from New York University, Ber- 
nard Schwartz. was hired as general 
counsel. Schwartz concentrated all his 
efforts on the FCC. Ilis tenure was 
only of seven months duration, (lur- 
ing which he wound up ripping the 
committee in a 30 -page memo re- 
leased without authorization. 

The highlight of his departure was 
a semi -comic "Odyssey of the I iles." 
In the middle of the night, Schwartz 
transported bodily (with the aid of 

Clark llollenhofl of the Des Moines 
Register and 1 rilrune) 100 pounds of 
Committee files to the apartment of 
-Sen. John J. Williams (11-1)el.), and 
thence to the home of Sen. Wayne 
Morse (I) -Ore. I . 

After things simmered down, Oren 
Harris took control. The final upshot 
of the investigation was the exposure 
of the tragic case of Robert black (he 
had accepted an $82,000 "loan" from 
Thurman Whiteside, the attorney in 
the Miami Channel 10 case) . The in- 
vestigation also set up stringent ex - 
pane rules, and led to the eventual 

resignation of Chairman John Doer- 
fer. 

In contrast to other agencies; FCC 
has a unique regulator\ problem. It 
has to deal on a day-to-day basis 
with an industry which has exploded 
in the last few decades into the most 
powerful molder of mass opinion in 
the history of nran. 

And mass opinion is what makes 
politics. in turn, Congress is made 
up of politicians. As a result, legis- 
lators regard broadcasting, particu- 
larly television, svith a mixture of 

1 

Vs; 

Another factor contributing to thr 

FCC's problem vis-a-vis broadcasting 
is the hypersensitive nature of the in 
clustry to any steps by the Commis t 

sion which might he regarded as cur 
tailing its freedom. A regulatory taps 

on the knee by the FCC results in á 

reflex action by Congress-inexor 
ably keyed to the industry's nervous 
s\ stein. 

This is not to say that Congress 
composed of friends of broadcasting. 
If such were the case, FCC's job in I, 

getting along with Coa`ress would be'I 

or- 

r. ..J 

4k. 

4 

*L. 

t 

Sen. John O. Pastore, Communications Subcommittee chairman 

awe, fear; anger, and respect for the 
potential of the medium in making 
or breaking their political lives. 

These feelings explain the reluc- 
tance liv Congress to alter the equal 
time provision, Section 315 of the 
Communications Act. They suspended 
it only once, in 1960, and saw what 
television did for John F. Kenneth. 

simple-do nothing objectionable to 

the industry. 
Although there is a sizeable broad- 

casting constituency in Congress, 
there is also another, highly vocal 

group which is captive of what may 

be called an ideology. It can be de- 

scribed as dogmatically anti -industry, 
and purports to represent the vast but 
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arty mute audience of radio and 
elesion. or the "public." 

LNmakers espousing this cause 
'elto "uplift" tv programming as 

velas eradicate a myriad of so- 

.alll "evils" in the present system 
fi loadcasting. 
"(ten they urge the elimination of 

air: and violence without saying 
uiwt can be done. (Sen. Pastore re- 
lined he "stays awake nights think- 
ag bout this problem.") They also 
,ayi is bereft of quality fare, some- 
im without offering a solution. 
Clu generally view Commissioners 
S'e eth Cox and Nicholas John - 
nuns their champions on the Conr- 
likon. One of them, who preferred 
loto reveal his name, said this: 

'Anson and. to some extent, Cox 
arene only members of the Commis - 

appear to have any idea of 
slit course the FCC should take in 
hhublic interest. Without them, the 
auk would be without a voice on 
the ,oni in ission." 

tat this is unfair to the other five 
fo,rnissioners goes without saying. 
It .flects a bias and locked -up men- 
tal r. Rut the Commission must 
ream with it in dealing with Capitol 
1{il 

ider these countervailing pres- 
a3, it is remarkable that the FCC 

carexist, much less regulate. But it 
{o regulate. And, amazingly, the 
Omission's regulatory sphere ex- 
patls. 

nrlivitlutls with opinions 
divide Congress into two 

cats, anti- and pro -broadcasting, is 
lot sweeping a generalization. Con- 
grn is composed of 535 individuals 
wit 535 sets of opinions about 
bndcasting and the FCC's role in 
teilating it. 

)r example, Rep. John Moss 
E:alif.) is generally regarded by 

Lr,.dcasters as being in the enemy 
't1p. Yet he sides with the industry 
°tithe subject of concentration of 
nuia control. Ile said that FCC was 
naf its jurisdiction in launching 

thmultiple ownership rule -making. 

T vision Age, March 24, 1969 

And he is worried about the Justice 
Department's proposal last year 
which would bar cross -ownership of 
newspapers and broadcast facilities 
in the same markert. 

"And Sen. Thomas Dodd (D -Conn.) 
is a conservative, a fact which gen- 
erally would place him among those 
lawmakers with a conservative regu- 
latory philosophy. But his Juvenile 
Delinquency Subcommittee held hear- 
ings on televised crime and violence, 
and gave the networks a black eye 
which is still visible. 

areas where the large cable television 
equipment manufacturers are located. 
Such is the case of Sen. Hugh Scott, 
the middle-of-the-road Pennsylvania 
Republican. 

There are a number of ways, some 
formalized and some not, by which 
Congress exerts pressure on FCC's 
policy -making. 

The I -louse and Senate Appropria- 
tions Committees control the funds al- 
located to the FCC each year. Even 
as presented in the President's budget 
message, these moneys are pitifully 

COMMUNICATIONS ACT OF 1934, AS AMENDED 

BEING AN ACT TO PROVIDE FOR TIIE REGULATION OF 
INTERSTATE ANI) FOREIGN COMMUNICATION BY 
WIRE OR R 1llIO, AND FOR OTHER PURPOSES 

Be it enacted by the Senate and house of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, 

TITLE I-GENERAL PROVISIONS 

PURPOSES OF ACT; CREATION OE FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION 

SEC. 1. For the purpose of regulating interstate and foreign com- 
merce in communication by wire and radio so as to make available, 
so far as possible, to all the people of the United States a rapid, 
efficient, Nation-wide, and world-wide wire and radio communication 
service with adequate facilities at reasonable charges, for the purpose 
of the national defense, foi the purpose of promoting safety of life 
and property through the use of sire and radio communication,' and 
for the purpose of securing a more effective execution of this policy by 
centralizing authority heretofore granted by law to several agencies 
and by granting additional authority with respect to interstate and 
foreign commerce in wire and radio communication, there is hereby 
created a commission to be known as the "Federal Communications 
Commission," which shall be constituted as hereinafter provided, and 
which shall execute and enforce the provisions of this Act. 

The Act that set up the Federal Communications Commission 

The Commission is beset by a new 

set of Congressional critics, crossing 
all previously defined philosophies, in 

the current CATsr rule -making. Legis- 
lators whose districts are substantially 
served by the cable systems are 
natunil1v going to oppose Commis- 
sion efforts seen as restricting CATV's 

growth. So are those lawmakers from 

meager. And Congress nearly always 
shears off about $1 million in its 
drive for economy. The FCC is 
highly vulnerable since, unlike the 
Veterans Administration or the Agri- 
culture Department, there is no lobby 
to contend with. It does not disburse 
any funds, and all its money is for 

(Continued on page 108) 
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The Senate 
and the 

FCC 
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Pastore leads 

u Communications 
Suh(or Ill ittee 

oven versed in 

broadcast issues 

(n(1 with 

pronounced C1('1uS 

At right:Senate Communications Subcommin , 

The Congressional unit that has 
more influence on broadcast leg- 

islation than any other-the Com- 
munications Subcommittee of the 
Senate Gmimerce Committee-is 
composed of Wren whose expertise 
and interest in broadcast matters 
varies considerably. 

Some observers say that the Sub- 
committee's thrust evolves front the 
views of a nucleus of three men- 
Sen. John O. Pastore (I)-R.I.). Sub- 
committee chairman; Sen. Vance 
ltartke (,-Tnd.) and Sen. l !ugh Scott, 
(II -Pa.), 

The influence of the two Demo- 
crats, and particularly the chairman, 
is one reason the issue of violence 
on h has come to such sharp focus 
within the past two weeks, though 
other members of the Sul'conunittee 
and Congress have spoken out against 
violence. 

Pastore has revived his pressure to 
have the NAB Code office preview 
nt work shows, a proposal that has 
(:IIS and. NBC concerned. Post -air re- 
view has been the norm for the Code 
operation, as has been pre-screening 
of the individual shows by affiliates 
via closed circuit. What has alarmed 
the networks is the possibility of po- 
litical pressures applied to the Code 
office and the growth of centralized 
control over network, as well as sta- 
tion, programming. 

It is significant that Pastore him- 
self has warned agai 1st the dangers 
and impracticality of censorship, 
which is, presumably, banned by the 
First Amendment as well as the Com- 
munications Act. iiis point, appar- 
ently, is that the broadcast indti to 
has a sell -regulatory instrument avail- 
able but is not using it fully. 

As for other possible legislation 
affecting issues before the Subcom- 
mittee, the immediate picture is a 
litle murkier. It is not considered 
likely that Congress will extend the 
legislation that forbids controls on 
cigarette aderlising other than the 
health warnings now mandatory on 
cigarette packs. This would leave the 
way open for the FCC proposal that 

would bait cigarette advertising 
broadcast media. 

Disputes user the Fairness D 

trine must await court decisiol 
while the Congressional focus 
cATv is primarily at this time in 
copyright area. ti 

As for conglomerate ownership 
media, this is a large issue and in 

take some time to resolve. . 

Pastore is the most influent 1. 

member of Congress in broadcastii i 
matters. Volatile, and sometitt I 

shrill, Pastore has held that pi ti 

since 1955, and during his tenure It 

been given virtually free rein 
Chairman Warren G. Magnuson l t 
Wash.) of the parent Commerce Cot 

tnittee. Although a heart attal 

slowed his pace to a degree, I 

Rhode Island senator has maintain i 

over the years a very active survel I 

lance of the FCC and the broadca 
ing industry. And he has Keen t 

struntental in shaping legislation si 

nificant to broadcasting. including tll 
1960 suspension of the equal time! 

c it i rement for the presidential at 

vice presidential campaigns, the et 

eruption of newscasts, docunentari 
and panel discussions from the equ 

time provisions and the all -charm 

receiver act. 
Beside: pressing for Code revie' 

of programming, the chairman, I 

hearings earlier this month, gave tl 

networks a tongue-lashing for rn I 

doing more to reduce the amount t 
I 

violence on the iv screen. Ile calle 

for an investigation by a panel heade 

by the U. S. Surgeon General to loo 

into the effects of television violena 
and Secretary Robert Finch of the Di 

pertinent of health. Education an 

Welfare readily agreed to launch sue 

a study. 
Pastore generally stands for hol 

FCC action, and his influence on lb 

Commission is that of a catalyst 

\\ hen the FCC apeared before hi 

Unit recently, he complimented :It 

Commission for its "aggressiveness 
during the Mast few months, citingth'' 
proposed ban on cigarette comme1 

(Continued on page 152. 
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«*Tierce C 'flee 
h.*inan Warren G. 

'odrson (D-i1'ash.), 68; 

awl; elected to Senate 

)YAllouse 19.37. 

i 
ó 

_t 

alt i W. Cannon (1)- 
Áu;57; lawyer: elected 

°S8 serves on Armed 
ert.1's, Space and 
'a14Committees. 

- 

''m Ilartke (1) -Inri.), 
y; torne) ; elected! 
951 pro -labor: author of 

'A1 4merican Crisis in 

4 

" 1 

Sube 'tree Chair- 
man John O. Pastore (U - 
R.1.), 61; lawyer; elected 
1950; chairman, Joint 
Committee on Atomic 
Energy. 

Robert P. Griffin (R- 
lilich.) 14; lawyer; elected 
to Senate 1966, /louse 
1956; member, Government 
Operations Committee. 

Russell R. Long (U-l.a.), 
50; lawyer; elected 1948; 
lavors competition in 
communications 
satellites area. 

4` - 

-r-. 

1 

llugh Scott (R -Pa.) 68; 
lawyer; elected 1958: 
critical of FCC's ( ATV 
rule making. 

o 

Ranking Republican 
on Commerce Committee, 
Norris Cotton (R -N.11.) 
lawyer; elected to Senate 

1916, Mouse 1938; 

1107 

Philip A. Dart (1)-Illich.), 
.57; lawyer; elected 1958; 

authored Truth -in - 

Packaging; sponsored 

Truth -in -Lending. 

Frank E. Moss (I) -Utah) 
lawyer; elected 1958; 

opposed to cigarette 
commercials, vowed to halt 
legislation barring FCC 

from rest, icting Such ads. 

*Just appointed to the Subcommittee, 
but not pictured: Sen. !toward II. 
Raker, Jr. (R -Tenn.) and Se,:. 
Charles E. Goodell (R-N.Y.). 

Senator Pastor(' 
gives Itis views 

on broadcast issues 

Senator John O. Pastore has 
not always been compliment- 

«nv toward the Federal Com- 
munications Commission. Recent 
statements by the Rhode Island 
Democrat, however, show him 
singing a different tune. 

This does not mean he agrees 
with all the recent proposals put 
forward by the Commission. Some 
of them strike at bedrock issues 
and even a man as excitable as 

Pastore will walk carefully in such 
instances. 

These impressions emerge from 
a 'FELEVISior\ AGE interview with 
Pastore in which he was ques- 
tioned about the more controver- 
sial proposals and actions of the 
Commission. 

Whatever qualifications Pastore 
attaches to his views on FCC 
"activism," he indicates he finds 
no serious grounds for question- 
ing the Commission's authority to 
act. Ile exhibits some impatience 
with the time taken to resolve cer- 
tain issues, such as the domestic 
satallite and land mobile services. 
But he makes c ear he is not criti- 
cal of the FCC. 

ile is foursquare behind the 
proposal to ban cigarette adver- 
tising on tv and radio, though he 
notes Congress may decide to re- 
solve the issue itself. 

In the area of concentration of 
media control, while he plumps 
for diversity, he raises questions 
about whether the specific FCC 
proposals would accomplish it. 

Pasture supports FCC efforts 
to resolve the sticky CATV prob- 
lem and backs pay -tv providing 
free tv doesn't suffer "qualitatively 
or quantitatively." a big proviso. 

ilere are the questions asked 
by TELEVISION AGE and Pastore's 
verbatim replies. 
`): In its activities over the past 
few months do you believe the 
FCC has gone beyond its delegated 
functions in regulating broad- 
casting? 

(Continued on page 148) 



At right: House Communications Subconmitt 

The House 

and the 
FCC 

pvltº 
Ei 

Congress 

Not as active 

as in past years, the 

Communications 

Subcommittee is, 

however, starting 

to assume a 

forceful posture 

60 

The Ilouse, like the Senate. has a 

Comm uuleations Sllhcumlllittee, 
under the parent Commerce Commit- 
tee, which is supposed to handle the 

job of overseeing FCC actions and 
formulating broadcasting legislation. 

However, there is a great contrast 
between the Senate and Ilouse Com- 
munications Su hen win it tees. The 
Ilouse unit is headed by Rep. Torbert 
Macdonald (I) -Mass.), who has held 

the post for just a little over two 
years, and during that time has ex- 

erted little influence over I CC poli- 
cies. 

Last year. for example. IV acdon- 
ald's Subcommittee held only two 
hearings having to do with matters 
before the Commission. The rest were 

conducted either by the heretofore 
more posserful Investigations Sub- 

committee I formerly the Legislative 
Oversig it Subcommittee) or by the 

parent Commerce Committee. 
Rep. IlarleN O. Staggers II) -\V. 

Va.) is chairman of the Commerce 
Committee anif also the Investiga- 
tions Subcommittee. In contrast to 
the willingness of Sen. Warren Mag- 
nuson to take a hack seat to Sen. 

Pastore on broadcasting -I CC mat- 
ters. Staggers has jealousy guarded 
his prerogatives as chairman of the 
Commerce Committee. 

The result is that there bar been 
less guidance given the FCC from 
the Ilouse side than from the Senate. 
I lowever. Staggers is gathering steam 
as he moves along. The 1mestiga- 
t ion Subcommittee is a headline - 
maker and has conducted some flashy 
investigations. It looked into the 
WBBNI-TV "Pot Part)" affair-hold- 
ing hearings at the same time the 
FCC was investigating the episode. 

najorit\ report of the Subcom- 
mittee concluded that the "Pot 
Part)" was staged and is recom- 
mending tighter controls over cer- 
tain aspects of news broadcasts. 

Also coming up in the near future 
is a series of recommendations deal- 
ing with the controversial Fairness 
Doctrine and Section 315. This re- 

port is expected to be critical of the 
Fairness Doctrine in its present 

form and its legality as an f CC 
icy without statutory provision. 
committee is also expected to 

lease shortly a report blasting 
FCC for its approval of the (rans) 

of the Overnt) er construction p 

ntit.s. 

Staggers told TELEVISIO\ -\GE 

would hold hearings on c..s'rv, prc 

ably in April. Ile feels that the H 

itas exceeded its authority in pro 

ulgating c.a'ry rules "without co 

suiting with Congress. 
It would appear that the Lop 

rnerce Committee will be extreme t 

active during the 91st Congre ;. 

Staggers has requested an increa 
1 in operating funds tripling what I I, 

had originally requested. (Original' ,I 

the request was for approximate 
$501).1Itu1, and this has been upp> I 

to slightly more than $1.5 millioi 
Meanwhile, the Investigations Su I 

committee will be increased frc 

nine to 17 members. The conplel 

ion of this Subcommittee. with su(1 

members as Reps. JohnD. Dingy 

(I) -Mich.) and John E. Moss (I 

Calif.), promises to stove in the c 

1 rection of great activity within tI 1 

next 21) months. 
Th. behind -the -scenes power ph 

that is going on within the Commert 

Committee will be interesting t 

watch. Staggers. in order to hourly 

Dingell off the Investigations Sul 

committee, had decreased the moo t 

bership from 13 to nine. He did tit r 

by appointing the Chairmen and th 

ranking members of the four Sul 

committees and phis himself to th 

Investigations Subcommittee. Led b. 

Moss and Dingell, a backroont insu: 

rection took place whereby Stagger 

was forced to broaden the Subcon 

mince to 17 members and to real 

point Dingell. This may be the het 

wether of some fireworks to coot 

out of the Investigations Subcommt 

tee. 
The Ilouse Communications Sul 

committee will also see more actin 

this Near. Staggers allowed Mat 

donald to conduct a review of th 

FCC activities earlier this month, al''' 

other hearings are in the works. 
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.h:man i/arley O. 

itaers (1)-1!'.Ya.) 6l, 
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I l 
Jars T. Broyhill (R- 

A, 41; businessman; 
beg terra: also on Post t* and Civil Service 
I o nit,tees. 

fa J 
lu s ilarvey (B -Mich.) 
16;7wyer: elected 1961; 
ara Joe of par -tv, has 

ad for FCC not to act 
aq, e issue. 

.r 

N 

Subt Ut 4. Chair- 
man Torbert II. 
Macdonald (1).-ltlass.), 51; 
lawyer; serving eighth 
term. 

o> 

Donald G. R,otzman (R - 

Colo.), 36; lawyer; third 
term: also on Special 

Investigations. 

Richard L. Oltinger (I). 
N.Y.), 40: lawyer; in third 
term; knonw for ,work 
against air pollution, for 
conservation. 

Robert Ovens Tiernan (1)- 
R.I.) 40, lawyer; elected 
1967. 

JI 

Ranking Republican 
on Commerce Committee 
William L. Springer (R - 

Ill.), 59; lawyer; 10th 

term. 

Clarence J. Brown, Jr. 

(R -O.), 41; newspaper 

publisher; in third term; 
also on Government 
Operations. 

e 

i red It. Rooney (I)-I'a.), 
.12; businessman; fourth 
term; has reputation in 

consumer protection 
legislation. 

_ ,a.. . ,r* 

- 

Lionel Van Deerlin (1) - 
Cal.), 54; broadcaster; 
fourth terra. 

The views of Macdonald (he was 
John F. Kennedy's roommate at 
Harvard) are hard to pin down on 
broadcast matters. 1s in the case of 
a lawmaker in the process of achiev- 
ing expertise in an area, Macdonald's 
attitude seems to shift. At the FCC 
review hearings, about the only sub- 
stantial insights into Macdonald's 
thinking were his comments on 
CATV and his statement that broad- 
cast licensees should not he allowed 
to make political endorsements. 

Macdonald questioned FCC Chair- 
man Nose) Hyde on whether the 
Commission had the right to impose 
copyright liability on CATV systems 
in view of the Supreme Court de- 
cision. He flatly told the chairman: 
"ion do not have the jurisdiction 
to demand copyright payments." In 
explaining the FCC rules, Hyde re- 
plied that the objective was to see 
that there was not a competitive im- 
balance, "where one exhibitor has to 
pa\ for his programs and the other 
does not." Macdonald continued to 
twit the chairman for ruling on copy- 
right, "when von really don't belong 
in this field." 

This line of questioning would in- 
dicate that Macdonald. like Staggers, 
is concerned about the FCC's exer- 
cising more power than, in his opin- 
ion, has been delegated to it. Priv- 
ate y, Macdonald feels that there 
should be some regulation of the 
net works. 

As for Staggers' position, it is said 
he is feeling more competent in FCC 
matters, and is ready to assume a 
posture of forcefulness. An example 
of his views is a statement he made 
to the House in January in which he 
said, "The current condition of strife, 
discord, and confusion afflicting our 
nation is the subject of countless 
highly publicized and highly paid 
commentators and columnists. Their 
assessments, their diagnoses, and 
their prescriptions fill the big city 
newspapers and get prime -time on 
t v networks . . . It might even be 
surmised that they would prefer to 
have the country go to the dogs if 
their o%n predictions do not come to 
pass." 
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As for the complexion of the rest 

of the Communications Subcommit- 
tee, Rely. Lionel Van l)eerlin of Cali- 
fornia. ranking Democrat behind 
Macdonald. is a former newscaster 
with a reputation for being fairly 
knowledgeable in broadcast matters. 

Hailing from San Diego where 
CATV is a hot issue (the FCC. in 

a test case upheld by the Supreme 
Court, has clamped down on im- 
portation of Los Angeles signals 
there). Van I)eerlin was the original 
sponsor of the resolution calling for 
the Communications Subcommittee 
to look into FCC's CATV regulations. 
Ile believes the FCC went too far in 
its December 13 announcement 
launching the CAW rule -making and 
instituting what he regards as too 
stringent procedures governing the 
cable s' stems. 

Oppose FCC mi CATV 

Rep. Fred B. Rooney (1) -Pa.) is 

also noted for his position against 
FCC's cAry policies-but little else. 

The most liberal member of the 
Subcommittee is Rep. Richard L. 
Ottinger II)-N.Y.), who favors much 
tougher regulation of broadcasting 
by the FCC. Ile is wanting in ex- 
perience. however, this being only 
his second term in Congress. 

Rep. Robert O. 'Tiernan (I) -R 
a freshman on the Committee. Ile has 
not expressed his views on broadcast 
matters. However, he did question 
Hyde carefully during recent hear- 
ings saving, "It was my impression 
and the impression of many peoale 
in the industry that what von have 
done is really effectively freeze . . . 

the development of c1TV." 
On the Republican side. Rep. Wil- 

liam L. Springer of Illinois is the sen- 
ior minority member of the full Com- 
merce Committee and thus, like Stag- 
gers, has a vote on the Subcommit- 
tee. He is currently concerned about 
FCC's actions to break up concen- 
tration of media control. belie\ ing 
the Commission is charging off into 
territory where it has no jurisdic- 
tion. At the subcommittee's hearing 

The indications are that 

leading figures in House feel 

that FCC is overstepping its 

authority in recent actions 

reviewing FCC actions, Springer was 

particularly upset at FCC's action 
stripping wxut-t-Tv Boston of its li- 
cense on grounds of multiple media 
interests. 

Rep. James T. Broyhill (R.-N.C.) 
is a staunch conservative with a rep- 
utation for being a fairly able legis- 
lator. Ilis current peeve, understand- 
ably, is the FCC's proposed ban on 

cigarette commercials, as well as its 
application of the Fairness Doctrine 
to smoking blurbs. Ile told FCC 

Chairman Rose! Hyde at the recent 
hearing that the Commission's ac- 

tions on cigarette advertising were 
"arbitrary" and in conflict with the 
First Anrenclnent. 

The arch foe of pay -tv in Con- 
gress is another Republican Sub- 
committee member, Rep. James Ilar- 
yey of Michigan. For the past two 
years. it has been Ilarvev who has 

introduced the perennial resolution 
calling on the FCC not to act on 
pay-tv-a resolution which the Com- 
mission disregarded this year. much 
to IIarver's ire. He is basically con- 
ser\atiye as is Rep. Donald C. Brotz- 
nar 1 R -Colo.), who differs, however, 
with Harvey on the pay-ty issue, be- 

lieving that subscription television 
should be given a chance if only on 
an experimental basis. 

Rep. Clarence J. Brown Jr. (R. - 

Ohio), the son of the late Congress- 
man. is willing to go ahead with pay - 
tv along with Brotznuur. Ile has a 

background in both newspapers and 
broadcasting, and is philisophically 
inclined towards giving broadcast li- 
censees more freedom of action. 

Orne of broadcasting's most N ocal 
critics on the Ilouse side. Rep. John 
Dingell ( I). -Mich.), yearly intro- 
duces a flood of legislation calling 
for revamping the FCC and imposing 
new restrict ions on the industry. He 
and Rep. John Moss (I). -Calif.) 
sometimes team up behind the same 
bill and generally sing the same tune. 

Other Ilouse members who speak 
out on broadcasting issues include 
Rep. John 111. Murphy (I).-N.Y.), 
who lined up 60 co-sponsors for a 

resolution calling on the FCC to con- 

duct an investigation of tv violent 

1l011se jNl/%ms 

The call for regulating or 

ceasing of networks is sounded mo 

frequently in the I-fouse than Serval 

One of several advocates of strict 

FCC supervision of the networks 
Rep. J. J. Pickle (I). -Tex.), wl II 
said last month that "the córnposi 

picture of today's television networl 

is one of large corporate interes 

that wield vast amounts of influent 

on the daily lives of television vi I vim 

ens. " 
Another charge heard often cu 

refills' is that broadcasters, mo 

specifically tite networks disto 

news. Rep. Iienry B. Conzales (t 
Tex.) charged that the tv networl 

have demonstrated at times "1 

alarming lack of responsibility" 
news cover -age. In plugging for a nti 

work licensing bill, Gonzales cot 

tended that "because of the inunent 

impact television can have on info 

'nation and opinion, something mo 

than the conscience of the networl 

is needed to assure that the public it 

serest is protected." 
Most Congressmen on the Con 

coerce Committee with the exceptive 

of course, of the chairman and ti 

heads of the Subcommittee, wont 

probably prefer to be on one of ti 

more important Committees in tl 

House, such as Armed Services 

Foreign 1lfairs. But since they at 

dealing with such a volatile. soma 

tinges vulnerable and all-pervasic 

medium, their thoughts are rivete 

on investigations and legislation tlu 

is going to attract headlines, an 

part of a politician's major arses+ 

in the battle for survival at electia 

time is publicity and exposure-an 
plenty of it. 

As Joe Martin once rernarke 

when he was Speaker of the thus 

"We are goinit to start every da' 

with a prayer and end it with 

probe." if the Ilouse Commerce Con' 

nrittee initiates the several probr 

they are talking about, more tha 

prayers will be needed. 
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The 
Ammissioners 

Speak 
Out 

tad 

COMM:>> 

Congress 

Vern het of the 
1'la: offer plain 

(Ilk I1/1 x11//1(' /1, the. 

i.:.11('s they ,(1('(' 

Sorne of the issues and opportuni- 
ties the FCC must wrestle w ith--and 
with which Congress is often deeply 
involved -are detailed in the follow- 
ing by-line pieces h1 six Commis- 
sioners. (Robert T. Bartley was un- 
able to participate.1 

They are. in each case. questions 
in which the Commissioner is partic- 
ularly interested and in which each 
has more than the usual expertise. 
The subjects are. for the most part. 
controversial. and are fared bluntly 
by the Commissioners. 

Chairman Roscl II. Ikde sets the 

scene by positioning the Commission 
in its mandatory and practical rela- 

tionships w ith other branches of the 

go%ernnrent. 

\ strongly -worded piece lo Robert 
E. Lee raises questions about whether 

there is a need to transfer i'IIF 
spectrum space on the grounds of a 

shortage of land mobile frequencies 

and Iras es no doubt where he stands. 

In a particularly detailed piece 

1 which w ill be continued in the \pril 
7 issue of Ti:t.e'tclo\ ACE I Kenneth 

A. Cox draws the background of the 

complex r %T\ problem and comes to 

some enlightening conclusions. 

In the opening section. Cox identi- 

fies at length the parties to the C1 Ty 

dispute and the elements which make 

up the problem. Among the areas he 

corers is the dispute over the "wired 
city" concept. 

James J. Wadsworth. who dissent- 
ed on the issue of banning cigarette 
advertising from tv and radio, ex- 
plains in a carefully -reasoned. five - 
point rebuttal. why he disagreed with 
the rest of the Commission. 

One of the most controversial sub- 
jects in the broadcast industry is 

tackled by Nicholas Johnson. This 
revolves around public protest and the 
issue of license renewal, a matter on 
which he was taken to task in the re- 
cent hearings of the Senate Commun- 
ications Subcommittee. 

\\ hile attempting to sooth fears of 
broadcasters. Johnson makes clear 
his feelings that more public involve- 
ment in broadcast matters is a desir- 
able development. 

Finally. II. Rex Lee. drawing on 

his background in educational lv. lays 
down guidelines for shaping ty to the 
needs of education. 

Lee warns against technical 
"frills.'' against technology for tech- 

nology's sake and stresses that elec- 

tronic technology must he shaped to 
the needs of education and not the 
other way around. 

F( ( I (muui..%i%merc at rreent Nenare Communication Subcommittee 

1, 

a 
ler 

hearing. 
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The Commission, 
Congress 

and the Executive 
By ROSEL II. IIYI)E 

64 

he Federal Communications Commission is u T 
in 

independent regulatory agent\ positioned I 

tweet! the Executive and Legislative branches. Bt 

ically, it exercises functions which are legislatil 

judicial and administrative in mature. Th 

functions are fulfilled by processes which may 1. L 

classified broadly as rule making, adjudicatia 

anti administrative or executive in type. 

The Commission is a non-political agency cg 

ated by the Congress and directly responsible h 

it, and must make all annual report of its activitir. 

to Congress. Congress further controls all appt 

prialios, and the Senate must approve all appoil 

merits to the Commission. The FCC is yearly he!'I 

accountable for its policies before the Appropri 

lions Committee. and is surveyed by the House ad 

Senate Commerce Committees. 
The Commission's policies are also subject 1, 

examination Iv other Congressional Commiltet 

considering legislation affecting some aspect of tI 

Commission's growing areas of responsibility. TF, 

record over the years clearly shows that Congrei 

has never been hesitant to examine strictly the aa, 

ti\ ities of its communications arm. 
The members of the Commission are appoint - a 

by the Chief Executive with the advice and consel 

of the Senate. Further, the Commission's budgíi 

proposals are subject to the scrutiny of the Exect 

five Office through the Bureau of the Budget. Tin 

Commission's budget proposal is rep iewed by tl'1; 

Bureau, which may suggest adjustments to bring e' 

into line with the Administration's overall budge) 

plans. It is after this review process that the Corn's 

missions budgetary statements are presented to tht' 

Congressional Appropriations Committees. 
The budget quite often is altered in many re 

spects by the review process. That is, the proposal: 

offered by the Commission as a realistic appraisa 

of needs to the Bureau may he reduced in the in 

!crests of overall national monetary policies. 

It is under these circumstances that the FCC ex' 

ists. Within this framework, the Commission must` 

(Continued on page 134, 
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Rose! Ilersclel Hyde, 68, FCC 
commissioner since 1946, was appointed 
chairman in 1966, second term in 
this post; term expires this year; 
began in government service in 1924, 
working for the Civil Service 
Commission; from 1924-28 was on 
staff of Office of Public Buildings 
awl Parks; admitted to District of 
Columbia bar 1928; then joined 
Iederal Radio Commission as assistant 
attorney and served with it and its 
successor, FCC, until present; served 
in various legal posts; named general 
counsel of Commission in 1945, was 

vice chairman in 1953, chairman 
1953-54, acting chairman 1954. 
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Land mobile 
frequency shortage 

fact or fancy? 

By ROBERT E. LEE 

Ayear ago, in a speech I delivered in kilaj,,l 

I stated that the FCC was being flim-flamiti 
l 

into believing there is a crisis in the land rnoi' 

services. 1 pointed to the inadequate nrethodsi 1 

use to license land mobile stations. with the re+'( 

that some frequencies are jammed with users, w I 

others remain untouched. I called for art abanc 

meat of block allocations. 
This viewpoint, on which I hold no patent, 

received the, obviously, in lepeudeut support` 

such groups as the Joint 'Technical Advisory C 

mitee (J'T \C), President's Task Force on C' 

urunications Policy, and the Stanford Research 

stitute"s preliminary findings. 
In July, 1968, JTAC told us "... spectrum! 

gineering and management thinking must contit 
to move away from the concept of controlling sI. 

truer usage Ihrough simple but rather restric'`. 

and rigid administrative rules"-a polite ways 

saving the block allocations system has to go. 

The Metropolitan Spectrum Congestion T 

Force of the President's Task Force is reported', 

the December 211, 1968, issue of Industrial Cc 

ntunications to have said in part: 
"Applications of current state-of-the-art tech] 

ogy and better operational practices. de\elopml 
and use of higher portions of the spectrum, and 

paraded use of systems engineering. would reso 

not only the much discussed land mobile probl 

but would also satisfy all claimants /or the fores' 
able future." (Emphasis, mine.) 

Stanford says it this way, "There is an evid, 

need to effect a more equitable distribution of 

users of a given land mobile service within th 

allocated spectrums space. The present ine fuital' 

distribution of land mobile users among the avk 

able channels appears to result front inadequ; 

spectrum management and engineering." (Aga 

the emphasis is mine.) 
In my speech, to which I made reference abo' 

I observed that the Report of the Advisory Co 

mittee for the land Mobile Radio Services iudical' 
(Continued on page l 
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Robert E. 1.ee, 57; appointed 1953; 
now serving third term which expires 
1974: 1935 graduate of 1)ePaul 
University, Chicago; was a fiscal aide 
to Federal hnreau. of Investigation 
chief .1. Edgar Hoover 1939-1947; 
from. 1917-53 worked for !louse 
Appropriations Comnaittep as director 
of surveys and investigations. 
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CATV: 
Why is it so 
complicated? 

By KENNETH A. COX 

While there are nrnuy issues in coaunuicatir 

about whirl people differ strongly. C1T\ 

become, perhaps, the most violently contested qt 

lion now facing the FCC. I would like to identl 

tle parties to the dispute and to discuss in the si 

plest possible terms the various elements whid 

thik make up tle problem. 
The first party to the dispute, of course, is 'I 

C\Ty industry. This new but lusty addition to 

roster of -American business has come a long t, 
in 20 rears-with its greatest progress in the ll , 

live or six-but sees its future threatened by 
4 

regulatory policies. It does not present a real' 

solid front because it, in turn, includes several d' 

1arate components. 

There are the small operators who largely ,I 

ated the industry in the first place, building stn 

systems of limited channel capacity during 

-1950s in communities with limited television st 

vice, due to gaps in our allocation plan and to lb 

rain obstruction or sheer distance from the lar' 

centers with telex ision stations. Many of thtl 

people still operate one or two fire -channel syste 

and would seem to have no real problem with III 

FCC's rules, except possibly for the slight incr' 

Lenience of providing non -duplication protection' 

they carry the signals of stations affiliated with ti 

same network. 
Then there are the large multiple cable ope 

tors. many of them broadcasters, who genera 

came into the industry later, buying and expandi 

many of the small pioneer systems and buildi 

new multi -channel systems in communities neat 

and nearer to the hearts of our major televisi 

markets. Their existing operations are not thre 

ened by the FCC's present or proposed rules -4 
cepi insofar as they look toward banning cro 

ownership of broadcast and cable facilities in t 

same area or limiting the number of systems a 

one entity may own. But these large cable ent' 

prises feel that their hopes of expanding into t 

major metropolitan area-where the prospects? 

(Continued on page] 
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Kenneth Allen Cox, 52, appointed 
to FCC in 1963; term expires next 
year; admitted to Washington bar 
1941; Washington Supreme Court 
law clerk, 1941-42; assistant professor 
University of Michigan Law School 
1946-48; practicer) law in Seattle 
1948-61; Senate Commerce Committee 
Special counsel in charge of tv 
inquiry 1956-57; 1961-63 chief of 
FCC Broadcast Bureau,. 
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Ban on 
cigarette ads: 

the dissenter's view 
By JAMES J. WAnsWnKTH 

Aproposed rule making does not old igate a me 

ber of the Federal Communications Comm' 

sion to vote in favor of the adoption of any u 

which may derive from it. Nevertheless, I dissent 

to the proposal to lean cigarette ads because I 

Iieved that the majority acted ill-advisedly at 
rt 

time. My reasons fall into five broad categories'i li 

In the first place, there is no goy ernmeittal 

ligation on the part of the FCC to issue such a p 

posal. No responsible branch of the United Sta'' 

government has declared the cigarette illegal orb 

attempted to declare a ban on its adNertisement 

any media, nor on its sale. 
Congress has taken tie position only that poli,, 

tial hazard of cigarette smoking should be set for 

plainly on each package. The Surgeon General 

the United States has declared his opinion and th t 

of the Public Health Service that there is conside 

ble danger to human health front smoking cigarettl 

and he estimates that a certain number of peop 

die or are incapacitated each year by the habit. 

The congressional action and the Public Hea 

Service pronouncement are both, of course, imp 

tart. I I owever, they are not conclusive and they t 

certainly not "mandates" to the FCC to prop( 

banning the advertisement of cigarettes on rail 

and television. 
In the second place, the Congress of the Unit' 

States has always considered the FCC to be an a; 

of the Congress, not of the Executive Branch, a 

it would, therefore, seem logical that the Congr''' 

should call upon the Commission, through suital 

legislation, to take this unusual action. 
In the third place, the nrajorit\ of the FCC 1' 

here singled out only one product for such attar 

If we are to forbid broadcast licensees to advert 

on the basis of public health, there may well 

marry other products which might deserve equal' 

greater attention. To mention only one, we 

told only the other day that over 55,000 America' 

were killed as a result of motor vehicle accide 

daring the year 1968. Shorn Id we not. then. prop' 

(Continued on page) 
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James I. Wadsworth, 63: appointed 
in 1965 to till unexpired term of 
Frederick Ford; term expires in 1971; 
f roe, 1931-41 was member o/ 
Assembly of New York legislature; 
assistant manager of industrial 
relations, Curtiss Wright Corp., Rufalo, 
1911-45; was director of service 
division, War Assets Administration 
from 1915-46; director of government 
affairs department, Air Transport 
Assn. of America 1946-48: special 
assistant to administrator, ECA, 
19'18-50; acting director, Civil Defense 
Office 19.50; rum deputy adminis- 
trator, 19.51; deputy U.S. representative, 

U1, later permanent representative 
1953.6/; chiirman hoard of trustees, 

Freedom /louse /961; Peace Research 

Institute president, 1961-62. 

i 
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Who let the 
public into the 
public interest? 

By NICHOLAS JOHNSON 

72 

The FCC and the broadcasting industry recer 

have been confronted with a new and inicia 

unsettling phenomenon. The public wants to heco 

involved in the industrv's serving-and the FC 

finding-'`the public interest." 
Within the past two years, a number of gror 

have taken action to remedy what they conside) 

broadcasting deficiencies in their communities. II 
I 

In Media, Pa., 19 local organizations banded 
[ 

gether and hired a Washington lawyer to prop 

station wxutt's alleged policy of carrying masse, 

right-wing political programming without seek,l 

out and broadcasting programs promoting Ok 

points of view. They requested, and obtained 

public hearing in their own home town. The heal It 

examiner has ruled in favor of wxur,, and the a' 

will be coming before the Commission. 

A group of Los Angeles businessmen petition: 

the Commission not to renew the license of star 

KUIJ-TV. They charged inadequate local service!'' 

addition, these Iusinessmen asserted their riot 

under the Communications Act and applied f 

license to operate this profitable station thenrsel 

In Ashtabula, O., a local of the Retail Cie? 

Union unsuccessfully petitioned the Commission 

deny license renewal to several nearby radio 

lions which refused to carry the local's paid 1 

vertisements urging consumers to boycott a dept 

merit store with which it had been involved it 

labor dispute. It argued that the fairness doctr, 

required the stations to match the department stop 

commercials urging people to shop at the store vi 

the union's contrary message. 

A group of good music lovers in Chicago r: 
Citizens Committee to Save \FnT-Frvt") has b¡ 

active in an effort to prevent The Chicago Tribe 

front acquiring the station. Similar groups in 

lama and Seattle inundated the FCC with mail 1. 

testing the possible loss of broadcast classical mi 

in their cities. 
One of the most recent cases involved the C' 

mission's decision to award RD tt-ry in 13ostor/ 

(Continued on page 
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Nicholas Johnson; 34, youngest. 

member of the commission; appointed 
in. 1966; term, expires in 1973; 

admitted to the 1 exas bar in 195R; 

server/ as law clerI. to ('.S. Circuit 
Court judge and to Supreme Court 
Justice Hugo I.. Black; joined 
University of California La iv School 
faculty in 1960 as acting associate 
professor, his principal courses being 
in administrative law and oil and 

'as regulation; 1963-64 practiced 
law in Washington; until his FCC 

appointment served as Maritime 
Administrator. 
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Broadcast 
media-untapped 

for education 
Itr II. IiEX LEE 

Perhaps the most dynamic aspects of comm 

cations technology have vet to be fully focal' 

on the massive problems of education. With 

people seeking and deserving an education, I 

with rising teacher and school facility shorta 

communications media must be applied to 

task of increasing the quantity and quality of a 

able education. while at the same time braking 

pace of accelerating costs. 

This can only be accomplished by restructutl 

school. systems around media technologies. it 

cacors, for too long, have failed to recognize; 

potential of the media. The educational system ` 

the United States tends to be less adaptable 1. 

change ..than other existing institutions. The 

has come when we can no longer afford not to 

available resources in meeting the pressing n 

of the country. 
Rut the educational needs, themselves, cannot, 

defined in terms of available technologies. Rai: 
the technologies must be efficiently, expertly, 1 

economically related to carefully defined edii 

tional objectives. Cost and other factors reap' 

that media devices be placed at the center ob, 

struction-not incorporated as frills usable qIII 

at the whim of teachers and administrators sin]because 

they're "modern." 
This goal requires action-action to place 

dia facilities usefully in classrooms, homes, it 

tutions and businesses. The resistance to these 

novat:ions must be overcome by demonstratinp 

national and community leaders and educators'l 

media's potential for directly alleviating the p 

sores of costs and other problems confronting 

ucation. 

This approach requires examination of all t 

dia forms in relation to each other. Educatic,t 

television (and I might add, commercial tell 

sion), educational radio, ITFS, CAT\ CCTV ii, 

all developed independently, without regard' 

ways in which they can be cooperatively relal 

These relationships will become more and nt 

necessary as the various systems grow in c'' 

plexity, number, and power. 

Industry and government must begin the w 

of coordinating efforts to meet the challenge of 

ucation. 
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II. Rex Lee, 58, named in 1968 to 

fill vacancy left by Lee Loevinger; 
started career in government in 
Department of Agriculture; 1942, 
joined fear Relocation Authority; 
/946-50, assistant director of the Office 

of Territories, except in 1949 when 

he went on loan to State Department 
and United Nations to study Arab 
refugee problem; associate, then 

deputy commissioner of the Bureau 

of Indian Affairs, Interior Department, 
front 1950-61; Governor o/ 
American Samoa, 1961-67: then 

assistant administrator, Agency 
(or International Development. 
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What's 
in the 
hopper 

Congress 
Cv 

MISSo 

A rundown of propose(! 

Legislation affecting 

the broadcast industry 

in the 91st Congress 

ollowing is a list of bills pertain- 
ing to the broadcasting industry 

introduced so far (luring the 91st 
Congress. In some cases, identical 
legislation has been proposed by oth- 
ers, and only the original bill is listed. 
below: 

H.R. 114, by Rep. Tom Bevill (1). - 
Ala.), which would increase to five 
years the maximum term for broad- 
casting licenses. 

H.R. 381, by Rep. Joe 1). Wag- 
gonner Jr. (D. -La.), which would ex- 
empt commercials from the Fairness 
Doctrine. 

H.R. 420, by Rep. John I). Dingell 
(D. -Mich.), which would bar the FCC 
from authorizing pay television. 

H.R. 1063, by Rep. John I). Dingell 
(I). -Mich.) and others, which would 
provide for the direct regulation by 
the FCC of television networks. 

H.R. 1237, by Rep. John E. Moss 
(f -Calif.), which would direct the 
FCC to ban cigarette commercials. 

H.R. 1324, by Rep. John E. Rarick 
(l). -La.), which would establish new 
statutory policies governing the Fair- 
ness Doctrine. 

H.J. Res. 252, by Rep. John M. 

Murphy (I).-N.Y.) and others, which 
would direct the FCC to conduct an 
investigation of the effects of televis- 
ion violence. 

H.R. 84, by Rep. Lionel Van 
Deerlin (D. -Calif.), which would dir- 
ect the House Commerce Committee 
to hold hearings on FCC's regula- 
tion of CATS systems. 

H.R. 2113, by Rep. Alvin E. 

O'Konski (R.-\Vis.l, which would re- 
quire that radios be ca Jable of re- 
ceiving both AM anal FM. 

H.R. 3058, by Rep. John D. Din- 
gell (I). -Mich.), which would abolish 
the FCC and transfer its functions 
to a new Federal Broadcast Com- 
mission, Telecommunications Com- 
mon Carrier Commission, Telecom- 
munications Resources Authority and 
to the Department of Transportation. 

H.R. 3059, by Rep. John D. Din- 
gell (1). -Mich.), which would direct 
the Secretary of Commerce to con- 
duct a study of the allocation of fre- 

q uencies. 
H.R. 3061, by Rep. John D. Di 

gell (D. -Mich.), which would enco 

age persons primarily committed 
broadcasting and who have est 

fished interests in particular marl 

areas to acquire broadcasting lief 

ses. 
H.R. 3276, by Rep. Charles I 

Joelson (D.-N.J.), which would ii 

pose a license fee on radio and to 

vision broadcasters equal to one p 

cent of their gross receipts. 
H. Con. Res. 87, by Rep. Williá 

A. Barrett (D. -Pa.) and others, whil 

would express the sense of Congre 

in opposition to FCC's CATV r{, 

making. 
H.R. 3818, by Rep. Jerry L. Pen 

(R. -Calif.), which would prohibit ai 

broadcast commercials for alcoho 

beverages during certain hours. 
S. 402, by Sen. Frank E. Moss 

Utah , which would require th 

radios be capable of receiving bo 

AM and FM. 

S. 543, by Sen. John L. McClell 

(D. -Ark.), which would overhaul 
Copyright Act and, among oth 

things, provide for some measure 

copyright liability for CATV system 

H.R. 1236, by Rep. John E. Mo 

(D. -Calif.) and others, which wo'' 

require that all cigarette advertisin 
including broadcast commercial 
contain warnings about smoking. U 

H.R. 5973. by Rep. John D. Di 

gell (I). -Mich.), which would in 

pose certain safeguards on editoria 

izing.bv broadcasters. 
H.R. 6225, by Rep. Henry B. Go) 

zalez (1). -Tex.), which would provic 

for the licensing of television ne 

works 
S. l050, by Sen. Gordon Allol 

(R. -Colo.), which would increase t 

five years the maximum term fc 

I roadcasting licenses. 
11.R. 603(1 by Rep. J. J. "Jake, 

Pickle ID -Tex.), which would pi' 

vide for regulation of broadcast nei 

works. 
H.R. 7177, by Rep. L. II. Fount& 

(I)-N.C.) and others, which wool' 

extend and make permanent the cp 

arette labelling act. 
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.Pi FIRST RUN OFF -NETWORK/ 
57 ONE -HOUR EPISODES/ 

1 COLOR / FULL FAMILY 
J AUDIENCE APPEAL! 

starring RON ELY with 
World Famous 

Guest Stars 
in 

Every Exciting Episode! 

E 

BANNER FILMS, INC. 
KEN ISRAEL / 527 MADISON AVE. 
NEW YORK, NEW YORK 10022 
212 - Plaza 5-4811 / A DIVISION OF 

NATIONAL GENERAL CORP. 

1 
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WGN'S Washington News Bureau' celebrates its 5th year 
as the Midwest's direct line to news makers . 

Since WGN opened its own Washington News. Bureau, 
peoplein the Midwest have had a better picture of what's 

going.on inside Washington. Bureau Chief Bob Foster 
and his staff are on the spot covering national and 

international news as it breaks. And, in particular, providing 
special coverage of news that affects the Midwest. The 

extra service. for our audiences in Chicago, Denver and 

Duluth is another example'of the service provided by 

WGN CONTINENTAL BROADCASTING COMPANY 
Serving Chicago: WGN Radio and WGN Television / Duluth: KDAL Radio and KDAL Television / Denver: KWGN Television 

i 
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Mal 

guide to network headhunting; 

1t- said that Andrew Jackson once offered that "One 

an ith courage is a majority." 
loty, the average network executive would rather 

ave )ur votes on the FCC. 

Wage among network chieftains used to be con- 

derl a rare commodity. At least the critics of broad- 

ist story always thought so. Toda) those visionaries, 

rosetistorians of broadcast blemishes and warts. must 

auslrnd wonder at the tough stands that network chief - 

ins re taking as everybody wants to investigate their 
tivi. c 

rn cigarette adlertising to Superman on Saturday, 
re LC, the House Commerce Committee, the Senate's 
omierce members, the Violence Commission; the 
uhine Court, the Federal Trade Commission, and 
un tius ail hoc reformers want to know "what's wrong 
itta Ilevision?" Where there's so much fire, there's got 

) b ;ome smoke. 

The Case In Point Is News 

.rette smoking and Chet Iluntlev's steers are other 
eon's worries. '\tine involve news. Of course, news on 
kkvton involves other peol le, too, all, other people. 
1 courage of network bosses in the current swirl of 

31e I investigations comes, one believes (and one 
ore because the investigators are thundering into tele - 
is r s proudest pastures: news and documentaries. 

h its history, broadcasting, when faced wit I 
charges or quiz rigging or anything else, could 

h c turn to its journalist role as a proud example of 
otithution to the public good. Now the investigators 
a' urned to, and turned on, that very thing. 

t Democratic convention in Chicago, they cry, must 
e example of this powerful medium run wild. \\ by 
1n ould so many constituents cry out in pain, so many 
ell politicians groan? 
u networks portrayed police as bad guys say the 
h,lrs. Everyone knows that police are good gins, they 

w and order. Everyone knows it except Daniel 
fV;.11r, a very courageous Chicago attorney who ex- 
ultird it fur the Violence Commission, had his stall 
akt'.,41O statements of eyewitnesses and participants 
n l xaminecl 2,017 more taken by the FBI. Walker 
a' !Police violence was a fact of convention week;" 
eel dded that the actions of sonic police during that 

ration week reached a point that could only be 
Ici bed as a "police riot." 

' I)rible thing, that. Walker found himself receiving 
Lch personal abuse as did network newscasters the 

)rel,rus August. His bosses. the Violence Commission,vltitardly 

expected the Chicago potato to be too hot 
o hidle, issued an interim report last January. Walker 

5lever mentioned by name. his report was over- 
o I. It was, Commission staffers explained, held in d' race for a final report. 

gas also said that the networks had not covered the 
n ration fairly. The FCC got letters - and decided it 

vdn'I three more, one from each network all marked 
nrial Deliver)" within 20 days. 
TI; networks wrote their letters. but they also raised 

elPlion 
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serious questions over tine propriety' oI the request. NBC 
said t broadcast news has to justlty used to toe, 1.CC 
alter controversy then inhibition writ set in, and "the 
broadcast press is, to that extent, no longer tree." (ASS 

said the Put; ought to be "champion of the t'irst Amend- 
ment rather than . . . a willing inquisitor." 

The I'CC, at the end of February, tinatly replied to 
its Ienpals at the networks and allowed as how tine net- 

orks apparently dial not siolate "fairness,:, that there 
was (in the usual FCC backwards rhetoric: never to be 
affirmative when von can negatiyelr assert I no evidence 
"for concluding that the networks failed to afford 'rea- 
sonable opportunity for presentation of contrasting 
viewpoints' on the issues at the Chicago convention." 

"I he FCC said it was puzzled by the CBS and \ BC 

questions relating to the First Amendment. I:xersone 
knows, wrote the Commissioners. that we encourage 
broadcasters to be outspoken and every make allowance 
for their mistakes. 

Investigators' attitudes towards broadcasting and 
First Amendment remind one of the mall who said. "I 
believe in the Ten Commandments, but not all ten at the, 

saute t i rue." 
The FCC. by the waN. also noted four alleged cases 

of "staging" news at the convention. They didn't ask for 
20 -day letters on those. They gave the networks 30 days 
to continent. 

One tit the FCC's problems is that Congressional corn - 

mitten s. from whom all blessings flow. were beginning to 
wonder why the FCC isn't tougher. The Senate Com- 
merce committee called the Commissioners up for a 
reriew. As each Senator asked his thing. it had the 
flavor of Snow White and the Seren Dwarfs. 

What about all that violence they wanted to know? 
And what about the pot party that wnt;r't-'ry was alleged 
to have 'staged?" \Vas the FCC being tough enough? 
Corse on. confess. 

a , 

.r-, 

9. 
r 

K1. 1. ! 

i Jy 

Chicago sweet scene, Cunverrlio,,tinte, 1968. 

'Confession,' wrote Peter I)e Vries "is good for the 
soul ini h in the sense that a aver d coat is good for 
clandrufl. " The FCC could clear its dandrull no better 
in a Senate committee room than it could by dunning 
tweed coats. 

Over on the House side, the investigators didn't want 
to be left behind. They plan to get into violence and 
cigarettes and all those other things. For starters. the% 
don't like that put party story in Chicago. 

Neither did the FCC investigator who found all kinds 
of flaws in the YvtrtI\t-'ry hvo-part series on marijuana 
inn the Northwestern I'niversity neighborhood. The most 
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WGN's Washington News Bureau 'Celebrates its 5th year 
as the Midwest's direct line to news makers 

Since WGN opened its own Washington News.Bureau, 
people in the Midwest have had a better picture of what's 

going .ón inside Washington. Bureau Chief Bob Foster 
andhis staff are on the spot covering national and 

'international news as it breaks. And, in particular, providing 
special coverage of news that affects the, Midwest. The 

extra service;.for our audiences in Chicago," Denver and 

Duluth is another example of the service provided by 

WGN CONTINENTAL BROADCASTING COMPANY 
Serving Chicago: WGN Radio and WGN Television / Duluth: KDAL Radio and KDAL Television / Denver: KWGN Television 
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A NEWSMAN'S . . . V ewpoii, 

I guide to network headhunting 
°Its said that Andrew Jackson once offered that "One 

árwith courage is a majority." 
the average network executise would rather 

ravlfour votes on the FCC. 
(irage among network chieftains used to be con - 

id :d a rare conutrodits. At least the critics of broad - 

as ristory always thought so. Today those visionaries, 

ho historians of broadcast blemishes and warts, must 

ray, and wonder at the tough stands that network chief- 

airtare taking as eservbody wants to investigate their 

cti t y. 

prm cigarette advertising to Superman on Saturday. 
LS CC, the house Commerce Committee, the Senates 
;or!nerce members, the Violence Commission. the 

;upme Court, the Federal Trade Commission, and 
utrrous ail hoc reformers want to know "what's wrong 
s, tltelevision?" Where there's so much fire. there's got 
a l some smoke. 

The Case In, Point Is IVeu's 

1(.;arette smoking and Chet I-Iuntlev s steers are other 
poe's worries. Aline involve news. Of course, news on 
elesion involves other people. too, all other people. 

'le courage of network bosses in the current swirl of 
'.edal investigations comes, one believes (aril one 
tof,) because the investigators are Ihun tiering into tele- 
153.t's proudest pastures: news and documentaries. 

In ugh its history, broadcasting, when faced with 
rasla charges or quiz rigging or anything else, could 
lib's turn to its journalist role as a proud example of 
hí,'ibution to the public good. Now the investigators 
rrr turned to, and turned on, that very thing. 

7e Democratic convention in Chicago, they cry, must 
e i example of this powerful medium run wild. Why 
'st,vould so many constituents cry out in pain, so many 

ft,J1a politicians groan? 
r re networks portrayed police as had guys say the 

;es. Everyone knows that police are good gins. they 
a law and order. Evers one knows it: except Daniel 

ter, a very courageous Chicago attorney who ex - 
led it for the Violence Commission, had his staff 

t tk 1.4111 statements of eyewitnesses and participants 
ru examined 2,017 more taken by the nu. Walker 

Jeri', "Police violence was a fact of convention week," 
ak(adcled that the actions of some police during that 
errention week reached a point that could only be 
rte ribed as a "police riot." 

r:rrible thing, that. Walker found himself revels ing 
$ such personal abuse as did network newscasters the 

prtious August. Ilis bosses, the Violence Commission, 
s h hardly expected the Chicago potato to be too hot 
to tndle issued an interim report last .1arruars. Walker 

never mentioned by name. his report was over - 
I' '-d. It was, Commission staffers explained, held in 
ab ance for a final report. 

was also said that the networks had not covered the 
' iention fairly. The FCC got letters - and decided it 

"aed three more, one from each network all marked 
rscial Delivery" within 20 days. 

ate networks wrote their letters. but they also raised 

serious questions over the propriety oI the request. Nl3C 
said it broadcast news has to pistiiy rlsell to the FCC 
alter controversy then inhibition will set in, and "the 
broadcast press is, to that extent, no longer tree." CliS 
said the t l.0 ought to be "champion of toe I' irst Amend- 
ment rather than . . . a willing inquisitor." 

1 he FCC. at the end of February, finally replied to 
its penpals at the networks and allowed as hors ore net- 
works apparently did not violate "fairness.' that there 
was (in the usual FCC backwards rhetoric: never to he 
affirmative when sou can regativels assert I no evidence 
"for concluding that the networks failed to afford 'rea- 
sonable opportunity for presentation of contrasting 
viewpoints' on tlse issues at the Chicago convention. - 

The FCC said it was puzzled by the CBS and \13C 
questions relating to the First Amendment. Eserone 
knows. wrote the Commissioners. that we encourage 
broadcasters to be outspoken and even make allowance 
for their mistakes. 

Investigators' attitudes towards broadcasting and 
First Amendment remind one of the man who said; "I 
believe in the Ten Commandments, but not all ten at the 
same time. - 

The FCC. by the way. also noted four alleged cases 
of 'staging" news at the convention. The; didn't ask for 
20 -day letters on those. They gave the networks 30 dass 
to comment. 

One of the FCC's problems is that Congressional com- 
mittees. front whom all blessings floss. were beginning to 
wonder why the FCC isn't tougher. The Senate Com- 
merce committee called the Commissioners up for a 
res iess. As each Senator asked his thing, it had the 
flar or of Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs. 

What about all that violence they wanted to know? 
Arid rs hat about the pot parts drat rvrtttnl-Ty was alleged 
to have 'staged?" Was the FCC being tough enough? 
Corse on. confess. 

r ' w - 

omit 

Chicago s/reel scene. l;onrenliorrlime, 1968. 

`Confession, wrote Peter I)e Vries"is good for the 
soul unlr in the sense Ihat a tweed coat is good for 
dandruff." The FCC could clear its dandruff no better 
in a Senate committee room than it could by donning 
Iweert coals. 

Over on the House side, the invr stigaturs didn't want 
to be left behind. They plan to gel into violence and 
cigarettes and all those other things. I or starters. the\ 
don't like Ihat pot parr' stuns in Chicago. 

Neither did the FCC investigator who found all kinds 
of flaws in the wRUM -Tr' two -parr series on marijuana 
in the Northwestern University neighborhood. 'ihe most 
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serious and damning point raised by FCC Examiner 
Cunningham and those Congressional committees in- 

volved "calling the cops." The contend that wnuyt-T1 

and everyone else should notify the authorities about 
illegal acts, not film them first. 

No one raised this question, for example, with the 
Washington Post or the Washington Star when they 
engaged in similar investigative reporting in 1967 (or 
even a student newspaper at Kent State which won a top 

award for such a story). As FCC Chairman Mosel Il\(le 
noted, blowing the whistle and calling the cops will clear 
up a single act; telling the full story might clear up an 
entire pattern of widespread flouting of the law, or at 

least explain it to the electorate. 
There were many other issues here-enough to com- 

pel the national president of Sigma Delta Chi, William B. 

Arthur Ieditor of Look Magazine to issue a nine -page 
dissection of the FCC Examiner's findings. 11e concluded 
that if the FCC is guided "by the mistaken philosophy 
implied in Examiner Cunningham's preliminary report" 
then "it would turn back the clock on tine of the most 

heartening developments in journalism in recent years: 
the growth of investigative reporting in the public in- 
terest,- 

Why all these investigations at this time? 
The prune reason, one suspects, is growing awareness 

of the power of broadcast reporting. Electronic journal- 

r 

Mike Wallace interviews Julian Bond in Chicago. 

ism does more than provide broadcasting's finest hours; 
it reaches the hearts and minds and guts of America 
more cogently than any other media of communication. 

Secondly, those who criticize broadcasting find 
themselves well covered in the printed media. News- 
papers love the boys rkho take pokes at the broadcaster. 
FCC iconoclasts like Nicholas Johnson find this true. So 

do Congressional critics. It is heady wine. It can turn 
one into a fanatic, in the sense that Winston Churchill 
defined a fanatic as "one who can't change his mind 
and won't change the subject." 

There is another factor. -Congressmen are concerned 
over the political effect of the medium. Television has 

escalated the cost of campaigning. Chicago may hake 
defeated Hubert Hunrphrek. Calls for television debates 
aright defeat incumbents. 

Even more immediate, Congressmen Iind their con- 
stituents mightily disturbed. Television news has made 
them uncomfortable, unhappy, frustrated, disturbed. 
They would like the media to tell them it isn't so-that 
war, those kids, the blacks, all those "bad news" matters 
that shake up the quiet of the hearth and the heart. 

Congressmen, too. feel that somehow if television 
didn't show it. the would-be revolutionaries would go 
away; they wouldn't tear up the campus or the political 
convention. It's a little like the girl who says, "Tell that 
man to go away, because if he doesn't he'll try to seduce 
me and if he tries. he might succeed." 

Our society is stronger than that, else it deserves 

be seduced. 'fhe problems of emerging minorities, n1 

silent young, and all the rest won't go away if we st 

reporting them. All that will disappear will be pub 

trust in its favorite means of receiving the news. 
Yes, everybody is looking over our shoulders the 

days. It makes it hard to keep the copy clean. Too mú,. 

and it is bound to result, as Look editor Arthur I11., 

warned, in "broadcast journalism . . . becoming gnu 

bland and less enterprising. 
NBC president Julian Goodman said the same thin 

when he said, "the record of television is a strong air' 

meat for more, not less. freedom than it enjoys now. 
threats to restrict the medium will only diminish 
ability to report and inform; and the public, not t 

broadcaster, will be poorer as a result."-J.B. 

I 

Lower's open-door policy 
"Now I could tell you that you, too, should advo- 

cate freedom of information because it is in the" 

public interest. But I am going to go further than) 

that. I an advocating here and now that you open 

up the doors of your parliaments and your parlia: 

nrentary committees to all of the media. Not solely 

because it is in the public interest. I think it is also 

in your self-interest as a member of parliament. And 

if parliaments don't do this, I think tiles are going 

to be overshadowed by the executive and perhaps 

event by the judicial branches of the governnent, 
and even by some sectors of the private economy. 

And as long as we are speaking of Freedom of In- 

formation, let me say that it is not divisible. There i 

should not he tco standards. one for the printed, 
press and another for the electronic. . . . 

"It seems to nine that it is high time that both 

houses of the American Congress recognizes what 

almost all politicians have learned individually in 

running for office: radio and television are here to 

stay as powerful means of communication. The 

pinned State Ilouse of Representatives, through its 

Speaker, should in the next session of Congress 

starting on January 3, 1969, authorize each of its 

committees to make its own television ground ruleb, 

This would be following the example of the United 

States Senate. 
"Both the Ilouse and the Senate should permit d` 

their debates to be open to live or filmed te evision H. 

coverage. Networks, or even local stations. should llr 

be allowed to make their own decisions on which 

debates are of wide enough public interest to pre- 

sent during the daytime, or more importantly, to a 

more numerous and better balanced audience at 

eight. 
"I cannot help, but feel that the more information 

which is made available by all parliaments-un- 
filtered-to the body politic, the better decisions 

the people will hake at the voting booth. 
"In this age of mass participation in democracy 

the faintly Ilickering candle of parliaments can 

reach but a few. The television mirror that reflects ° 

the candle across oceans and mountains-indeed 
around the world-can reach the millions."-A 
speech by Elmer W. Lower, President of ABC 

News, to the Inter -Parliamentary Union, Geneva, y 
Switzerland, December 6, 1968. 
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VOYAGE TO THE BOTTOM 
OF THE SEA 

12 O'CLOCK HIGH 

THE 
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GREEN HORNET 

DOBIE 
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HONG KONG 
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LOST IN SPACE THE JOHN GARY SHOW 

THE 

MONROES 

THE TIME TUNNEL 
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MY 
FRIEND 
FLICKA 

MARK 1 FEATURES 

BRING FORTH MY PEOPLE ' THE BIG BANDS 

ANATOMY OF CRIME 

Shows to really light up the screen. 

::.:.The most exciting shows in syndjcatión from the number one 
producer'of network shows. AEI thesparkl'e, real -life adventure, 
suspense, and comedy you need to brighten up the ratings. 

SAIL TO GLORY 



Film/Tape Report 

CREATIVE MOONLIGHTERS 
If Burt Wells has his way, the clays 

of cloak-and-dagger routines and coy 
phone calls to creative people to get 
them to handle a free-lance job are 
over. 

Seven writers and three art direc- 
tors from six top agencies have 
agreed to let Wells handle their after 
hours assignments. 

Wells isn't saving anything more 
about these people. other then that 
the\ 're not kids or worn out talents 
who can barely remember their Iasi 

awards, or raises. Their average sal- 
ary, lie says, is 835.0))0. 

Clients or advertisers who want 
to know what Kurt Wells' friends 
can do for their account can Intl 

down the $3.00( retainer required 
for a client -product briefing. 

Wells points out that there are 
certain ground rules under which he 
works. None of the people he repre- 
sents will work in competition with 
an account he normally works on, or 
on any product that is in competition 
with any of his agency's clients. \n 
agency using Burl Wells and Friends 
will not have to worm about their 
clients finding out they went outside 
of the agency for help. Clients are 
assured that their agency will not 
learn they've shopped elsewhere for 
ideas. 

To demonstrate what his friends 
can do, Burt Wells has put together 
a sample reel of commercials. Wells 
points out that clients are told in 
advance what fees will be charged 
and what call be expected for them. 

Everything is contracted for in 
advance and there are no surprise 
charges. says Wells. A client can 
spend as little as $3,000 as as much 
as $100,000. 

ONE -INCH EDITING 
There's a cheaper way to edit color 

tape than tying up two-inch editing 
equipment at a cost of some $200 
per hour. George Gould, president of 
i'eletrorrics international, has added 
an accessory to the Ampex V11-780( 
one-iftch color tape machine that 
numbers each frame. The digital 
code is visible in the lower half of 
the monitor and enables the editor 

to work frame-bv-frame if necessary. 
Master tapes are recorded on 

Gould's VR-3000 and duped onto 
the VR-7800 for editing. The digital 
code is simultaneously recorded on 
both tapes every 1/30 of a second 
through the digital code unit he has 
added to the Vii -7800. The master 
tape is then stored until editing 
is completed. 

A Teletronics editor can electroni- 
cally edit a one -minute spot and have 
a completed rough cut assembled on 
a second VR-781111 for client approval 
in two or three hours. The ability of 
the recorder to still frames and play 
frame-bv-frame makes one inch edit- 
ing possible. 

0u 3"¿ 41 .1 t.4 .:: 0 

Digital frame readout. 

When the electronic work -print is 
approved, the editing llow sheet is 
fed into a computer which autocrati- 
cally conforms the two-inch master 
take. The finished commercial is then 
assembled on an Ampex VI' -20(1(1 

high band recorder. Opticals and 
titles are added electronically. 

Because of the lower cost of the 
one -inch recorders, editing costs are 
greatly reduced. \ further benefit is 
that the two-inch master is still a 
first generation tape when ii is as- 
sembled. Also by using the VI1-78011 
for editing, the more costly broad- 
cast recorders are free to do other 
rrork until needed to assemble the 
master. 

Festivals wrap-up on page I I -b 

IBA winners 
S \WA deadlines -revisions 
Andy finalist count 
"Eddie" tv winner 

TRIANGLE TO MAKE 
Preliminary plans are already u 

derway for Triangle Program Sale 
venture into the feature film pro 

duction field. Effective March 24 

Robert ' . 1 lirisch will assume tit 

post of director of film develo 
meat. 

Working out of Triangle's newt) 

established Los Angeles office, Mill 

isch will be involved in securing 

rights to properties, developing neryl 

stories, negotiating agreements wilñ 

studios and supervising productiotllf 

of movies both for tv and theaters to 

Currently serving as resident cover' 11 

sel 'for \lirisch I roductions in Hol l' - 

IN wood, \Iirisch began his career a r 

assistant to the vice president for 

production of Ziv Tv. He is the son 

of the noted film industry leader.i 

the late Harold Mirisch. a 

Development of television proper' ll 

ties other than features is also oil 

the IV irisch schedule. Triang e it i 

currently considering several nett! 

syndication series. in addition to i 

those already announced. 

Iq 

rq 

ABC'S VARIETY 
ABC Filers has one of the Iarges I 

pools of new made-for-syndicatio 
programs of anyone around. A half 

dozen new shows highlight the list 

of syndication properties which also 

includes new first -run off -network 

product. l.t 
Among \ BC Filer's new shows rs I, 

One Man Show. The program fear 

tares comedians presenting their own 

never -before -on -tv nightclub act for a 

full half-hour. Twenty-six segments 

are planned. 
Other ABC programs include 

Safari. .a one -hour travel -adventure 

series and George of lire Jungle a 01'1loon 

series featuring a bumblinra 

hilarious Tarzan-type character. 
Recently released new programs in i 

chide Anniversary Game, a half-hour I 

strip which tests how well husbands 

and wives really know each other ands 

how far they're willing to go to prove 

it, and World Series of Tennis, a 131 

week series featuring the world's top 

tennis pros competing for $35,0°°i°1 

prize money. Girl Tally, approach SI 

its eighth season will also be avail; 

able. 
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First Time We Played the Game, 
We Won Six Hands in a Row 

'He's the deal, Reeves Video. 
Ja1?ou handle a TV game show? 
3olplete with studio audience?" 
. L2. " 

`Yt know how we tape `Pay 
jai s'?" 

ie. ,1 

`Si half-hour segments. In one 
la)' 
Pale. 

After a slow take and some care- 
ful planning, we did some fast 
shooting. And it turned out fine. 
Just what you'd expect of Reeves 
Video. 
The new, expanded Reeves is the 
same Reeves Video plus. Plus 
three enormous shooting stages 
and a crew of the best cameramen 
and technicians this side of any- 
where. 
Don't get the idea though that 

VIDEO DIVISION 

we're overplaying our hand. We're 
still holding all the aces in the 
post -production game. Still 
supplying those matchless Color 
Videofilm" transfers. Still stand- 
ing by with that well traveled 
Airmohile-Video" System for lo- 
cation shooting anywhere in the 
world on a moment's notice. 

All we've done is taken the gam- 
ble out of TV production. For you. 

A DIVISION OF REEVES BROADCASTING CORPORATION 
304 EAST 44TH STREET, NEW YORK, N.Y. 10017. (212) OR 9-3550 TWX 710 581-4388 
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ON THE WAY 

Western Video Productions 
anti Metromedia Television have 

concluded an agreement to produce 
Queen For A Da) for national syndi- 
cation by MPC. 

The modernized version of the net- 

work success is geared to females 

18-34. The program will be updated 
to include selection of queens by audi- 
ence punch cared reactions and a 

greater emphasis on fashions. 
The first telex ision program in the 

history of Carnegie Ilall is now oil 
production. Bill Colleran will pro- 
duce and direct the 911 -minute shoe' 
for Beckwith Productions. 

The program will feature live per- 

formances and films. tapes, Mill pho- 

tographs and recordings which base 

been collected since the dedication 
of the hall in 1129I. 

31PC y% ill produce an hour-long 
special on Aretha Franklin for tele- 

cast next lull. Part of the program 
will take place at the church in De- 

troit where Miss Franklin's father is 

the minister and where site received 

her first musical training. Other 
talent will also be signed. 

Talks are underway for the Phil 
Donahue Show, a morning strip ap- 

pearing on t,'l.w-Ir I)avton. to be na- 

tionally syndicated by Avco-F.'llrbassy. 

THE DOTTED LINE 

Ten stations have sighed pre -pro- 

duction contracts syitit "Twentieth 
Century -Fox for the new Heat The 

Clock strip series which will enter 

production this summer. The initial 
pact calls for the production of 11111 

episodes. 
The initial line-up includes win\ 

\eys York. I<cul' Los Angeles. writ - 

TV Philadelphia. wTc\-Tv Minneapo- 
lis, wwNtic-Tv Ilartford-\ew Haven. 
r:TPV' Portland. LrRE-TV Fresno. 

25 WEST 45 ST,N.Y. 

1212)757'7840 

'DICK .SWANEK 
WILLY TOMAS 

SANDY DUKE 
IRWIN SCHMEIZER 

DICK RAUH 
BILL ROWOHLT 

lc'f nG-Tv Altoona. % LYII-TV Lancas- 

ter -Lebanon. tt \RF-'ry Binghamton. 
The /tics; Van Dyke Shoo, which 

has just been part into (Blase:tic s\n- 
dictation by' CBS Enterprises has 

already' been picked up by IRI\O Gen- 

eral and Metromedia station. 
The six RkO General stations are 

won -Tv few fork. I.IIJ-Tv Los An- 
geles. wN.vC-Tv Boston. Wit CT-Ty 

Hartford. svilltQ-'rr \letnphis and 
cr: LS\ \\'in(l nr. The nretreinedia out 
lets are I:\EW-TV San Francisco. 
kv-rr(,-T\ Washington. I).C.. K \I BC - 

Ty Kansas City. In add it inri. nett -'1y 

Buffalo has signed for the progrant. 

AFL/NFL SERIES 

he American football League and 

the National Football League will join 
forces for the first tinte in a new 

hour-long weekly' series for the IV((/ 
season. This Ir eels /n /'ro Football, 
will be produced bs A\ FL/ \FL Filets 
in association with Hughes Sports 
Network which will distribute it. 

tea 

t 

Ric- hard /inilc v Sr. Hughes Sports 
Vetn'orl; (I -r1 Pat Summerull, Ed 
Sabot Al''l. At L Films and Pete 
Nozelle discuss the n el' program. 

Tile program. which is the only 
series that will be available to local 
stations; is slated to air Saturday 

e 

inc. 

afternoon or Sunday- noon in mci 
markets. prior to the new week's lit. 
professional football games. 

Program highlights include inlet 

ie''s, a look at key games on the ull 

coaling schedule and a feature sei 

meat which will run the gamut fro, 

devastating act ion footage set to Mt 

sic, to football bloopers. to compar 

sons of the I''o leagues tea nu -by -tears 

and position -by -position. 
'file program will be hosted b 

former football star Pat SummeraI 

and Charlie Jones, voice of the AF 

for \BC Sports. 

ZOOMING IN ON PEOPLE 

At Screen Gems \Vest Coast opt.' 

at ion Sr.Y\l OUR FRltil\I x\ has bee 

promoted to vice president and etl 

ecutive production manager. Fot 

rnerly production supervisor, Friel 

man will be directly' involved i 

studio policy and negotiations r( 

Wing to networks and independer 

producers. 
Other S -G appoints include Alt 

FICA\ KM. named as vice president i 

charge of studio business affairs; A 

FElI:It named controller and dire( 

for of management information 

SilELDON \IiT'I'LE\Iy\, stnliO CORI 

set: and ROBERT IIAGEL, director c 

budget and controls. 
RUSSELL STII\till Ni. currently d 

rector of night-time progralnmin 

for CIUS-1'V. will joint MGM Tell 

'. ision as director of program di 

velopnrent. Stoneham, who is not 

living in \ew Turk will relocate ti 

\'IG\1's Culver Cits Studios. 

Para mount I'v', new l\ create' 

position of director. special project 

will be filled by GERALD DAí\FORD 

Previously director of sales at wail 

'rv. he will be responsible for na 

tioual and syndicated sales of ib 

initiation Of new projects. 

DOROTHY J. GLOBUUS, has joiner 

Beeves Video as a sales executive 

I ter experience in television produc 

tion includes working in every ca 

pacity from scrip! girl to producer 

-'Art Ford's Greenwich Village Par 

ty" which she produced received 81 

:nuns nomination. 

AD MAKERS 

Bozell & Jacobs has named FRO 

ER ICI. F. LAMONT. Jtt director O 

radio and television and associate 

creative director of the Phoenix of 

fice. Previously he had been a arc 

ative management' executive Nits 
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t pton Ad\ertising and ABC-TV 
,n New York before coming to 
Ph:nix in 1963. 

:TER GROUNDS has joined Need - 

ha, Harper .\ Steers as a television 
primed-. Grounds was formerly 
wi J. \A alter Thompson. 

'tree additions have been made 
to le NUS; Chicago staff. KATII- 
RY FRANGER and JOAN IVAN %VAS- 

SEIIAN have become copywriters 
an, MARILYN R. K-\TZ an art threc- 
tot 

ARTHUR ODELL. who is creative 
ditaor of J. Walter Thompson's San 
Fr,cisco office has been elected a 

..4 

ODELL 

' is president of the agency. Ile was 
pniously with J\1 F in New fork 
am Detroit before moving to the 
Wt: Coast. 

.MES J. JORDAN. senior vice pres- 
ide; and creative director of BBI)O, 
barbeen elected to the agency's ex - 
set ve committee. 

,rdan, who has spent his entire 
adirtising career with RBI)O, was 
Bleed a senior vice president last 
Fe uary and in September was ap- 

o ted creative director for all the 
agtcy's regional offices in the U.S.; 
Galicia and Europe. 

ILLI.IM B. PALMER. vice presi- 
del and associate creative director 
at 1131)0 has been elected to the 
a;rcy's Board of Directors. 

¡timer joined the agency/ in 1956 
as copywriter and was appointed 
a;fate creative director in 1966. 

)fCKIE KIES, who worked for 
.o.pton Advertising from 1955 to 
191,, has rejoined the agency as 
annssistant tv and radio conuner- 
Saproducer. 

UV CUTS 
aatra Enterprises has acquired 

I1e:xclusive foreign ri«hts to Feel- 
nÉ of Feliciano. The program is 

Eecial slated for an April 27 air 
1a!on NBC-TV. 
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AT&T "Simply Beautiful" N. W. Ayer 
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PAUL KIM & LEW GIFFORD, New York 

Denalan William Esty Co. 

. . 

SPI TELEVISION CENTER, San Francisco 

Bratwursthaus E. G. White Adv. 

LOGOS TELEPRODUCTION CENTER, Arlington 

Gulf Oil Corp. Young & Rubicam 
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FILMFAIR, HOLLYWOOD 
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Cream of Wheat ted Bates 
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ELEKTRA FILM PRODUCTIONS, INC., N.Y. 

Hubley Toys Nadler & Larimer 

r 
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9 
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l 
TELETRONICS INTERNATIONAL, INC. 

Creative Corner E. A. Korchnoy, Ltd. 

it)ST 1: 

iNR, Im 

- 

WGN CONTINENTAL PRODUCTIONS, Chicago 

Jean Nate Bath Gel Clyne -Maxon 

FRED A. NILES-Chicago, Hollywood, N.Y. 
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ENTERING SYNDICATION 
Paramount 'Television will 

make Star Trek available for domestic 
syndication at the NAB convention. 
The package will include 79 episodes 
of the series which is completing its 
third season on NBC -'TV. 

American International has 
three new packages which will be 
introduced at the NAB Convention. 

The Avengers package includes 83 
hour shows of which 57 are in color. 

Johnny Sokko and his flying Robot 
consists of 26 half-hour live action 
and animated episodes in color. 

Young Adult Theater ? is a 

bIlow-up to last vear's package #1. 
Avco-Embassy has a prinletitire 

feature package to be announced al 

the NAB convention. \along the 
titles included as first -run off -network 
are The Producers, Robbery and The 
Tiger and the Pussycat. 

7 he Evans -Novak Report, a half- 
hour weekly public affairs interview 
program Marring columnists Rowland 
Evans and Robert Novak will he put 
into immediate domestic syndication 
by MP(:. 

Each week on the series, this two- 
nlan press panel interviews a leading 
newsmaker in Washington, D.C. After 

°IODUC 

RALPH KESSLER 
NEIL KOBIN 

RALPH KESSLER PROD. 
19 EAST 53RD STREET 

NEW YORK, N.Y. 10022 
PLAZA 3-8313 

u6 

i,robing the views of the newsmaker, 
the columnists excuse their guest and 
proceed to air their views and ex- 
pertise on what has been discussed. 

Through Banner Films, Tarzan 
will ( pardon the punt swing into 
syndication. Fifty-seven hour-long 
color episodes are available first -run 
off NBC -Tv. 

COMMERCIAL MAKERS 
East-West Films has beefed up its 

directorial staff with the addition of 
DON II((RAN an i.\RHY ELI KANN. 

Beginning his career at \VATV New- 
ark; !loran joined NTA-TV, their 
moved on to Metromedia Tv for three 
years. While there, he directed Wil- 
liam. l milliner -s I/ississippi, which 
earned him an I:nunv. and illy Child - 
/rood, two half-hour films back-to- 
back which won an Emmv in 1964. 

Eiikann was a cameraman and then 
technical director at NBC-TV. During 
this period, Ire was nominated for 
three Emmvs for electronic camera 
work. In addition to conunercial 
work for UPI' in 1968. he directed 
The Investigation for NBC-TV, and a 

three-hour version of Hamlet for 
\VNUT New York. 

ART II UR sTOItC1I who started in 

show business as an actor and then 
went on to establish himself as a 

consed\ and musical director, has 

joined 1\I PO Videotronics to direct 
file) and tape commercials. 

STI,IiCII 

His most recent legit credits include 
The Owl and the Pussycat, 7 he Im- 
possible Years and Golden Rainbow. 
Ott tv he has directed a i-larr\ Bela - 
butte special in addition to other 
shows. 

While Store)) will continue to ac - 
r ce3t other types of directorial assign- 

ments, he is under exclusive contract 
with MI'O for tv commercials work. 

TED \VASSERMAv has joined the staff 
of TeleVideo Productions as a pro- 

dticer/representative. Ile was 11, 

merle with Color By Pergament ; ' 
eight Years in tire sales department 

sot. rr-tltr.lcl-t has joined Dim - 

sion Productions as a producer-dit 
tor. Ile has over 50(1 cottunerci, 

already to Iris credit, and worked 

. 

fill rer.tCII 

eight )ears as a producer -direct i 
with Elliott, Unger. Elliott. Ile '. 

also a scenic designer, industrial al 

graphic arts designer, illustrate 

sculptor and photographer. 
.\t Bose-I\Iagwood I'roductiot 

I(OIIEItT t IUPItA\ has been appoint 

producer -salesman and DAVID taismI 

production manager of the New Yo 

office. 
\i11rray ++ho will be based 

Ill\IP's Ilollywood studio was a pr t! 

duction manager for Wakeford-Orl 
Productions in I,os Angeles. 

Reisman's background inctud 

working as a general production ma 

ager for Pelican Films and post prr 

duction supervisor for V.P.I. 
Elektra Film Productions NI 

LIAM\I G. I)t)CIITEIi\IAN has become' 

sales representative. For three yea', 

be handled production and sales fl 

New York -based commercial cot 

patties, and spent a year on the Coa 

with CBS -TV. 
Dochterttucrr's responsibilities +)', 

be Pr the acquisition of live and a 
rI 

elated commercial production. 
DAVID h. LEVINGTON has also be(, 

appointed sales representative f' 

Elektra. 15lost recently vice preside' 

and chief administrative executive' 

ILC. 'Theatres. Levington was pr 

viously assistant New York bran( 

manager for \Varner Bros. -See( 
i 

Arts inc. 

BIG VALLEY AVAILABLE 

Four Star has already chalked 
u 

24 sales for The Big Valley. ++'bier 

stars Barbara Stan wvck. The prograa, 

ends its font -year rem on ABCT 

Telerisia't 46, March 24, 10 



ria.eason. Available are 112 hour- 
s n selments. 

tions already signed to carry the 

proam next Fall include KCOP Los 

nlles, KTPV Portland, 1VTCN-TV 

lieapolis, KTNT-Tv Tacoma. {TVT 

I rWorth. KIITV II oust on, K1101 -TV 

a: Francisco, KCST-TV San Diego. 
IVY Denver, Kr11-TV Pueblo; 

stclry Buffalo, 11 urtc -Tv Binning - 
inn WTVT Tampa. KM...NI-Tv Spokane, 
wLl:-TV Creen Bay, KOVR Stockton, 
i ot.Tv Lincoln, WLEX-TV Lexington, 
kcll -Ti' Las Vegas, KNOE-TV Monroe, 
Km Yakima. WIIT\-TV Huntington. 

11 -TV \\ iclrita Falls and K FDA -TV 

\millo. 

F,EIrIVALS AHEAD 

le 9th annual Golden Rose of 
;llotretix television contest is get - 
ám. nearer. The contest organized 

he Swiss Broadcasting Corp. 
urdthe City of Montreux has al- 
eai drawn entries from three P.S. 
rí't'rrrks as well as other entries front 
rll rer the world. 

'le festival. which will be held 
\pr 24 to Ma 1. 1969 under the 
nttlnage of the European Broad - 

g Ihrion. sees light entertain - 
net programs compete for honors. 

h;k home. plans are moving into 
rehear for the I Itit annual Amer - 

t a ilm Festival to be held May 13- 
7 the New fork Hilton. Entries 

('nete in about 4.8 categories. Most, 
rrolcast entries are in the social 
Inettentarv, historical -biography 
unlcurrent es ems categories. The 
oast is sponsored by the Educa - 
i u' Film Library Association. 

M EXPANSION 

Ilse-llagwood Productions To- 
wn production center has moved 

:w spacious quarters. The new 
deities include a two -store ollice 
nllex, 45 by 1.5 foot stage, a 

err ling -conference room. client's 
three editing rooms and a 

lete print service. 
IiIP now has complete production 

'mgrs in 'Toronto. New York. Iloi- 
vw'd, and London. 

AIRY MOORE RETURNS 
(me next Fall Garry Moore will 

Eck on iy again. Ihis time as 
hP ost of To Tell 7'lre Truth. The tii. which enjoled a 12 year net- 
`t'r run will be produced by 
:.hson-'I'odnran and will be s1 

+lc h1 Fireslrrne Filers Syndication .tl 

I 

Advertising Directory of 

SELLING COMMERCIALS 

Knudsen Creamery Co. Grey 

SANDLER FILMS, INC., Hollywood 

Lone Star Beer Glenn Adv. 

-..flows' 

JAMIESON FILM CO., Dallas 

Pillsbury Company Leo Burnett 

' 
,.447. %N .s. Ili 

f . +.i+aK . ., 
11. ~ r '.:. a . 

.4 

JEFFERSON PRODUCTIONS, Charlotte 

Security Pacific Bank Young & Rubicam 

Tv IT' 
`1i11, 

PELICAN PRODUCTIONS, INC., New York 

7UP Company J. Walter Thompson 

THE HABOUSH COMPANY, Los Angeles 

Southwestern Bell Yellow Pages Gardner 

GERALD SCHNITZER PRODS., Hollywood 

Salem Cigarettes Wm. Esty Co. 

- ';11,1'4 '... r.;V ; :: ,. , , 
; 

a Z ,r. 
9 

. 

' 

,4*;:' 
;, 

r 
£' .: : ',411., - f r., r 

-4-It ;yy` ...W» La. 
SOL GOODNOFF PRODUCTIONS, INC., N.Y. 

Totes, Inc. Stockton, West & Burkhart 

SARRA, INC. 
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The program has already been 
purchased for evening stripping by 
the Metromedia stations. 

NEW FIRM 

Markap Television Corp., a new 
production and distribution firm, has 
been organized bt veteran tv execu- 
tives Brad Marks and Cv Kaplan 
with headquarters at 515 Madison 
Avenue. New York. 

Projected plans include the pro- 
duction and distribution of a wide 
variety of series, documentary spe- 
cials as well as the acquisition and 
distribution of feature films. 

Initially, \larkap will serve as the 
Eastern sales reps for \Vinters-Rosen 
Distribution Corp. 

NEW PLANNING CHIEF 
Willis Grant has been named vice 

president in charge of research and 
program planning for Screen Gems. 

In his new position, Grant will be 
directly involved in creative projects 
as they relate to Screen Gems series 
already on the air and to programs in 
the developmental stages. 

Grant, who was previously head- 
quartered in New York, will now op- 
erate out of the compant's Hollywood 
studios. 

BIG SALES FOR AMPEX 
Perhaps it was just co -incidence or 

perhaps evert one's Irving to get their 
orders in before the price increase 
goes into effect, but in any case Am- 
pex Corp. chalked up $3.5 million in 
three sales. 

Letvllon Television, a New York 
City production firm, has ordered ap- 
proximately $1 million of broadcast 
equipment. Included in the but are 
four BC -100 wireless hand-held cam- 
eras, a VR-3000 portable video tape 
recorder. an HS -200 computer -con- 
trolled disc recorder and two VII - 

2000 video tape recorders. 
National Teleproductions of In- 

dianapolis has purchased a 40 -foot 
semi -trailer fully equipped for color 
video taping. An I1S-200 disc re- 
corder is also part of the purchase. 

The third contract was with 
wxPo-TV Boston -)Manchester. The 
UHF outlet is scheduled to go 
on the air this Fall. included in the 
$1 million package are two Marconi 
i\lK VIII color cameras, one \ntpex 
BC -110 hand-held color camera, two 
\ntpex BC -210 studio color cameras, 

three Ampex VII -1200 high hand 
video tape recorders and an Ampex 
T \-55 transmitter. 

DUO PRODUCTIONS FORMED 
George Nakano and Bob Cohen 

have joined forces and opened Duo 
Productions. The new commercial 
producer will Ise located at 115 East 
52nd St., New York. - 

TAUB JOINS CAMERA MART 
Andrew L. Taub has been ap- 

pointed director of sales development 
of The Camera Mart. In his new po- 
sition, Taub will coordinate and over- 
see the sales development of the vari- 
ous companies related to Camera 
Mart. 

CBS O&O'S BUY FEATURES 
The five CBS owned stations have 

purchased a package of 60 films from 
Paramount Television. The package 
includes 47 off -network, and 13 first - 
run for television filers. Thigh -four 
are in color. 

The package includes "Sabrina", 
"The Greatest Show on Earth", "Mv 
Six loves" and '`Roman I loliday." 

FOCUS ON FINANCE 
In view of the changing market 

conditions, the Trans -Lux board of 
directors has decided to discontinue 

NEW YORK 
PL7-71211 

Key to Quality 

FILM 
-OPTICALS 

inc. 

optical photography 
aerial image 

anamorphic photography 
liquid gate 

animation 

.r 

`- 
i TH 

AMER 

for the AMERICAN SPORTSMAN 

preparations for making an excnw 
offer to stockholders of 20th ,,e 

lure -Fox Film Corp. The olio 
deal was to include a packa 
Trans -Lux common stock and ;p, 

Trans -Lux convertible prep 
stock. 

The Eleetrographic Corp.'s 
end report shows substantially a; 

er earnings despite the tax surd 
Net income rose by 84 per cc 

$950,000. Earnings per share e' 
$1.70 in 1961, as against 94 cenGt 
the previous year. 

Tele -Pape Productions rl to 

income for December; Januarpn 
February was up 94 per cent If 
the same period last year. Febt 
1969 registered the highest in 
for any single month in the 
pane's history. 

{ 

LOGOS, EAST -WEST UNITE 
Logos Teleproductions and ,t 

West Films have jointed forces to 

fer tv producers a complete prat 
lion service with filet and videotl 
capabilities. East-West will dci[ 

film production and Logos will I. 

die the video take end. 
East-West Filets is a divisiodi 

Trans National Conn municatn 
Their commercial credits intl' 
Colgate. Sunoco. Chevrolet, Chit 
and Volkswagen. 

Logos Teleproduct ions was foil 

by a group of former Videdk 
Center staffers and is alliliated l 
Software Systems, Inc. They 

i' done commercial production for 
agencies as J. Walter Thom[II 
Ketchum, 1VIarLeod & Grove anti 

B. I )over. 

PAY CARDS TO REEVES 
Pay Cards, the half-hour g1 

strip seen in 30 markets, will i 

be taped at Reeves Studio at ti 
Lincoln Center facilities in New) 
Citt. The program was previo 
taped at \NEW -TV New lurk and' 

fore that in Cleveland. 
Reeves supplies the Nichol? 

Muir production with contlpletetiJ 
low -the -line services. 

3M'S NEW VIDEO TAPE 

3\I has come up with a solul 

to the tendency of the polye 

backing on t ideo tape to scratch; 
leave re -deposits, a proneness' 
cinch amid window In transit and 

the transport and the tendency 

dust and dirt to adhere to the fir 

conductive polyester hacking. 

11 0 
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tesignated Scotch brand 400, the 

it tape will possess the same signal 
;oroise ratio and binder system as 

lh present top line brand 399. 

cotch claims that it will now be 

driible to ship 7.201) foot lengths 
normal machine winding ten- 

Irtirs without fear of windows, creas- 

!srr cinching. This means a svndi- 
:ratr could now place an entire 90. 
i ute program on a single roll and 

-t1 rinate the tape waste and expense 
' r{hipping the program on two 60- 

ute reels. 

°' he new tape will he shown for the 
'fir: time at the NAB convention. 

I:HNICAL TOPICS 
ltnpex Corp. has purchased the 

ttt.io and video switcher line of _\MP 
In a manufacturer of various elec- 

components. 
rider the terms of the cash pur- 

phte agreement, Ampex received in- 
.ve.ory manufacturing, design and 
pent license rights to AMP switch- 
rrr The equipment is available from 
Initial to computer controlled mud- 
rl: 

n improved switcher completely 
auunated and computer driven will 
heshown by Ampex at the N'\13 
no/ention. 

Imost in the same breath it \vas 
trounced that a general price in- 

, rise of from three to five per cent 
frrAmpex broadcast equipment will 

rito effect May 5. 1969. The coin - 
pay's prices have remained stable 
ov' the past four vears. 

nipex's first venture into Ibe 
VI? transmitter field has produced a 
Itn with a solid-state modulator and 
tubs designed specifically for VIII 
~elides. uenc ies. 

he new TA -13000 series t.ransmit- 
terw.as developed after an extensive 
'4uey of existing VFW stations 
thrughout the IT.S. and Canada. 

'tree basic amplifiers are avail - 
al) using 1.5 Lw. 6 Lw and IR Lw 
Iuls. \ny required power level tiray 
I'r'ltained after proper selection of 
,trrliiiers. 

re new unit will be available in 
Ih(fall of 1969 at a cost of .5 0.000 
l') 300.000. 

rrangenrents have been made bs 
ihCI{S EVI{ division for the trans: 
find 750 films from 16 min to F.VI{ 
caridge format. 

'3S -owned bailey Films and Film 
ctsciates are both preparing to con - 
1' Hides in their film libraries. 

"'elision AgP March 24, 1969 

SALES SERVICE RENTALS 

the CAMERA MART ine. 
1646 BROADWAY (at 60th ST.) NEW YORK 23, N.V. PL 7-6977 

ARRIFLEX CAMERAS AND ACCESSORIES 
~111~111~, 

4` 

ARRIFLEX 16mm STANDARD 
Model S camera also available with built-in 
slate and sync generator. Use with 100' 
spools or 400' magazines. Simplified film 
path lets you change magazines in seconds. 
Rock -steady registration pin movement. Mir- 
ror -shutter reflex system. 

ARRIFLEX 35mmCAMERA 
Model II -C incorporates the latest im3rove- 
ments in 35mm reflex cameras.. Quick 
change magazines, mirror reflex shutter. 
Also available with variable shutter, b jilt -in 
electric slate and synch generator. 

.2ri.41 

ANGENIEUX ZOOM LENS 
provides the widest assortment of zoom 
lenses available in 16mm, 35mm Arriflex 
cameras. A varied selection of zoom ranges 
is available for every need from newsreel 
photography to the most elaborate studio 
production. 

All Arriflex and ,Siemens equipment available for long tern leasing. 
LIKE -NEW SHOWROOM DEMONSTRATORS AVAILABLE Write for descriptive literature. 

4.;, 
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ARRIFLEX 16 BL 
Rugged, reliable, versatile, self-blimped 
sound camera. The professionals camera 
for quality location sync sound filming. 
Compact, lightweight. Tachometer, frame/ 
footage counter. Simplified film path, gear - 
driven sprocketed magazine system. Camera 
built around famed mirror -shutter reflex 
system and registration pin movement. 

SIEMENS PROJECTOR 2000 
Preview type high quality optical -magnetic 
interlock sound projector. Records 200 mil 
magnetic track. Mix and playback. Single 
system optical, single or double system 
magnetic tracks in perfect sync. 

ARRIFLEX SOUND BLIMPS 
For 16mm, 35mm cameras. Compact, noise- 
less. Accepts 400' magazines (up to 1,000' 
on 35mm). Sync motor, footage counter, 
follow focus for studio or location. Also 
available in new fiber glass materials. 

LOOK TO CAMERA MART FOR EVERYTHING 
YOU NEED FOR MOTION PICTURE PRODUCTION 



OVER KOMO COUNTRY... 
MAIDEN FLIGHT OF THE LATEST BOEING 

747 
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LARGEST JETLINER ... HUGE MARKET 

... BEST COVERAGE. On February 9th, 
the Boeing Company's Model 747 took off 

from Paine Field, Everett, for its first flight 
over Western Washington. The 360 or more 

passenger Model 747 is the world's largest 

commercial jetliner. 231 feet long, it dwarfs 

the 37 -foot F-86 jet beside it. As of Febru- 

ary 14, 28 airlines had ordered 167 Boeing 

747 superjets at an approximate cost of 
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Photo courtesy of The Boe 

$20,000,000 each-a powerful stimulus to 

the vital economy of KOMO Country, the 

nation's fastest growing market. KOMO 

Country stretches North and South from 

Canada to Oregon. From the Cascades, it 

extends to the Pacific Coast, 21,000 square 

miles of fields and forest and booming 

cities. Reach all this area, all its diversified 

people with the power and programming) 

of KOMO Television, Channel 4, Seattle. 

KOMO TELEVISION CHANNEL 4 ALL COLOR 
ABC TELEVISION FOR SEATTLE & WESTERN WASHINGTON REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY KATZ1r 
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MARCH 24, 1969 

TELEVISION AGE SPOT REPORT 

"+I television advertiser must figure 
-ion an average annual increase of 

taut five per cent in the cost of 
minim in the near future. 

his is apparent from an analysis 
rifnedia cost trends by BBI)O. The 
yt jections were published recently 

t the 8th annual edition of the 
)0 Audience Coverage and Cost 
,de. The booklet corers all major 
iltia, including, for the first time, 

ltness publications and interna- 
talal media. 

he cost projections for tv, as well 
he other media, are based on past 

rids. They are given in generalized 
n and the Guide cautions readers 

Ih the estimates do not take into 
at:mnt unexpected economic and po- 
lit al developments. 

he projections are given in aver- 
itf annual increments. In terms of 
Ihdollars necessary to maintain cur - 
re. gross rating point levels, two 
rsmates are given for network tv, 
for for spot. For daytime spot, the 
inease is 6 per cent; for early 
frge, 3 per cent; for primetinte 
2( 5 per cent and for late fringe, 
5 er cent. 

he network figures are 6 and 4 
Pe cent for daytime and printetinfe, 
1eiectively. 

Cher comparable media projec- 
ils: spot radio (drive time), 5 per 
e.; network radio, 4 per cent; con- 

-user magazines, 2 per cent; news - 

a review of 
current activity 
in national 
spot tv 

papers, 4 per cent and supplements, 2 
per cent. 

Because of increases in audience 
size in some cases, the levels of in- 
creases for cost -per -1.1)00 were gen- 
eralls slightly lower. IMO sees no 
increase in daytime ty audiences in 
the near future, however. 

The BIBDO booklet lists a consid- 
erable number of cost -per -1,000 esti- 
mates for both shot and network. For 
example. it figures the average cpm 
households for the current network 
season in printelitrue is $-1..40 per 
minute, compared with $1..21) last 
season. Cpm viewers on the fretwork 
at night are $2.05 this season, com- 
pared with $1.911 last season. 

As for daytime, the figures were 

3g 
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Abbey Lester buys /or Sauter Labs 
at McCann-Erickson, New York, 

broken clown by network. For ex- 
ample, NBC-TV from 10 a. m. to 
4:30 p. m. averages $1.65 cpm wom- 
en per minute. On ABC-TV the fig- 
ure is $2.50 from Noon to 4:30 p. m. 
CBS -TV figures out to $2.10 from 
Noon to 4:30 p. m. Its morning plans 
are $2.15 (" \") and $2.40 ("B"). 

The cpm's for men via sports run 
high, the BIUDO figures show. Foot- 
ball, with the exception of the NCAA 
highlights, begins at $5 and goes to 
above $8 (the NCAA "B" package). 

As for children, the Saturday and 
Sunday morning schedule comes in 
at between $1.55 and $1.80. 

In spot, homes generally run $2 to 
$4 a 1,000 in the top 100 markets for 
minutes. Men, excluding daytime, 
range from about $3.75 to $5.50. 
Women run $2 to $4.50. 

Among current and upcoming spot 
campaigns from advertisers and 
agencies across the country are the 
follow iug: 

American Chicle Co., division of 
Warner-Lambert Pharmaceu- 
tical Co. 

(Ted Bales R Co., New York) 
A buy for various AMERICAN CHICLE 
products will be going into about 50 
markets beginning March 31. Early and 
late fringe and prime 30s and 60s will be 
running through the end of June. Isabelle 
Rogers and Nancy Lowenberg placed the 
buy. 
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We're glad we could help 
A letter thanking the Fetzer radio station in Kalama- 
zoo for helping a listener locate a lost dog called 
"Zeke" may seem like a little thing. But what's 
important is that the writer thought about the station 

when "Zeke" was lost. We listen to our listeners - 
our listeners listen to us. It's a nice arrangement. 

That's real communication. 

¿?1Z4? Yeti/ei fitirdi~ 
WKZO WKZO-TV KOLN-TV KGIN-TV WJEF 

Kalamazoo Kalamazoo Lincoln Grand Island Grand Rapids 

WWTV WWUP-TV WJFM WWTV-FM WWAM 
Cadillac . Sault Ste. Marie Grand Rapids Cadillac Cadillac 
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the Buyer's Opinion . . . 

MAKE WAY FOR THE WHIPPING BOY 

It looks as if the cigarette spot buyer is destined to become extinct. 
le recent proposal from the FCC calling for a ban on radio and tele- 

sion cigarette advertising means that what now amounts to theory 
ay become fact in the near future. Once more, the television industry 
;ures to be penalized for doing an excellent job. 
If television was not the most effective advertising medium of all, 

e proposed ban would never have been seriously considered. No one 

calling a halt to cigarette advertising in the major league baseball 
orecards that carry messages to millions of kids. Television is the 

rget because it sells so effectively-that part is understandable. But let 

have no prostitution concerning the cigarette controversy. If adver- 
ting the product is deemed harmful by a government body, whether in 
levision or any other media, then the government should call for a 

riversal ban. (The question of whether or not the government should 
tercede in this matter is not being discussed here. That is an entirely 
fferent controversy.) 
If running cigarette advertising may be hazardous to the health of 

winners, doing it in Li/e magazine is no less hazardous than doing it in 
tiurt/ay Night At The l/onnes. _Youngsters reading Look are no less 

isceptible to picking up the habit than are those watching Mission 
ipossible. 
Perhaps we're all missing the point, anyway. One wonders how much 
garette advertising contributes to introducing people to the smoking 
cigarettes or at least to the continuance of the habit. 
Environment and other non -advertising variables play a major role 
that development. It's a fair guess that the overwhelming reason tobacco 

'mpanies pound out the message weight is to convince established 
aokers to smoke a specific brand. Procter .\ Gamble doesn't spend a 

t of time and money encouraging women to wash their clothes. Their 
forts are aimed at inducing the girls to use "Tide or Bold. 
\\ hat would the ban mean to the buyer and the television stations? 

. the spot buver, relatively little. Spot buyers presently working on the 
ajor tobacco accounts are experienced people, or they wouldn't have 
eir present jobs. No one has to be reminded of the size of tobacco 
Idgets, and novices don't handle that kind of money. Tobacco experi- 
ice does not mean that the acquired skills cannot be applied to other 
counts. A good buyer is just that, and the change of accounts can be 
ade easily. 
What of the stations? Most everyone immediately thinks of the net- 

orks. While a lot of cigarette money is spent in network television, the 
ithdrawal of these budgets would soon be replaced with an influx from 
her sources. N ore and better availabilities would encourage other ad - 
:misers to till the network void. 
The stations that would ultimately, be hit hardest are the affiliates in 

nailer markets. If the cigarette money were to leave the Johnstown- 
itoona market, for example, chances are that revenue would be gone 
rever. 

While it has been said that an increase in retail revenues can be ex- 
tcted. that might be an optimistic view. Smaller markets, as a rule, are 
Ss active titan major markets to begin with, and generally already have 
higher percentage of retail revenue in their total volume than major 
arkets. What it boils down to is that the ones least able to afford the 
ss will be those affected most. 
The cigarette controversy is a lively, one, and important changes are 
lining soon. The government and strung anti -smoking organizations 
ill see to that. However, it is unfortunate that once again the rap is 
it on television as the chief villain in this episode, when its only fault 
being too effective in the task it was meant to perform. 

let a winner 

lead the way! 

AMONG NBC AFFILIATES 

TOTAL DAY 

WSFA-TV 1ST 70 SHARE TV HOMES 
WSFA-TV 1ST 53 SHARE METRO 

EARLY EVENING 

WSFA-TV 1ST 87 SHARE TV HOMES 
WSFA-TV 1ST 77 SHARE METRO 

PRIME TIME 

WSFA-TV 1ST 64 SHARE TV HOMES 
WSFA-TV 3RD 47 SHARE METRO 

LATE NIGHT 

WSFA-TV 1ST 82 SHARE TV HOMES 
WSFA-TV 1ST 73 SHARE METRO 

AMONG ALL STATIONS 

TOTAL DAY 

WSFA-TV 3RD 70 SHARE TV HOMES 
WSFA-TV 3RD 53 SHARE METRO 

WSFA-TV 

WS FA -TV 

EARLY EVENING 

1ST 87 SHARE TV HOMES 
1ST 77 SHARE METRO 

PRIME TIME 

WSFA-TV 3RD 64 SHARE TV HOMES 
WSFA-TV 6TH 47 SHARE METRO 

LATE NIGHT 

WSFA-TV 2ND 32 SHARE TV HOMES 
WSFA-TV 1ST 73 SHARE METRO 

Source - TV AGE, February 24, 1969 
"This analysis is based on November, 1968 
AR/i rating sweeps and covers affiliates and 
independents in 106 three -or -more station 
markets. 

"The 87 share of homes scored 

by WSFA-TV in early evening is 

the highest level reached by any 

station in the Television Age 

analysis of November 1968 ARB 

figures." 

WS FA-TV 
CHANNEL 12 NBC/MONTGOMERY, ALA. 

BOB VILLAR, GENERAL MANAGER 
A 

I, STATION OF ;MST BROADCASTING CORPORATION 

CHARLES A. BATSON, PRESIDENT 

Represented by Petera, Griffin, Woodward, Inc. 
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American Cyanamid Co. 
(Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles, 

New York) 
A buy for BRECK BASIC gets underway 
in about 25 markets on March 31. Late 
fringe 30s and minutes will be running for 
10 weeks in an attempt to reach women. 
Claudette Roman worked on the buy. 

American Home Foods 
(Cunningham & Walsh, New York) 

A buy for LUCK'S foods is underway 
until Ipril 7. Day and early and late fringe 
20s and 60s will be used. Edward Westfall 
is the buyer. 

American Home Products 
(Clyne Maxon, New York) 
A buy for DRISTAN nasal mist broke 
shortly before issue date. Fringe and prime 
30s are being used. Stella Marino is the 
buyer on the account. 

Associated Product 
(Dancer - Fit'gerald - Sample, New 

York) 
\ buy for R1\ AL pet foods breaks issue 
date in markets. Early and late fringe 
and prime 30s are being used. Lorraine 
Furay placed the buy. 

Beech-Nut, division of 
Squibb Beech-Nut 

(I. Walter Thompson, New York) 
About 25 markets will he the target of 
commercials for BEECH -NUT baby food. 

Daytime 30s will be running from March 
30 to June 28 in an attempt to reach 
young mothers. Dorothy Thornton is the 
buyer on the account. 

Beecham Products 
(Kenyon & Eckhardt, New York) 
Commercials for MACLE INS toothpaste 
are being seen in about 50 markets around 
the country. Target audience is teens and 
women and spots will be running for about 
12 weeks. John Johanna is the buyer. 

Best Foods, division of 
Corn Products, Ltd. 

(Foote, Cone & Belding, New York) 
Commercials for Nt'SOFT will be seen in 
about 50 markets beginning April 20. 
Day and early and late fringe 30s will run 
until June 20, with women the target 
audience. Betty Booth is the buyer. 

Borden Co. 
(Ross Roy o/ New York) 
A buy for instant K IVA will be seen in 
under 20 markets, beginning March 31. 
Early and late fringe and prime 30s will 
be used. Steve Eisenberg placed the buy 
for the account. 

Bristol-Myers 
(Ted Bates & Co., New York) 
1 buy for ENDUST broke shortly before 
issue date in 10 markets. Early and late 
fringe 30s are being used for 13 weeks in 
an attempt to reach women. 

(Continued on page 96) 

WDTV IS ON THE MOVE! 
From November, 1966 to November, 1968 it has 

more than doubled prime time audience (total area 
homes reached, average quarter hour, Saturday -Sun- 
day, 7:00 pm -11:00 pm). 

ráll 11 Aft 

V., IMF 111, gir ligr 

70 

60 

50 

40 

30 
Nov 
1966 

Mar 
1967 

Nov Mar 
1967 1968 

Nov 
1968 

WDTV now leads Statipn B by 14.9% in prime time. 

WDTVCHANNEL 5 A CBS Affiliate 

ZOOMING NO. 1 IN CLARKSBURG- WESTON-FAIRMONT, W. VA. 

Represented by t 

Avery-Knodel 
Source: American Research Bureau estimates 
Data subject to qualifications issued by ARB. 

Rep Report 
RICHARD IIASIIROOK has joined the 

sales staff of the station division at 
Blair Television, New York. He has 
been a sales service specialist at 
Blair since May, 1968. 

JOSEetI Fltniu\I \\ has joined the 
sales stall of Katz Television, San 

FRIED\IAN 

Francisco. Previously, he was vice 

president and West Coast manager 
at II -K Television. 

RICH 1RD BAILEY and CHARLES \VOL- 

FERTZ have been appointed account 
executives at Television Advertising 
Representatives, New York. Bailey 

had been in TvA It's Chicago office, 

and \\'olfertz had been with woos -TV 

New York. At Tv.IK's Chicago of 
fice, JAMES IIOFFMAN has joined the 

sales staff. Ile had been with KDKA 

TV Pittsburgh. 

ROBERT coot: has joined Edward 
Petry & Co., Los Angeles, as an ac- 

count executive. Previously, he was 

with Katz Television and 11-K Te e 

vision. 

JAMES 
TALI have been appointed account 
executives at Harrington, Righter & 

Parsons, New York. breves liad been 

with the Hollingbery Co. Frattall 
coutes to HRP from WNItC-TV New 

York. 

DREVES and RICHARD FRAT- 

WILLI \M MADDEN and WILLIAM 

BECKER have joined the sales staff of 

Savalli/Gates, New York. Madden 

had been with Grey Advertising, 
and Becker previously was with 

BBDO. 

r 

tf 

D 

1 

The Scene 
The Hartford Insurance Group ha!; 

full sponsorship of six by programs: 

\VNIIC-TV Hartford -New Haven wtl 

produce and air the human right 

documentaries under the wnbrell, 

title of The Scene. 
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Po file 

u 
ne of the interesting people you 

can find in the media department 

ttdeedham, Harper & Steers is Nan- 

1Vidmann, a senior broadcast buy- 

errho says she can't sit still for long. 
he was raised in Boston and was 

grluated from Regis College in Wes- 

tto Mass., with a B.A. in English. 
¡Fan there she healed for San Fran- 
ci:o, where she worked in an adver- 
ting agency. She started as a media 
recptionist-"That was the only job 
a\:lable"-and later proved up to 

asstant buyer. Two Nears out on 

tih Coast proved to be enough, 
thigh, and New York was next on 

th list. 
he found a job as sales assistant 

at let ro Radio Sales, hut later moved 
lhr.t into advertising at NH&S. 

(though I\ew \ ork is home now 
ar probably will be for a long time 
to:onne-"l love \ew York"-Mrs. 
Unarm keeps on the go with con - 

t traveling. Married just four 
myths ago, she and her husband, 
Toy, spent their three-week hone\ - 

min in Copenhagen, Rome and 
Pis. \lore recent places they've 

NANCY WIDMANN 

41.5 

been are Florida and Nassau. 
Mrs. Widmann said that working 

for a rep has made her a better buy- 
er because she knows the other side. 
She is currently buying for Teri Tow- 
els, Deism-, Eastman -hotel fibers 
and the N anhattan Shirt Co. The 
New York office has a small broad- 
cast media department office (the of- 
fice is believed to bill less than $Itt 
million in spot tv), however, so she 
and others in the department often 
work on other accounts when neces- 

sary. Her buying is about esenly 
divided between television and radio. 

The one experience that stands out 
in Mrs. Widmann's mind as the most 
interesting was when Eastman -Model 
bought a half-hour sports show, The 
Professionals and wanted it placed in 

35 markets on a `barter" basis. 

There were four spots available on 
the show. Eastman -Model took two. 

and gave the other two to the station. 
1\o money was exchanged. 

Mrs. Widmann and a program- 
ming executive took off for 15 cit- 
ies around the country, and saw only 
the tv stations, riot the cities. She 

said the job was a lot of work, but 
it was a wonderful experience. 

Out of the office, Mrs. Widmann 
and her husband are sports fans. 

Their favorite teams are the Net% 

York Rangers and \ew York Giants. 
but she's glad the Jets won the Super 
Bowl. Summers are taken up by sail- 
ing. 

Ret i rement doesn't seem to be 

conning up in the near future. "I need 

to work," said Mrs. Widmann. And. 
she's anti -suburbia, so Manhattan will 
probably be her home for quite a 

while. 

o 

There's 
more to 
KVAL 
than meets. 
the eye 

Audience and related data based on estimates provided 
by A R B and,subject to qúalifications issued by these services 

PORTLAND 

SALEM 

EUGENE 

SPRINGFIELD 

coos 
BAY 

ROSEBURG 

KVAL DOMINATES 
180.300 TV homes with an 
effective buying income of 
$1,956.187.000. the Pacific 
Northwest's fourth largest 
market ... with 27 of the 30 
most -viewed programs week 
in and week out. No other 
single media buy can deliver 
more because of mountains 
and duplication restrictions. 

KVAL DELIVERS 
a 5 to 1 adult viewership lead in early evening 
and late evening local news, prepared by the 
market's largest full time local news team ... 
proven feature programming with Mike Douglas, 
Mery Griffin, live children's shows and the area's 
most respected public service department. 

THE ONLY SMALL NUMBERS ARE THE CPM... 
Ask your HOLLINGBERY man. 
or ART MOORE & ASSOC. in Seattle 
and Portland. 

KVALITV 
EUGENE, ORE. 
SATELLITES KCBYTV, COOS BAY 

KPIC-TV, ROSEBURG 

It 
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Media Personals 
JEFF KAMEROS has joined Mc- 

Cann-Erickson, New York, as a se- 
nior buyer. He had previously been 
with Doyle Dane Bernbach. 

IRWIN NEAIEL and MIKE MORRIS 

have been promoted to broadcast 
group heads at Sullivan, Stauffer, 
Colwell & Bayles, New York. They 
will each supervise broadcast buying 
on four different accounts. Both had 
seen senior buyers. 

JACK coWUY has rejoined Need- 
ham, Harper & Steers, New York. 
as associate media director. He had 
spent the last few months with the 
sales staff of Look. 

JOHN T. LAZARUS has joined 
Foote, Cone & Belding. New York, 
as network media supervisor. He had 
previously been with the NBC tele- 
vision network and with Grey Ad- 
vertising. 

KELLY O'NEILL has been promoted 
to corporate media director at Gard- 
ner Advertising, St. Louis. He had 
been a vice president and media di- 
rector. 

NINA SOLANKA has been promoted 
to media director at Lilienfeld & Co., 
Chicago. She had been head media 
buyer at the agency. 

Spot (From page 94) 

A 10 -week buy is also underway for 
EXCEDRIN. Prime 30s are being used to 
reach adults. Mary Ann Kocian is the 
buyer. 

Bristol-Myers 
(Foote, Cone & Belding, New York) 
A buy has been placed for various 
BRISTOL-MYERS products. Minutes will 
be running all day from March 31 to June 
29. Peter Stevens is one of the buyers on 
the Bristol-Myers account. 

Carter -Wallace 
(Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles, 

New York) 
A buy for RISE shaving cream broke 
shortly before issue date. Early and late 
fringe and prime 30s will be running for 
about three weeks. Andrew Subbiondo 
worked on the account. 

Colgate-Palmolive 
(Teel Bates & Co., New York) 

A buy for various COLGATE products is 
due to start in early April. Women 18-49 
are the target of 20s, 30s and 60s which 
will be running throughout the day in 
about 100 markets until May 3. Brenda 
Nelson is one of the buyers on the Colgate 
account. 

(Continued on page 100) 

Camera blitz 
Photography haters, bewa. 

-Blitz Week has arrived! ' 

Polaroid Corp. is in the mi 
die of its most intensive adve 
tising campaign, and plans I 

reach 96 per cent of the n 
Lion's population more tin 
seven times in a five-day tel 
vision campaign. 

Out of a $2.2 million totll 
advertising tab, almost $1 mi 
lion will be spent on tv. Fro! 
issue date through March 21 

50 major markets will see 2 

spot announcements each. I 

addition, commercials will 
running on all networks ever 
night on the hour and hat 
hour. 

The campaign, which is heap 
fly supported by print an¡, 

radio, is introducing the Colo'1 
pack II Land camera and th 

300 Series Color Pack cam. 

eras. The Colorpack II is "th 
first color -capable Polaroit,i 
Land camera priced at less that 
$30." 
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... from the South's MASTER MARKET the professionals of WJBF 
win the highly coveted November '68 

ARR 
DOMINANCE" 

- oe v+.v~~4 

. +.s' ~f.Á - .. a^s. r .`.. A, - ., . . - 

THE PROFESSIONALS 
Augusta, Georgia 

Noon to 5:00 pm Mon. -Fri. 

WJBF 
Station B 

5 to 7:30 pm Mon. -Fri. 

WJBF 
Station B 

6 to 6:30 pm News Mon. -Fri. 

WJBF 
Station B 

7:30-11:00 pm Sat. -Sun. 

WJBF 
Station B 

*Subject to limitations of survey 

Homes* 

23,3001 
10,800 

40,600 
20,600 

. 46,600 
20,100 

41,600 
34,100 

e_111.113P) 
T1 CNANNrt 

Represented by H.R N 
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/ NBC 
oughta be 

PROUD 
of us! 

/ 

/ we did better than the biggie NBC stations in New York, 
V Chicago and Los Angeles in the recent analysis of the No- 

vember '68 ARB by Television Age Magazine. 
Our NBC station in Fargo, the `Paris of the Plains,' ran' way 

ahead of the big boys in them metro shares from 9:00 A.M. 
to midnight! 

Even tho' it's nice to rack up them nice percentages against the 
big market NBC stations, we're more proud of what we duz 
at home! 

Lissen: In our own 3 -station market, WI)AY leaves the others 
cold with a 42% metro share from 9:00 A.M. to midnight! 

And-in our big spot carrier shows ... `Party Line', early and 
late News Blocks and the `Tonight Show' ... the WDAY-WDAZ 
combo chills the others in total homes! 

Our loyal hayseeds is jist waitin' to see what you've got to sell! 
Them PGW Colonels has got all the facts! 

Sources: ARB, Fargo Television Audience, November 1968 

A Z 
TELEVISION DEVILS LAKE -GRAND FORKS 

Covering All of Eastern N.D. and Western Minnesota 

PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD, INC., Exclusive National Representatives 
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BUYS IN BRIEF 

The TRADE BANK & TRUST CO., in an ef- 
fort to attract a wider section of the busi- 
ness community, is showing a series of 10 - 
second color commercials in metropolitan 
New York. Spots are being shown until 
May 4 over WCBSTV, WNBC-TV and WABC-TV 
in evening newscasts and in selected 
primetime shows. 

Evening spot television will he used to 
introduce BETTY CROCKER HASH BROWNS 
WITH ONION in the Eastern, Central and 
Southern areas of the country. Spots, 
placed through Knox Reeves, Minneapolis, 
will begin late in March. Network tv is 
also being used during the day. 

The Maxwell House division of General 
Foods is moving freeze-dried S\NKA into 
markets from Maine to Pennsylvania. The 
introduction will be supported by a heavy 
television schedule and by print, through 
Young & Rubicam, New York. 

Local schedules in selected markets are 
being used to teach viewers the difference 
between tacos and enchiladas. R. J. Rey- 
nolds' PATIO MEXICAN frozen foods, 
through Norsworthy-llercer, Dallas, is us- 
ing a fv campaign to sell the Mex'can din- 
ners. Commercials will also be seen on the 
Tonight show. 

\nother R. J. Reynolds product, cIUN 
KING meatballs in sweet & sour sauce, is 
being introduced with tv spots, backed by 
newspaper ads. Spots are being bought on 
a budget. of 75 grps per week. The agency 

is J. Walter Thompson, New York. 

The Nestle Co.'s freeze-dried coffee. TAST- 
ER'S CHOICE, is moping into Pittsburgh, 
Philadelphia, Baltimore, Washington, D.C., 
Indianapolis and Detroit, with spots on tv 
stations in all the markets. Leo Burnett, 
Chicago, is the agency. 

Flights in selected markets, including 
San Francisco, Los Angeles, Portland, 
Seattle, Denver and Kansas City, are being 
used by the Schilling Division of m ecoR 
MICK & CO. Schilling is the West's largest 
manufacturer of spices, seasoning mixes, 
etc. The campaign will cover 27 states and 
will put emphasis on new products. The 
agency is Gross, Pera & Rockey, San 
Francisco. 

Indianapolis, Dallas and Boston are the 
three markets chosen for WHITE STAG'S first 
venture into television. Through Mervin & 
Jesse Levine, New York, White Stag, 
which is part of the Warnaco Group, will 
test its women's sports clothes line for 
Spring with three two-week flights. March 
31 is start date for Indianapolis, April 7 
for Dallas and May 5 for Boston. Results 
of the test will be checked carefully with 
an eye towards Fall clothes and the 1970 
line. 

Commander Edward Whitehead, chair- 
man of SCtIWEPPES LIMITED, is retiring from 
his advertising duties. and the company 
has launched a new ad campaign. Eight 
commercials are now appearing in the 

South, and Northern markets will see 
spots in early May. During the Summe 
heavy spot schedule will be used in t 
markets throughout the country. 

Television spots, backed by print R 
radio, will be used to promote COCACt 
and TAB during the Spring. The campu 
will be used in conjunction with a cont, 
"Big Name Bingo," in which players n; 
match famous faces with questions fol 
on game cards. 

Portland, Ore., Denver and Syracuse 
the markets selected to introduce cm 
furniture polish from the Simoniz 
Through J. Walter Thompson, the comp 
is using spot tv in these markets as wel) 
newspaper ads. 

Spot tv and newspaper are being used 
introduce DANNY, a new yogurt prod 
front Dannon Milk Products Co. The 
campaign is beginning in New York 
WNBC-TV, WCBS-TV, WNEW-TV and WOR1 

The next markets scheduled for the sF 

are Philadelphia, Boston and Washingt; 
with more to come later. About 15 spot' 
week are planned for each market. r 
though radio is Dannon's major nledium,.i 
and print were chosen this time to est 
lisp quick identity with what the compa t 

considers radical new packaging. The cak 

paign is expected to be in full swing o 
April 15, and will last for three moot 
The budget is estimated at $250,000 for ti 

first two months. The agency is Z/owe G ` 

New York. 

I" r OA, r my, rai, 

COMMUNI 
THAT'S WHY THE WZZM STATIONS ARE IN TOUCH 
WITH WEST MICHIGAN. IT'S THE KEY TO OUR REAL 
AND MEANINGFUL COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT 
STORY. HIGH SCHOOL QUIZ BOWL IS A SHOWCASE 
EXAMPLE. THE WEEKLY PRIME TIME TV SERIES SPOT- 
LIGHTS YOUNG PEOPLE IN ACADEMIC SCHOLAR- 
SHIP. NOW, A WEEKLY RADIO SERIES, BRINGS 
RELIGION TO YOUNG ADULTS USING A "THINK ROCK" 
FORMAT OF CONTEMPORARY MUSIC, VERSE AND 
BIBLE READING. HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS WHO 
FAIL A SUBJECT MAKE IT UP ON TV SUMMER SCHOOL, 

- . A 

-ORIENTED 
AN ANNUAL 7 -WEEK SERIES. OUR CRITICALLY - 
ACCLAIMED TV SERIES, JOURNEY INTO TIME, SPOT- , 

LIGHTS IN -CHURCH RELIGIOUS INSTRUCTION FOR 
OVER 500 AREA YOUNGSTERS. AMONG OUR MANY 
OUT -STATION PROJECTS IS SPONSORSHIP OF AN I 

AWARD -WINNING JUNIOR ACHIEVEMENT COMPANY. 
THAT'S THE 'WZZM STA- 
TIONS' COMMUNITY - 
ORIENTED SUCCESS 
STORY. WE AND WEST 
MICHIGAN ARE PROUD 
OF IT. 

WEST MICHIGAN TELECASTERS,, INC., SERVING MUSKEGON AND KALAMAZOO 
GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN 

W Z ZM 
TELEVISION RADIO 

Í 
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COLORFUL 

KCST 39 TV 

San Diego's Sports Station 
* San Diego Chargers Professional Football 

* Notre Dame Football * AFL Highlights 

* San Diego State College Aztecs Football 

* Auto Racing *. Golf * Boxing * Skiing 

* San Diego's Most Comprehensive Sports Coverage 

OMPLETE COLOR PRODUCTION FACILITIES 

CST 39 TV 
San Diego California 

BASS BROADCASTING DIVISION 
Mel Wheeler - President 

Represented by 
V 
JL 

u 
n 

The 

Hollingbery 

Company 

FDA -Ty, Amarillo, Texas KFDW-TV, Clovis, New Mexico KFDO-TV, Sayre, Oklahoma KAUZ-TV Wichita Falls, Texas 
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What was that product again? 
How much effect a commer- 

cial has cannot be measured by 
whether or not the television 
set is turned on, according to a 
study by W. R. Simmons and 
Associates Research. 

An attentiveness measure de- 
signed by Simmons is supposed 
to determine whether (1) the 
viewer was in the room with 
the tv paying full attention for 
most of the period, (2) in the 
room paying some attention or 
(3) out of the room for most 
of the period. 

The measure, which has been 
in use since 1967, makes use of 
a diary over a two-week period. 
The viewer is asked to record 
his attentiveness level for each 
15 minutes watching tv. In or- 
der to check how effective this 
is in measuring effects of a 
commercial, Simmons recently 
tried a small phone sample. 

A person was called and 
asked about his viewing for the 
prior half-hour, using the same 
categories as in the diary. He 

was also asked to recall the 
products and specific brands for 
which he saw commercials dur- 
ing that time period. 

On product recall, Simmons 
found that 42 per cent of those 
paying full attention could re- 
call one product, and 19 per 
cent could recall two or more. 
Of those paying less than full 
attention, 21 per cent remem- 
bered one product. No person 
in this group recalled more than 
one. 

Fewer people remembered. 
specific brands. Of those paying 
full attention, 31 per cent re- 
membered one brand and 15 
per cent recalled two or more. 
Only 13 per cent of those pay- 
ing less than full attention 
could recall one brand. 

The telephone sampling 
found that 41 per cent of the 
people were paying full atten- 
tion to the show. Those paying 
some attention totaled 52 per 
cent and those out of the room, 
seven per cent. 

Put the middle 
of the mitten... 
in the palm of 
your hand 

WILX-TV 

W 1 LXTY 

1. More efficient distribution 
of circulation. 

2. Dominates southern half of 
circulation. (Lansing and south) 

3. Puts more advertising pressure 
where it's needed most. 

4. Gets you more complete coverage 
with less overlap. 

100 

LANSING 

BATTLE''CREEK ANN 'ARBOR 
,` 

JACKSON 

WILX-TV 
1048 Michigan National Tower 

Lansing, Michigan 48933 

RADIO TELEVISION BALES, INC. 

Buyer's Checklist t 

New Representatives I 

WWBT Richmond has named Ty. 
vision Advertising Representat"si 
its exclusive national sales repress,. i 

at ive, effective immediately. 
station is an NBC affiliate. 

KGGM-Tv Albuquerque has nanl 
Katz Television its national sat 

representative, effective April 
1969. The station is a CBS affiliate I 

Rate Increases 
WBOC-TV Salisbury, front $225 

$250, effective September 2, 1969. , 

Spot (From page 96) 

Colonial Provision Co. 
(Warren, Muller, l)olobowsky, v 

York) 
A buy for COLONIAL PROVISION to 
products gets underway in several nu: 
on April 7. Day. fringe and prime 30s I 

he used until May 18 in an attempt to 
reach women. Myrna Titan is the buye'e 
the account. 

Continental Baking Co. 
(Ted Bates & Co., New York) 

A buy for HOSTESS cakes is underway 
about 10 markets. Day and early and 
fringe 30s and 60s are running throng 
June 1 to reach women and kids. Mart 
Berlin placed the buy. 

Duffy -Mott Co. 
(Runtrrll-lloyt, New York) 
Buys for CLA\IATO juice and other 
DUFFY-MOTT products break issue 
in under 20 markets. Early and late fri' 
30s will run from 10-12 weeks in an atut 
to reach women. Bill Krause is the buyil 

Economics Laboratory 
(Warwick & Legler, New York)I 
A buy for ELECTRASOL broke short]) 
before issue date. Women are the target 
the !my. oohich will he running 30s and 
all day for six weeks. Joseph Hudack is 
the buyer. 

General Foods 
(McCann-Erickson, New York) 
A buy for BURGER CHEF hamburger 
chain is underway in about 30 markets. 
Minutes aimed at teens and young wome 

are being seen for about two weeks. 
Annette Mendola is the buyer on the 
account. 

General Foods 
(Young & Ruhicam, New York) 
A six -week flight for freeze-dried SANIU 
is underway in markets in the 
Northeastern section of the country. 
Minutes are being used in day and 

65 
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WANT TO KNOW MORE 
ABOUT THE RICH, RICH' 

CONNECTICUT - 
WESTERN MASSACHUSET'T'S 

TELEVISION MARKET? 

Keen interest was aroused when an audience study by ARB for February -March 1968 showed 
Hartford -New Haven and Springfield -Holyoke as a single television market. So much so that 
a similar study for the November 1968 period is now offered to keep you on top of this 
market in its true perspective. 

If you'd like to take a look, just ask a member of the \V'I'IC-TV sales staff or your nearest 
Harrington, Righter, & Parsons man. He'll be glad to review the study for you and to show 
Connecticut -Western Massachusetts for what it really is - the thirteenth television market 
in the United States. 

What's more, WTIC-TV performs as well or better than a tenth market station. During the 
same survey period ARB estimates that WTIC-TV achieved the tenth highest number of 
homes per average quarter hour, 9 A.M. to Midnight, Sunday through Saturday, of all 
CBS -TV affiliates -a higher average than all but eight NBC-TV and eight ABC-TV affiliates. 

(;/412-ti_«.....41'42 . 

President 

WTIC fi TV3 
BROADCAST HOUSE 

3 CONSTITUTION PLAZA 
HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT 06115 

Represented nationally by Harrington, Righter, & Parsons, Inc. 

'The Hartford -New Haven and Springfield -Holyoke AI)1's combined have a per capita Consumer 
Spendable Income 15% greater than the national average. Source: SHDS Spot Television, 
January 1969. 

Audience and related data based on estimates provided by Anti are subject to qualifications issued by that service 
and are available on request. 

4etision Age, March 24, 1969 
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S pot (From. page 100) 

r 

Required Reading 
for everyone 
who makes his 
living in the 
television industry. 

Published by Hastings House 

DOCUMENTARY IN AMERICAN 
TELEVISION 
by A. William .Bluem, Syracuse University 
"Easily the definitive book on the television 
documentary, this work's value will not be 
diminished by the passing years." Lawrence 
Laurent in The Washington Post. 
312 pages, 100 photos, notes, 3 appendices, 
bibliography, index. $8.95 
TELEVISION STATION MANAGEMENT 
The Business of Broadcasting 
edited by Yale Roe, ABC -'1'V Network 
Seventeen industry professionals examine the 
realities of operating a television station. All 
phases of operation are thoroughly treated- 
management, programming, news, advertising, 
promotion, traffic, technical services, etc. 
256 pages. 

Text Ed. (Paper) $3.95, Cloth $6.95 

WRITING FOR TELEVISION AND RADIO 
by Robert. L. Hilliard, University of Nord' 
Carolina 
A realistic, practical book on the craft of 
writing for television and radio. Contains 
ample, up-to-date illustrative material. 320 
pages, sample scripts, review questions, in- 
dexed. $6.95 
THE TELEVISION COPYWRITER 
How to Create Successful TV Commercials 
by Charles Anthony Wainwright, Vice 
President and Associate Creative Director, 
Tatham -Laird & Kudner, Inc., Chicago 
Written by a veteran television commercial - 
maker, this book is a thorough and practical 
examination of the creative process from 
idea to finished film. 320 pages with many 
storyboard illustrations, fully indexed. Cloth- 
bound. $8.95 

_ -ORDER FORM 
BOOK DIVISION, TELEVISION AGE 

1270 Avenue of Americas, New York, N. Y. 10020 
Please send me the following books: 

THE TELEVISION COPYWRITER $8.95 
DOCUMENTARY IN AMERICAN TELEVISION $8.95 
TELEVISION STATION MANAGEMENT 

Paper $3.95 Cloth $6.95 

WRITING FOR TELEVISION AND RADIO $6.95 

NAME ADDRESS 

CITY STATE ZIP 

(Please add 500 per book for mailing and handling.) 
Check enclosed. 

documentad' 

«AM 
vR/CAN 

TEFE. 

T..Itv aan 

Station 
,.Unaemeut 

primetime. Eleanor Fetzer worked on 
the account. 

Gillette Co. 
(Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osh 

New York) 

A buy for the HOT ONE broke shortly It 
before issue date in several markets. 
and late fringe and prime 30s are until r 

for seven weeks in an attempt to reach i 
Hal Davis is the buyer. 

Johnson & Johnson 
(Sullivan, Stanger, Colwell & Bat 

New York) r 

A buy for various JOHNSON & JOHN' 
products will be going into about 50 
markets on March 31. Early and late 
fringe and prime 30s and minutes will 
running for nine weeks. Jack Oken is ti 
buyer. 

Menlev & James Labs 
(Wells, Rich, Greene, New York/ 

A six -week buy for LOVE, aimed at 
women, has just begun in markets acr. 
the country. Early and late fringe and 

prime minutes are being used. Williall 
Hied is the buyer. 

National Biscuit Co. 
(Ted Bates & Co., New York) 
Buys have been placed for various 
NABISCO products. A buy for MILK 
BONE broke shortly before issue date 
markets. A second buy, for MILK BO 
SHREDDED WHEAT, and TEAM 
FLAKES. breaks April 7 in under 50 . 

markets. Early and late fringe 30s and 
piggybacks will run for four weeks to r I 

women. Bob Menna worked on the buy d 

Ocean Spray Cranberries 
(Young & Rubicam, New York 
A five -week flight for Ocean Spray 
GRAPEBERRY juice breaks issue date.' 
markets across the country. Early and I 

fringe 30s are being used. Roger 
Waldbaum is the buyer. 

Pillsbury Co. 
(Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osbdt 

New York) 
A buy for BURGER KING, Pillsbury's' 
hamburger chain, is underway in select( 
markets. Early and late fringe and prim' 
20s, 30s and 60s are aimed at kids and 
young adults. Bruce McQuilton placed Li 1 

buy. 

H. J. Revnolds Tobacco 
(Dancer - Fitzgerald - Sample, N'' 

York) 
A buy for C.\1'_EL filter cigarettes broke Í 

shortly before issue date in under 100 

markets. Prime and late fringe 30s and t 

aiming for men, will 1w running until 01 

end of the year. flan Lucci did the buyin 

(Continued on page It 

EXPERIENCED BUYER *-1 

9 years with major Southern 
agency, all media, wants tC 

relocate. - 

l 

), 

Box $k625, Television Age 
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%THE COMMUNICANA GuPÓ 
V 

J 

4Ih 
ANA 

VS: ro .,,, ml. y 

. 

, *pd. 
. t 

Summer's Comin'! Soft Drinks or Super Balls, we can put more sizzle in 

your Spring and Summer sales. Just get on the "Hot" Line to BLAIR! 

? rl'COMMUNICANA GROUP n 
y 

5 
4 

t u 

_ 3 
ii 
1 I, , O 
` u 
i Q 
., _ 

a 
ó 'INkNA COMMUNICATORS, S. 

The Communicana Group Includes: 

WSJV-TY'i WKJG TV 
SOUTH U ND EID - 

[IRMARi 
A O C IORI wAtNl N BC 

Also: WKJG-AM and FM, Ft. Wayne; WTRC and WFIM (FM), Elkhart 
The Elkhart Truth (Newspaper) 

JOHN F. DILLE, JR. IS PRESIDENT OF THE COMMUNICANA GROUP 

9 

BLAIR TELEVISION) 
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Spot (From page 102) 

Agency Appointments 
Scott Paper Co. 
(J. Walter Thompson, New York) 
A buy for VIVA and various other SCOTT 
products gets underway March 31 in almost 
50 markets. Day, fringe and prime 20s, 30s, 
and 60s will run through the end of June 
in an attempt to reach women. Diane Rose 
did the buying. 

Standard Brands 
(Ted Bates & Co., New York) 
A buy for various STANDARD BRANDS 
products gets underlay ,larch 31 in under 
10 markets. Day and early and late fringe 
20s and 60s will run through the end of 
May. Phyllis Graziano is the buyer on the 
account. 

Sterling Drugs 
( Dancer - Fitzgerald - Sample, New 

York ) 
About 35 markets will see commercials for 
B 1YER aspirin. Early and late fringe 
minutes will be running from April 2 to 
September 30. Estelle Nisson worked on 
the account. 

White Stag Mfg. 
(Alervin & Jesse Levine, New York) 
A buy for \VFIITE STAG sports clothes is 
going into three markets, beginning at the 
end of March. Minutes will be used in 
fringe time. Vivian Riley worked on the 
buy. 

Who 
delivers the 
big spenders 
in 
Des Moines? 

l' COLOR 13 DES MOINES, IOWA 

(More adults 18.49 than any other 
Des Moines station-Nov. '68 ARB) 

JOAN U. KAY has been promoted 
to account supervisor and TERM YL 

PETTENGILL has been appointed as- 

sistant account executive at Need- 
ham, Harper & Steers, Chicago. Kay 
joined the agency in 1966. Pettengill 
has been in the account management 
training program. In the New York 
office of NHBS, RICHARD GAVRIL, 

NORMAN 1EItGAItA, and .1. M. LEAHIY 

have each been promoted to account 
executive. All had been assistant ac- 
count executives. 

RRICH.ARD S. ISAACS has been elected 
. a vice president at J. \\'alter Thomp- 

son, San Francisco, and was named 

'w 

ISAACS 

director of client services. He is 
management supervisor on the Dean 
Witter and Jantzen accounts. 

WILLIAM J. CI'RTIS has rejoined 
Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles 
as vice president-marketing and ac- 
count service. lie first joined the 
agency in 1967 as account executive. 
and then went to P. Ballantine & 
Sons. 

9'. HOWARD Itt.ACk, tOirRT ly. c1S- 
TLE, and ROBERT I:. .I.ACOBY, slut., have 
been elected members of the board 
at Ted Bates & Co., New York. All 
three art- senior vice presidents and 
account directors. 

.1015N ii. WILSON, JR., has been 
elected to the board of directors at 
Patten. Barton, Durstirte & Osborn. 
Wilson, who is vice president and re- 
gional manager of the Detroit otlice, 
has been with the agency since 1960. 

BERN 'u i) Seiit4M'it, JIS., and JAMES 
WALt1ISON have been named vice 
presidents at William Cook Adver- 
tising, Jacksonville. Schramm, who 
has been with the agency since last 
year, is director of administrative 
services. Waldron has also been with 
the agency since last year, and is ac- 
count service supervisor. 

DONALD MULLEN has joined Caml 
bell -Ewald, Detroit, as vice presided' 
and account supervisor. He had hek 

a similar position at Zimmer, Kelle 
& Calvert. wILLIAN M41Elt, IYILLIAJ,I 
T.4USCH and U. CRAIG REROLU hay': 

heel' appointed vice presidents. 

PAUL R. TULLI has been appointee 
an account executive at Geyer -Os 

wall, New York. He had been an at' 
sistant account executive at Lennet, 
& Newell, and before that was with 
J. Walter Thompson. 

It. K. w ALLACr has been appointet I 

vice president and director of mer 
chandising at Earle Ludgin & Co.lt 

Cihcago. Ile had been merchaindisint 
supervisor at Needham, Harper f 

Steers. 

1' 
BERTRANil SCII LOE11 ER has beet) 

elected president at Stockton, West) 
Burkhart, Cincinnati, and C. TttOMAS1 

MARTIN moved front the position of 

president to chairman of the execu. 

five committee. Schloemer had beer 

executive vice president. LEO Mc 

MULLIN and ROBERT MCDOWELL haw 
been elected to the Board of Direc 
tors. 

R. L. FEIRNANDEZ has joined Frank 
B. Sawdon. New York, as an accoun - 

executive. He had been with Me ' 
Cann -Erickson and West, Weir & 

Martel. 

JOHN L. TAN Lott has been elected an 

senior vice president at Benton &, 

Bowles, New York. He originally! I 

'1, rn 

- 

J 

TAYLOIt 

joined the agency in 1957, but left 

in 1%4 for one year. Ile is a man- 

agement supervisor at the agency. 

RICHARD N. ItISTEEN has joined 

liozell & Jacobs, New York, as via 
president and account service Ill 
pervisor. Ile had previously been an 

account supervisor at Jack Tinker & 

Partners. 

1 
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the new 
look in the 
Monterey - 

dinas market 

KMST brings 
the full CBS 
Network line- 
up to 110,500 
homes 

KMST now has 83% penetration 
of Monterey -Salinas including 
55,250 cable connects with non- 
duplication protection of CBS programs. 

KMST serves the 60th 
TV market (net Weekly 
circulation). Effective 
Radiated Power 
1,347,000 watts. 

CHANNEL 

KMST is sold 
nationally by 

AVERY-KNODEL, INC. 

KMST-Television Monterey -Salinas Television 
., i 

A CBS Affiliate 

Id itionally by Avery-Knodel, Inc. 
ew irk Chicago San Francisco Los Angeles Atlanta Dallas Detroit St. Louis 

-1' S.'on Age, March 21, 1969 
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These 2 
Are 

Exclusive 
... on WMAR-TV, the only television 
station in the Baltimore/ Maryland 
market featuring women's service 
programs ... Sylvia Scott (left) 
on "The Woman's Angle," Monday 
through Friday, 1:00 to 1:30 PM 
and June Thorne (right) on 
"The Women's Journal," 1:00 to 
1:30 PM each Saturday. 
They entertain women with 
interesting guests, celebrities, 
exhibits and help them with 
recipes, fashions and 
decorating ideas. These live 
color programs provide the 
perfect background for 
selling to the "Decision 
Makers" 6 days a week ... . 

reaching women every 
weekday PLUS the vast 
audience of working women 
who are able to watch only 
on Saturday! 

No Wonder.... In Maryland 
Most People Watch COLOR -FULL 

WMAR-TV m. 
CHANNEL 2, SUNPAPERS TELEVISION 

TELEVISION PARK, BALTIMORE, MD. 21212 
Represented Nationally by KATZ TELEVISION 

-. 
i 
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fall Street Report 

Dcit again. \Vall Street has been 

healing its approval Iatels of most 

brulcasl stocks-more so. per - 

Ian, of the station groups than of 
the networks. Considering the gen- 

er weakness of Ilse market. the 
sni;-and-camera group has clone 

rel ively well. Reports of earnings. 
tit sales and program billings for 
191 broadcasting operations have 
fit lied investor confidence. \lore - 
y. sectuities analysts seers to 
Ink the industry can do it again- 

111ernss of earnings and stock-rnar- 
keperfornsance-in the sear ahead. 

few potholes have been slotted 
inhe road to continued prosperity. 
in that is just the point-the pot - 
!i s have been spotted and clean -k- 
inked with warning (lags. enabling 
'h industry to take earls action to 
mid them or. at least. make the 
blip as gentle as possible when it 
'o es. 

Tt'uble spots. One analyst, Peter 
R,Mack. of Burnham and Co.. re - 
rely :lagged four potential trouble 
9:s-widespread pressure to halt or 

Iln(innil seserely cigarette advertis- 
in on !elm ision: I'(:C proposals to 
'Inge the ground rules on csTV. 

p ticularly the requirement that 
sane cable operators get "ret.l'arls- 
ntsion rights.. for programs they 
pi; oil the air: the FCC okay for 
litiled pas -iv operations. clouded in 
crsiderable uncertainty: and pro- 
filed new policies of the commission 
tithing ownership to one fulltinte 
htadcast facility in a market. 

n a study of the broadcast group 
eLly Illis sear. Mack observed: 

re tobacco advertising quest ion 
rtresents a major uncertainty for 
11 network. and could lead to a 
('pious investment altitude toward 
11 industry. We believe that the 
ss'lyorks can withstand a prohibition 
o tobacco advertising and would 
"ss that Ibis would not be a factor 
uit al least the fourth quarter ni 

n an interview the' other day. 
^rk amended this observation by 
sing that the continued public agi- 
ll'ons about tobacco ads !sight pos- 

sibl have accounted already for 
some erosion of share prices in the 
group. But he added that it was diffi- 
cult to say whether the tobacco ques- 
tion or the generally bearish condi- 
tion of the stock market was pri- 
marily to blame. 

Wall Nreet authorities also point 
frequently to the obvious fact that 
mans- broadcast stocks are impossi- 
ble to assess merely by looking at 

conditions in radio and ty because 
the companies so often are involved 
in other activities. On the one hand. 
NBC is tucked away in the giant 
complex that is RCA: on the other 
hand. Storer cannot be evaluated 
wyithout looking at Northeast Air- 
lines. Croup \\' is incorporated in 
the Westinghouse annual ,tatement. 

How they did. But when all this has 

been said. the investor still can view 
key issues and get some idea of how 
the wind is blowing. Looking at mar- 
ket performance last vean-. Metro- 
media wag the star of the show, ris- 
ing nearly :16 per cent in price dur- 
ing I'/(:: from $28 a share to s52 a 

share. (This takes into account a 

two -for -one split during the period.) 
Not Ian- behind was Capital Cities. 
with a gain of nearly 70 per cent. 
from s -Id to $78. Other examples of 
:hare -price appreciation were the 
performances of Corinthian. lip 21 
per cent: Cox. with a rise of 11 per 
cent : and Taft. which added 8 per 
cent. 

The networks did not match this 
pace. A PC crept down by 1.5 per 
cent-frogs s((s a share to $65- 
while CBS began and ended the year 
al the same les el. S.I. 1-loweser. the 
webs might perform hew r this year. 
Wall Street forecasts say they will. 
AP(. cleared X2.(16 a -hare in 1968. 

and the investment community ex- 

pects it to make all( ut $3.20 or 153.30 

in 1')69. CRS had income last vear of 
2.211 a share. which is expected to 

rise this year to the neighborhood 
of 2.(3. 

In any event. the broadcasting 
group had nothing to be ashamed of 
in its 196:1 stock -market showing. 
The Dow Jones as erase of 30 blue- 

chip industrial stocks advances) last 

\ ear Its a little more than 4 per 

cenit. The broader -based Standard 
foot's industrial index-which em- 

braces 125 issues-managed an ad- 

vance of 7.5 per cent. In other words. 
Metromedia and Capital Cities dis- 
played growth rates that sere seven 

on- eight tinges the run -of -mill pace. 

Predictions for '69. Following are 
the net -per-share figures for 1968 of 
some of the station groups, with the 
guesses of the analysts about 1969 

earnings in parentheses: Storer; 
á2.75 (:'::.1.30): Metromedia, $1.87 

($2.-1.01: Capital Cities. ant estimated 
93.15 (83.50): Cox. $2.37 (S2.90): 
and Taft, an estimated 52.05 
($2.501. 

Mack. who incidentally. establish- 
ed a decent track record by recom- 
mending Metromedia at the begin- 
ning of 1'161-said in his recent snr- 
yey that he liked the prospects of 
Taft and CBS. He said the broker- 
age firm believe that they `-offer in- 
vestors a prince participation in tlse 

fundamental growth in the indus- 
I ry..- 

1\lany economist, have recently 
discerned a pattern of strong first 
half and weak second half for cal- 
endar years. If true. this augurs a 

fairly good second half for the 
networks. since advertisers !must 

commit themselves during the first 
half. 

1 

if 
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View From the Hill (From 57) 

administration purposes. 
For example, this year (fiscal year 

1969), the Budget Bureau, which may 
have pared down the Commission's 
recommendations itself, asked Con- 
gress for $21,271,000 to run the 
Commission. The Commission wound 
up with $20,67-4.,000. Only a fraction 
of this went to broadcast regulation. 
The FCC, of course, also regulates 
common carriers, land mobile radio 
and other non -broadcast activities. 

in fact. out of some 1,500 FCC em- 
ployees. about 250 are in the Broad- 
cast Bureau which oversees the broad- 
cast industry. The FCC is thus, as 
Cary wrote, the recipient of "crumbs" 
from the Federal budget. 

The Appropriations Committee can 
not only restrict FCC activity by 
denying it enough money; they can, 
if they want, spell out where the 
money should go among the Com- 
mission's various functions, and 
thereby make policy. 

Congress also has oversight au- 
thority over the FCC, as it should, 
since the Commission was created by 
Congress. Numerous reports compiled 
by the FCC are sent to the I louse and 
Senate Commerce Committees, which 
have jurisdiction over the Commis- 
sion. The committee has, in the past, 
held lengthy investigations, such as 
the ex -parte exposés of the late 1950s. 

Talk on ails 
"We have been called a com- 

munications civilization-and 
advertising makes that possible. 
Similarly, our continued ec- 
onomic growth is largely tied 
to a continuing rise in the level 
of human expectations. Adver- 
tising-our skill as persuaders 
-is, in a large measure, the 
stimulus to new and expanded 
expectations. Finally, tastes 
and attitudes are acquired 
from our surroundings. 

"We see it in the current 
debate on violence in our so- 
ciety. We have also seen ít in 
relation to advertising directed) 
at children. In one form or an- 
other it is almost certain to 
emerge as an issue in relation 
to the undereducated and un- 
derprivileged."-Peter W. All - 
port, president, Association o/ 
National Advertisers, to 23rd 
ANA western meeting. 

Such probes can bring FCC activity 
to a standstill, since the top-drawer 
talent of the commission is often 
sidetracked from regular functions 
to lie on hand during the Congres- 
sional investigation. 

Other committees are not loath to 
delve into broadcasting matters. Sena- 
tor 1)odd's juvenile delinquency in- 
vestigation was carried out by a sub- 
committee of the Judiciary Commit- 
tee. And, on the !louse side, there is 
certain to he a Judiciary Committee 
probe into conglomerate activities, in- 
cluding the entry of conglomerates 
into the broadcasting field. 

Last year, the house Small Busi- 
ness Subcommittee held hearings on 
the allocation of the broadcasting 
spectrum with a view toward giving 
the land mobile service more fre- 
quencies by slicing up the band. 

There are also the Ilouse and Serr- 
ate Judiciary Subcommittees on Copy- 
right for the Commission to contend 
with. By an apparent oversight, the 
FCC neglected to inform Senate 
Copyright Subcommittee Chairman 
John L. McClellan (D -Ark.) of its 
CAT\ rule -making last December, 
which, among other things; would 
impose in effect a copyright clearance 
requirement on CATV operators. Mc- 
Clellan, who has been striving to 
fashion a copyright formula for CATV 

to urrsnag a much -needed cops right 
overhaul bill, was incensed that he 
had not been informed of the Com- 
mission's action. This incident also 
demonstrates that there is sometimes 
a communications gap between FCC 
and Congress. 

Individually, a lawmaker may put 
pressure on the Commission through 
the news media. lie may make a 
speech assailing the FCC for some ac- 
tion. Or lie may introduce with fan- 
fare a bill for publicity alone, know- 
ing it will never get into the statute 
books. 

Although Congress is very jealous 
about its authority over the so-called 
"independent" regulatory agencies, 
it has allowed the Executive to ex- 
ert increasing influence over these 
bodies. 

Paul Nand Dixon, chairman of the 
Federal Trade Commission, recently 
commented on the "erosion" of the 
"independent" status (meaning inde- 
pendent from Executive control) of 
the regulatory boards and conunis- 
sions. 

Before the FCC was even con- 
ceived, Congress passed the Budget 

and .accounting Act of 1921 Nc' 

was to have an effect on regula, 
agencies subsequentl\ establisheib 
eluding the FCC. This act establi 
the Bureau of the Budget, ani 
quires all government agencies,n- 
eluding the independent ones, to It- 

mit their appropriations request.. 
the Bureau rather than directl,,, 
Congress. 

The Budget Bureau's final reel, 

nrendations may or may not coin 
with the agency's requests. As a, - 

stilt, Congress is sometimes deprd 
of the agency's own views aboula 
budgetary needs. 

Later, the Budget Bureau witivt 

Congressional action began the o 

rent practice of having all requt 
for legislation by gorernnrént al 
cies endorsed by it before subs 
sion to Congress. This further chip 
away at the independent status oft+ 

regulatory agencies. 
The Federal Judges Act also in 

posed the Executive between Congr 
and the independent agencies. It p 

vides that no case can be appealed 
the Supreme Court without the of 

of the Attorney General. Since 
validity of an agency's rule or poi 

ultimately rests with the Supre ' 

Court, the Judges Act could sever 
hamper an agency's policy should 
conflict with that of the incumbi 
administration. 

Again, in 1942, Congress approJ1 
the Federal Reports Act which 
hihits an agency's ability to inve5 

gate. Designed to cut down on t 

amount of red tape, it provides tin 

the Budget Bureau must authori 
any questionnaire sent to more thri 

nine persons. Commissioners Cox al' 

Johnson ran afoul of this law lad 

year when they dispatched ljrograr, 
ming queries to all Oklahoma broad, 

cast licensees without checking wi 

the Budget Bureau. 
Despite these incursions by the E: ' 

ecutire into the regulatory realm, all 

the controls exercised hr Congres'' 
FCC has of late been fairly bold an 

active. Cary wrote to the effect the 

Congress had been so bulldozed b 

pressure groups that the FCC wa 
, 

reduced to launching trial balloon , 

which were quickly punctured b 4 
i 

Congress. 
Although the Commission ctrl 

uses the trial balloon technique, it i' 

not as impotent as suggested by CarY 

For one thing. the Commission is af, 

fected by the physics governing an'' 

bureaucratic bodies - namelY+ a' 

108 
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tendency to expand its jurisdiction 
and regulate in more precise and de- 
tailed terms. 

This tendency partially stems from 
the fact that the industry an agency 
regulates changes with the times, and 
the agency, in turn. must change its 
pattern of regulating, or it will stag- 
nate. 

But in the FCC's case. the rela- 
tively bold steps taken are probably 
due more to inaction on the part of 
Congress in furnishing guidelines in 
key areas. 

The Commission. in the face of 
broadsides of criticism from the in- 
dustry, has moved to curb concen- 
tration of control and has instituted 
the one -to -a -market rule -making. And, 
in line with its tougher attitude to- 
wards concentration of media, the 
Commission shocked the entire busi- 
ness community by stripping- WHIM - 
TN Boston of its license because of 
the ownership factor. 

Ability to art 

The FCC has also proposed com- 
plex new rules governing the growth 
of C \TV, demonstrating that it can 
act when Congress itself is stalled- 
as it has been-because of an ina- 
bility to reach a working compro- 
mise on an issue. 

The same principle applies to the 
Commissions approval of a nation- 
wide limited pay television system. 
The FCC's hand had been staved for 
many years by simple resolutions by 
the house Commerce Committee in - 
structuring the Commission to take no 
action. But after the adjournment of 
the last Congress, FCC was embold- 
ened to authorize pay -tv by slim 
margin. The Commission, however, 
was wise enough to delay its etiec- 
tiseness until June 13. giving Con- 
gress a chalice to veto the proposal. 

The proposed ban on cigarette 
commercials is conditioned on inac- 
tion by Congress. The rule -making 
will go into effect only if Congress 
extends the law, expiring next June 
30, forbidding other curbs on ciga- 
rette advertising. 

The FCC is moving into uncharted 
areas with no signposts from Con- 
gress. The 91st Congress, however, is 
still young, and in the weeks and 
months ahead there will undoubtedly 
be efforts on Capitol hill to provide 
the Commission with some guidelines 
-which means more hearings. more 
investigations, and more trips to the 
Hill. 

Ken ells Cox (From page 68) 

the greatest rewards lie-are blocked 
by our present cable policies, and 
even more so by our proposed 
changes in those policies. 

The third major component of the 
cable industry consists of the manu- 
facturers who provide the hardware 
-and often construct entire systems 
on a turnkey basis. While there is a 

continuing market for their product 
in connection with the maintenance, 
extension and improvement of exist- 
ing systems, their brightest prospects 
-for which they seem to have ex- 
panded their capacity-lie in the 
largest metropolitan areas where the 
great bulk of our population reside. 
The manufacturers feel that this fu- 
ture is threatened, and perhaps fore- 
closed, by our December 13, 196d 
proposals-if not, indeed, by our 
existing policies under the Second 
Report and Order. 

Trying to hold these somewhat dis- 
parate elements together is the Na- 
tional Cable Television Association, 
the only national trade association in 
the industry. While I would assume 
that the smaller operators probably 
constitute a majority of its member- 
ship, the multiple owners and manu- 
facturers seem generally to dominate 
its policy as they' relate to regulation 
by the FCC. 

The second party to the conflict is 

the broadcast industry --which is no 
more monolithic than its cable coun- 
terpart. The first to sense a threat 
in the growth of cable were the tele- 
vision operators in small. one or t wo- 
station markets. 1n 1958 they came 
before the Senate Commerce Ccm- 
mittee-from Butte and Missoula. 
Mont.; Cheyenne, Wyo.; Tyler, Tex.: 
and Clarksburg, W. Va.-seeking re- 
lief against what they regarded as 

unfair competition and derogation 
from the Commission's allocation 
plan. 

At first they received no support 
from broadcasters in the larger mar- 
kets. But with the advent of the 12 - 

channel cable and the cable opera- 
tors' plans to more into the hearts 
of the major markets, these broad- 
casters found that they were not im- 
mune from the impact of cable and 
many of them joined the smaller 
markets in the battle. 

But some broadcasters are either 
ambivalent-or enthusiastically fav- 
orable-in their attitude toward ca- 
ble. In some cases-most notably 

NBC and CBS-this seems d 

concern that regulation of CAT- 

presage closer regulation of I J 

casting. But for the most part t' 
titude of this group of broad ix 

is the result of their own entrt it 
cable operation-often in the¡, 

areas where they own broadca9 ,, 
cilities. They have found it a pi 

able adjunct to their broadca1,,a 
erations and are, therefore, les' 
cerned than other broadcasters 
cable competition. 

Others watching CAT' 

One other group of broaden 
with still a different interest iI 

E 

C xTV problem-though one 
t 

often or clearly expressed-coli 
of the licensees of AM and FM' 

lions, who are beginning to find.') 
they. too. are affected by cablell 
petition. However, they haven't : I 

decided what they should do tL 

it. As in the CAT\ industry. these 

ied interests jostle each other w 

the national trade association, tilt; t 

tional Association of I;roadca, 
But in broadcasting there are Mu 

tional major spokesmen whit fit, 

usually, even more aggressive in 

opposition to CATV expansion. 1.. 

are the Association of Maxil 
Service Telecasters, consisting lat 

of VHF operators, and the III-fj . 

niel Television Society, made U 

UHF licensees. 
The third major group in the 

ture consists of the holders ol 
copyrights to the music and s' 

program matter used by both 1),;1 

casters and cable operators. Thel I 

mer have always paid for thei 
,ramming they use. but to my, kri 

edge no cable system has ever f 

so except for the limited ant1 

which they originate directly on 

or more spare channels. The Supr' 

Coirt held last year, in the 4t 

nightly case, that cable operator - 

not now subject to copyright liar 
with respect to the use of si°J 

which are picked up off the air. 1 

The question as to more di 

signals which are microwaved in 

cable use is. in my opinion, still o 

In any event, Congress has 

considering a major revision of, 

copyright laws for some time, 

all parties to its deliberations a. 

that the cable industry must pal,: 

the programs of others which it 

for its own profit-although , 

is a wide difference of view as for 

110 Television Age, March 24, 
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We switch you now 
to a program for happier 
station managers, operators 
and advertisers. 
.This program will be shown live- 
and in its.entirety-at the 1969 NAB 



The NAB Show -Stoppers 
from (you guessed it) RCI 
BROADCAST EQUIPMENT DESIGNED TO IMPROVE YOUR STATION'S COLOR IMAGE, 
INCREASE ITS NET, REDUCE OPERATING TENSION AND ENHANCE CREATIVITY 

THE DREAM COLOR CAMERA IS NO DREAM! 
It's the new 3 -tube TK-44A, the best PbO color camera 
ever made! And the most usable. A maximum -per- 
formance studio camera that can double as your 
most dependable remote camera! Sets up faster in- 
doors and out.. Color -matches all other cameras. 
Produces the most accurate color ever. Assures un- 
precedented control flexibility. II 
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BETTER VHF -TV TRANSMITTER 

h TT-30FL, the best 30 -KW parallel - 
TV transmitter ever made! The 

b tell you why. They're twice as good as 

bjr transmitter made! The TT-30FL 
lice. off -air time (and rebates), improve 

1 or' image and assure lower 
Vance costs. 
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VTRs THAT PRACTICALLY THINK FOR YOU! 

The new.TR-60. You'll call it the finest moderately - 
priced VTR at the Show. But it's better than that. 
"Specs" prove that it can actually outperform 
VTRs priced thoúsands of dollars more! And it's 
réady for automation whenever you are. 

The new TR-70B, the first VTR to safeguard quality 
automatically! The 70-B automatically prevents 
playback on the wrong FM standard. Produces the 
highest degree of color fidelity ever achieved. 
Even improves sub -standard tapes made on other 
machines. The only way you can go wrong 
with it is by turning off its audio-visual automatic 
warning system! 
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pros ide twenty. Well, then, why 
doesn't the FCC clear the way for 
such a doubling or trebling of ca- 
pacity for the public in Pittsburgh, 
in order to get the greater diversity, 
additional local outlets-,and, in- 
ferentially, a hoped -for impro\ement 
in programming-which such a 

course would make theoretically 
possible? I think there are two 
principal reasons: (I ) The potential 
of cable for expansion of true di- 
versity and local expression is theo- 
retical. and (2) cable cannot-at 
least as het-serve all the people who 
now receive broadcast television. 

Let us approach these matters 1w 

first looking at the claim that major 
reliance on cable can result in 
spectrum saving. Certainly the Com- 
mission is, and will be, under pressure 
to provide frequencies for land mo- 
bile radio and other important uses 
which cannot he provided for in any 
other way-while television, unlike 
radio. is largely enjoyed at fixed lo- 
cations which can be connected to- 
gether by cable. But we would realize 
significant sayings of s sect rum only 
if we went to an all -cable system, 
thus freeing the -192 megacycles now 
allocated to television for other 
purposes. 

This is where cable's inability to 
serve everyone becomes critical. The 
c -\Ty industry does not even try to 
serve sparse rural populations be- 
cause the costs of stringing cable are 
too high. Are we to yvithdraw all 
television service from these people? 
Similarly. since the cable operator 
must charge for his service and 
seldom gets over 5077 subscription in 
areas which have any substantial 
amount of free service available, we 
would be forcing approximately half 

Auto proas/casting Iras named two 
new general managers. Richard E. 
Reed (l.), formerly general manager 
o/"wt.w-c Columbus, O. will manage 
WLW-T Cincinnati. David Abbot, pre- 
viously sales manager of WLW-T, re- 
p.laces Reed at \vr.\v-C. 

the people in the areas served I1V 

cable either to pay for a service they 
have not heretofore found worth the 
cost or to give up all television. The 
cable industry talks glibly of its tech- 
nical ability to provide pinpointed 
service to ghetto neighborhoods- 
and other local areas ys hich share 
certain specialized interests but are 
too small to receive individual atten- 
tion by television stations. 

It is known that the residents of 
our inner cities depend heavily on 
television for information and enter- 
tainment. lint while they have sets, 
it is doubtful whether many of them 
can afford the cost of cable service. 
Thus a complete shift to cable would 
seem likely to take television away 
from those who need it most, ami 
to eliminate this potent means of com- 
municating with them just when it 
is urgently needed by national, stale, 
and community leaders if we are to 
solve our complex urban problems. 

If we were to choose a cable - 
only system of television, who would 
fill the 12 or 2(1 channels in Pitts- 
burgh? Presumably the present sta- 
tion operators would desire-at least 
at first-to continue Iheir service 
over cable systems ill Pittsburgh and 
the other communities within their 
present coverage area. 

Worsid stations pay? 

They might even be willing to pay 
something for the delivers- of their 
signals. which would probably make 
cable operation a completely com- 
mon carrier function, and have con- 
sequences which I am not sure the 
CAT\ industry is prepared to accept. 
Hut inresunrably they would be willing 
to pay not much more than their 
present costs for broadcast "de- 
livery," to wit, plant amortization; 
maintenance, power. technical per- 
sonnel, etc. I say "at least at first - 
because the operation of the com- 
mercial stations in Pittsburgh de- 
pends on advertising support. which 
is geared to the cost -per -1.0110 homes 
viewing particular stations and pro- 
grams. That, in turn. is a function 
of the population of the area. the 
number of stations which must di- 
vide up that audience. and the draw- 
ing power of particular stations or 
programs. 

One of the UHF channels in Pitts- 
burh is still unoccupied, though a 

construction permit is outstanding 
(indeed, the station on the other UHF 
channel has just recently- gone on the 

air). This presumably means tltrl 
economic prospects for a fifth 'I 

mercial station are not brig- 
least for the immediate future.' 
ever, we would expect that atr 
point in the future this station r' 

built, thus expanding the chow 

service available throughout the' a 

bu rgh area. 
If the prospects for advertise 1I 

port for an additional over -t 
service are marginal, it seems n, 

that the same thing would be trr' 
an additional service on a \ 
cable channel. In the absence r 
vertising revenue, I don't thin 
CAT\' operator could himself p 
the aided service without raisin 
subscription rate. 

Of course, as the Connissio. 
suggested in its current proposr 
would be possible to provide 
television service on one or 
channels. This would be desirablrl1,: 
as would be true of an over -ti, 
pay service, such programming \ 

presumably be used by a rather 
percentage of the total audience 

We have also proposed that ', 
operators might make some chaulls 

available on a general common 
Her basis-while continuing 'r 

basic conventional operation. t 

could, of course, be done just as! I: 

on an all -cable system. This \\', 

mean that a man with a single, 
gram, or a single series of progrl r 

could gain access to the publi 
hiring a channel for that purl 
Some of this might constitute at R 

additional service to the public I 

some of it would probably have 

limited appeal-and I think we yw, 

have problems in enforcing re: 
sibility for what is presented to 

public. 

Ne,v.' carol public serriee 'i 

Of course, such an all -cable `It 

ten' would also accommodate 
time -and -weather service now 

vided 1w many system.; as wer 

the news ticker, stock ticker, 
limited local originations offerer 

a much smaller number of c 

operators. 
Rut all of this would be pos1 

within the frame\vork of our 
posed policies and in a nixed bud 

cast -cable distribution system. I IF 

confess, therefore. that I do not1 

lleve that simply making more cl 

eels available insures that they mt 

quickly be filled with more and r 

(Continued on page 
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n. Speed up. Replay instantly. In high -band 

took an entirely new recording technology to 

t new technologies are our specialty. 

100 disc recorder gives you instant replay of 

:60s of any action in normal speed or slow 

forward or reverse; freeze frame or frame-by- 
vance; and is available in NTSC, PAL, or 

color or monochrome standards. 

Prtii 

1111 

1113 

ÍIL . 

Designed to be easily portable, the HS -100's four :P'°, 

modules are separately packaged. What's more,. it. 't 

locks into any station sync source and can now be .1 

converted to a complete. HS -200 teleproduction unit. ó;I 

You know what instant Replay has done for sports.. 
Think what an HS -100 could do for yo.ur station. To 

explore the possibilities, give us a call or write the j 

address you'll find under the Show Stopper... ahead.... 

Ampex brinks you the slow show 

o 

. # 

~ 

. 

r 

rl 

Ih controls are few and simple. With our fastsearch, which operates in forward 
verse, your operator. can find any recorded segment and cue ft for airing iri 4 
nds. By recording every'secQnd field, 60.secoridsOf acticin.cánbé recorded. 

ti 
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Let s say you get a caii trom a potential sponsor in the morning. They have 
a fashion show scheduled for the afternoon. The ad manager/thinks it would 
make a great commercial. Can you help? You can ii you have our Easy 
High -band Color system: A 55 -lb. VR-3000 recorder and our new BC -210, 
the easy color camera.E As a matter of fact, you could ave the commercial 
all wrapped up before. you pack your gear and head bak to the station. 
You can take a look at what you've got immediately. Shaw it to the client on 
the spot. Could life be sweeter? And he can see his in tant commercial on 
the air that same night. E. If you think it sounds great fcr commercials, just 
imagine how it can beat the other channels in town for fa*t news coverage. 
That's the essence of the Fast Show, presented by Ampex on the VR-3000 
and the new BC -210 camera. Get on the air fast. In high -band color. 

Ampex brings you the fist show 

% 

a . 

1 ' 

I i 

l 

Our BC -210 camera is small and light, per- 

iii , I 

' 1-' L. . . 

1 
. / ._ 

Y 

fect for studios or remotes. You don't have 
to be Atlas to haul if around. Two -tube de- 
sign makes set-up fast and easy. The 1/2" 

camera cable gives the cameraman a.free- 
dom of movement impossible with stand- 
ard cable. 
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Last year we added trans 
our line. This year it's ante: 4. 

and switchers. Now, for the 
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At the heart of your operatIoii 
low -budget applications wha 
You'll find a VR-1200B that rr 
ments and your budget gro 
options upgrade its perfor 

ti° 
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" ..4, ,:'. . I 
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end translators to 
ransmission lines 
ne, you can have 

Ampex dependability and perfor`nce2 
thing you need in a mobile van, . túdio 
plete turn -key station. We'll evej tuild 

I1200B. The VR-1200B does better for a variety of 
°20008 does best for the teleproduction studio. kur current needs exactly; as your require - 

1200B will grow with you. Easily added 
ils and increase its production versatility. 
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NEW: High gain, low cost antennas and 
transmission lines. A new series of matching 
antennas gives you the appropriate gain you 
need for desired ERP and optimum 

coverage, without the cost penalties 
associated with designs previously 
available which met the FCC 15 db 

minimum rule. 
These directional and omni- 

directional UHF TV transmitting 
antennas feature gains to 

over 150 at no price premium; ERP to 5 
megawatts; top or side mounting; field 

proven for TV; and they include all FCC 
filing data. Transmission lines and all other 

associated hardware are also available 
from Ampex. 

A new assistant around the studio: the wideband 
portable VR-660C. To answer your first question, yes: 
The portable VR-660C can generate a NTSC-type color 

picture that satisfies the 
needs for economical r screening, logging, CCTV, 
or broadcast monochrome 
standard. The details are 
contained in our product 

' - literature. Ask for it. 
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NEW: High gain, low cost antennas and 
transmission lines. A new series of matching 
antennas gives you the appropriate gain you 
need for desired ERP and optimum 

coverage, without the cost penalties 
associated with designs previously 
available which met the FCC 15 db 

minimum rule. 
These directional and omni- 

directional UHF TV transmitting 
antennas feature gains to 

over 150 at no price premium; ERP to 5 
megawatts; top or side mounting; field 

proven for TV; and they include all FCC 
filing data. Transmission lines and all other 

associated hardware are also available 
from Ampex. 

A new assistant around the studio: the wideband 
portable VR-660C. To answer your first question, yes: 
The portable VR-660C can generate a NTSC-type color 

picture that satisfies the 
'mph, needs for economical ." screening, logging, CCTV, V or broadcast monochrome 

standard. The details are 
contained in our product =- ) - literature. Ask for it. 
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ntrol Switchers. Ampex computerized television 
ntrol systems provide automatic operation of all 
ical facilities. In addition to precision "on air 
" the FCC log is printed in its entirety, equipment 
d, and a plain language display Of continuously 
chedule information is displayed in pertinent 
standard TV monitors. 
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Turn -key stations: our specie ty. With Ampex on the scene, 

you can have the most mode n commercial TV station 
possible. Cameras, rec I rder translators, transmitters, 
antennas, or transmissi n lin s-they're all available from 
us. And we'll even buil the s ation for you. 
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NEW: High gain, low cost antennas and 
transmission lines. A new series of matching 
antennas gives you the appropriate gain you 
need for desired ERP and optimum 

coverage, without the cost penalties 
associated with designs previously 
available which met the FCC 15 db 

minimum rule. 
These directional and omni- 

directional UHF TV transmitting 
antennas feature gains to 

over 150 at no price premium; ERP to 5 
megawatts; top or side mounting; field 

proven for TV; and they include all FCC 
filing data. Transmission lines and all other 

associated hardware are also available 
from Ampex. 

A new assistant around the studio: the wideband 
portable VR-660C. To answer your first question, yes: 
The portable VR-660C can generate a NTSC-type color 

picture that satisfies the 
needs for economical 
screening, logging, CCTV, 
or broadcast monochrome 
standard. The details are 
contained in our product i literature. Ask for it. 
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The HS -200 is the most sophisticated teleproduction 
unit ever made. It incorporates the HS -100 high - 
band color "instant replay" recorder you know so 
well. from sportscasting. And it can convert to go 
cover a game at the pull of a plug. But it does a lot 
more, besides. Computer control lets you store up 
eight editing commands and cues. It can do color 
animation. Automatic dissolves. Special effects. 
As a matter of fact, special effects that 'were pre- 

viously possible only with fil 
with the HS -200; only you'll 
and lots easier. We've made 
gives you the whole story. If 
or if you'd like more informal 
gear, please contact your ne 
sentative, or if you prefer, the \ 
Ampex Corporation, 401 Broa 
California 94063. 

Ampex stops the show 
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THE COMPLETE SHOW AT NAB- BOOTH NO. 200, SHERATON PARK HOTEL, WASHINGTON, D 



rogram services, with heightened 
Lion to provision of outlets for 
self expression. 
Pittsburgh were to double in 

lation, that would, of course, 
e additional demand for new 
ces, whether advertiser or still- 
er supported. Then the superior - 
f cable channel capacity over our 
ation plan would become a real - 
But, again, such an expanded 
ce could be provided within our 
osed rules and without going to 
l -cable system. 

Slight Spectrum Saving 

hatever the visionaries may think 
e desirability of an all -cable sys- 
-and whatever use some cable 
le may make of the claim that 
technology can save spectrum- 

nk it is clear that the cm' hid us - 
generally does not contend for 
)lete abandonment of the over- 
it- service. 'i his seems to me to 

that very little saving of spec - 
can be hoped for from the ex - 

ion of cable television. "fins, if 
rust continue to have broadcast 
)ns to serve those in the cities 
can't or don't want to pay for 
service and those in the country 
can't get it at all, we are not 

g to release spectrum for other 
It sometimes seems to me that 

;able industry wants to keep the 
g VIIF stations which it needs as 
Jackhone of the service- doesn't 
what happens to our UItF sta- 

, and would like all future ex - 
ion of service to come by way of 

That might eventually free a 
tantial part of the spectrum allo- 

to UHF television, but would 
uce a stunted free service for 

not subscribing to the cable. 
e that might greatly benefit C 1TV 
ators, it seems so contrary to tite 
c interest that it is understand - 
why no one openly espouses it. 

deed, the CATV operators have 
their present prosperous busi- 

on the picking up and delivery 
ver -the -air signals and have no 
e to lose this foundation for 
own service. 
the same time, despise 'LTA's 

tasis on the industry's potential 
originating programs, thereby 
toting diversity and local expres- 
not many cable operators have 
beyond the easily provided auto - 
d services, with perhaps a little 
news and discussion and cover- 

t 

ONE BUY DELIVERS S3.5 BILLION 

KANSAS TELEVISION MARKET 

Goodland 

KLOE-TV 
Hays 

KAYS-TV 

Dodge City 
Ensign 

KTVC 

Wichita 
Hutchinson 

KTVH 

KANSAS BROADCASTING SYSTEM 
OFFERS ADI EQUAL TOO 
46th NATIONAL MARKET RANKING 
The combined ADI markets of the KBS stations deliver a 68 
county major market reaching 52% of the Kansas population 
plus over 166,000 viewers in neighboring states. 

AREA OF DOMINANT INFLUENCE 
TV HH WOMEN MEN TEENS CHILD 

Wichita -Hutchinson 297,800 313,700 286,100 113,300 180,700 
Hays-Goodland 19,500 22,500 21,900 8,800 13,800 
Dodge City -Ensign 11,300 13,400 12,300 4,600 7,300 

KBS ADI 328,600 349,600 320,300 126,700 201,800 

Total area covered by the KBS as defined by ARB includes 
405,400 television homes and 1,223,800 population in a 92 
county market. 

4.. Independently owned stations with' local. leadership 
ONE ORDER-ONE INVOICE -ONE CHECK 

KANSAS BROADCASTiNG SYSTEM 
KTVH 
Wichita 

Hutchinson 

CBS 

KAYS-TV 
Hays 

Affiliates 

KLOE-TV 
Goodland 

Represented by WIN 

KTVC 
Dodge City 

Ensign 

Blair Television 
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age of civic meetings by a really small 
number of systems. Indeed, there has 
already been strong opposition to our 
proposal that cable systems-with the 
possible exception of very small ones 
-be required to originate local pub- 
lic service programming. Again, tech- 
nical feasibility does not necessarily 
mean that anyone will really provide 
a desired service. 

In fact, when most cal operators 
talk of diversity, they mean only that 
they wish to import distant over -the - 
air signals without any limitation. It 
is this inundation of local stations by 

basically repetitive signals from other 
markets that has led the Commission 
to adopt its non -duplication and dis- 
tant signal rules. And it is this pat- 
tern, coupled lvith the fact that cable 
operators do not pay for the pro- 
grams they import, which has led us 
to conclude that they compete un- 
fairly with the local broadcaster. 

Since they pay nothing, thus far, 
for the programs which they present 
in the name of diversity, they can 
keep adding signals until they run out 
of channels. This means that the local 
station is paving for programs to 

PlC-SYNC SOS -P OTO -CI E OPTICS 
The most compact Editor -Viewer, footage counter-synchronizer 
and sound reader combination ever made! 
FEATURES: 

Built-in projection system. Extremely bright 2'/s" x 11/2" viewing picture. 
1 Instant -reset footage and frame counter. Rugged, heavy duty construction. 

Completely portable, can be set up anywhere. 

MODEL P -4-F A four sprocket 16mm 
synchronizer with picture on first 
sprocket and magnetic film (edge 
and center track) reading heads on 
second, third and fourth sprockets. 
Permits editing of picture and three 
sound tracks 

$895.00 

i: 

MODEL 2P -4-F A four sprocket 
16mm synchronizer with pictures 
on first and second sprockets and 
magnetic film (center and edge 
track) reading heads on third and 
fourth gangs. A complete editing 
system. Permits editing of A and B 

rolls and two sound tracks 
$1195.00 

MODEL P -1-T Single sprocket editing viewer program timer $650.00 
MODEL P -2-F Double sprocket synchronizer with picture & 

magnetic reader $775.00 
ACCESSORIES: 
Single input playback amplifier and speaker $ 58.00 
Multiple input playback amplifier and 'speaker $150.00 

Full complement of Rewinds, Splicers, Editing Tables and Bins, etc., available. 
Request separate literature. 35mm and 16/ 35mm formats available. 

SOS PHOTO -CINE -OPTICS, INC. 
A DIVISION OF F&B/CECO INDUSTRIES,INC. 

East Coast: Dept. 960, 311 West 43rd St., 
New York, N.Y. 10036 
212 -MU 9-9150 

West Coast: 7051 Santa Monica Blvd., 
Hollywood, Calif. 90038 
213-469-3601 
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itting there is half the fun 
iramount Television, 20th Century -Fox Tele - 
1 Screen Gems invite you to a great five 
in our special NAB convention bus that takes 
the Shoreham Hotel to our Hospitality Suites 
shington Hilton. It will he on the go con - 
from 11:45 AM to 7:45 PM-and it comes and 

.i ° 

goes complete with hostess! 
It starts Sunday morning, March 23rd and runs 

until Tuesday evening, March 25th. 
For the other half of the fun? Paramount is in 

the Military Room, 20th Century -Fox in the Lincoln 
Room West and Screen Gems in the Lincoln Room East. 
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who strongly believes that kind of 
service will support a viable system. 
Instead, the industry generally fol- 

lows the practice of offering as many 
distant signals as possible, even 
though most of them will he network 
affiliated, so that substantial blocks 
of programming will have to be 
blacked out to avoid duplicating the 
local stations. It may be that some 
limited importation is necessary in 

some circumstances to make cable 
operation viable.) 

The proponents of such a system 
want to import signals from 
Wheeling -Steubenville and Johns- 
town-Altoona-but most of all they 
want to bring in the signals of the 
three independent stations in New 
York City. While this would fill up 

channels, I do not think it is the 
kind of diversity the visionaries are 
hoping for. And such a profusion of 
signals is almost certain to divert 
audience from the Pittsburgh stations. 

If the New York City signals were 
allossed in, they would be carrying 
programs very similar to those of the 
Pittsburgh independent and might re- 

duce its already small audience below 
the limits necessary for survival. If 
the local independent were forced off 

the air, the people not on the cable 
would lose one quarter of their com- 
mercial service, and even those sub- 
scribing to the cable would lose their 
only locally centered independent 
service. 

The Commission is not persuaded 
that the slight increase in choice for 
those able to subscribe to the cable 
is worth the risk that the city's fourth 
station may go off the air or curtail 
its operation-and that a fifth station 
will never be built. 

Thus the diversity and local expres- 

Warm-iteartedl city 
"For every dollar local New 

York advertisers invested in 

teles ision time, New York's 
television stations donated an- 

other dollar to public service 
announcements," said Norman 
Cash, president of Television 
Bureau of Advertising, in a re- 

cent speech. 
Referring to 1968 figures, 

Cash said the six New \ ork 
stations donated about $20 mil- 

lion to public causes, but added 
that this is a conservative esti- 
mate. 

sion that cable's multiplicity of chan- 
nels make theoretically possible seem 
to me unlikely of realization under 
present conditions. When we have 
thriving stations on all the channels 
allocated to a particular major mar- 
ket-such as Pittsburgh-then it will 
be time to turn to cable for further 
expansion of service there. But that 
added service-if it is to be sub- 
stantial in character-will come only 
when support for the production and 
distribution of new programming 
has developed, whether among adver- 
tisers or among viewers willing to pay 
directly for added program choice. 

Meanwhile, unrestricted shuttling 
of signals among markets seems to 
me more likely to disrupt service than 
to add true diversity. 

I think similar reservations must 
be expressed with respect to the 
visionaries' hopes for a multitude of 
futuristic services, such as banking 
and shopping by wire, facsimile re- 

production of our newspapers in our 
homes, and access to computers, 
teaching machines, amt regional 
libraries of printed and film material 
for a wide variety of services. I am 
sure that these and other new com- 
munications services would be tech- 
nically feasible if we had a broad 
band cable network running to most 
of the homes in America-but that 
network would have to have switch- 
ing and two-way communications 
capability. 

Cobb' or telephone? 

I think that development of such a 

sophisticated communications system 
could cone either from the CATV in- 

dustry, building on its television dis- 

tribution system, or from the tele- 

phone industry, building on its mes- 

sage toll telephone system. Each has 

some advantages in this race. and 
either or both may develop such a 

network. however, I am not sure that 
there will be sufficient public demand 
to make such services economically 
viable, and it would therefore be a 

mistake to plan now for a major shift 
toward a cable -based television sss- 
tem on the ground that such a course 
is necessary in order to attain these 
communications objectives. 

I think that all that is needed is a 

sufficient economic base for the cable 
industry so that its manufacturing 
arm will have the resources needed 
for continued research and le\elop- 
ment. While CAT\' growth may not 

proceed as rapidly as its most 
bit ions supporters would like, 
seems certain to continue at a s 
stantial level. So if we eventu 
decide that we want to pursue I 

concept of the wired city, i think 
will have a cable industry in be 
without, in the meanwhile, havi 
taken serious chances of damage 
our conventional television system 

The remaining participants to ' I 

dispute over C 1TV policy can I 

grouped together: They are the td I 

vision viewing public, their ci ° 
ri 

county and state governments, a:t Tr ^ 

the Congress. Probably as late as 1, 

years ago, very few people outs ° 

the relatively small communities th!' 

enjoying C1TV service in its classi 

form knew or cared what happen' 
to the cable industry. But imams' 
promotion by cable entrepreneurs. 
now convinced hundreds of thous 
of people and their city and count 1 

governments-that only the FCC I` 

backward and repressive policil 

stand between them and the Prot' 

ised Land. In the case of local o' 

cials, this process is assisted by ti 

fact that a cable system almost alwal 

pays a percentage of its gross to ti 

franchising authority. Such reven 

is always welcome to hard press 

local officials-and they are oft 

being pressed by their constituents 
arrange for as good service as ti 

people in some nearby community a 

enjoying. 
While the number of people wI 

view television by means of cable 

still a small fraction of the total au 

ence, cable viewers seem much m^r 

easily aroused to action by allegtl 

threats to their service than are over 

the -air viewers. So the cable operrti 

tors can usually stimulate a heavú, 

volume of mail to the FCC or Cols 

press than the broadcasters Cad; 

Judging from some of the mailN1i 

receive-and some of the CATV pr( 

motional material I have seen-th 
cable industry's subscribers are ofte 

misinformed about what the FCC ha, 

donne or proposes to do-and th 

are especially lacking in understana 

ing of the policy reasons underlyin 

our actions. 
I think the democratic procel 

would have a much better chance ó 

developing sound policy in this are 

if all the television viewers, cable aa' 

non -cable alike, had a better under 

standing of the interests and issue° 

insolved in the battle over cab' 

Í 

i 
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We've lived in Pittsburgh 
for 2,910 years 

So we know how to program for the 
Pittsburgh market. 

Most of our staff-management, sales, 
news, production, technicians, and talent 
-grew up here. 

Together, we've put in 1,333 TV years 
making ourselves at home. And making 
Pittsburghers feel at home with us. 

If you want to talk to Pittsburgh 
in Pittsburgh -talk, talk to TAE 
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who strongly believes that kind of 
service will support a viable system. 
Instead, the industry generally fol- 
lows the practice of offering as manv 
distant signals as possible, even 

though most of them will he network 
affiliated, so that substantial blocks 
of programming will have to he 

blacked out to avoid duplicating the 

local stations. It may be that some 

limited importation is necessary in 

some circumstances to make cable 
operation viable.) 

The proponents of such a system 
want to import signals from 
Wheeling -Steubenville and Johns- 

town-Altoona-hut most of all they 
want to bring ill the signals of the 

three independent stations in New 
York City. While this would fill up 

channels, I do not think it is the 

kind of diversity the visionaries are 

hoping for. ind such a profusion of 
signals is almost certain to divert 
audience from the Pittsburgh stations. 

If the New York City signals were 

allowed in, they would be carrying 
programs very similar to those of the 

Pittsburgh independent and might re- 

duce its already small audience below 
the limits necessary for survival. If 
the local independent were forced off 
the air, the people not on the cable 

would lose one quarter of their com- 

mercial service, and even those sub- 

scribing to the cable would lose their 
only locally centered independent 
service. 

The Commission is not persuaded 

that the slight increase in choice for 
those able to subscribe to the cable 

is worth the risk that the city's fourth 
station may go off the air or curtail 
its operation-and that a fifth station 
will never be built. 

Thus the di\ersity and local expres- 

Warm-hearted city 
"For every dollar local New 

York advertisers invested in 
television time, New York's 
television stations donated an- 

other dollar to public service 

announcements," said Norman 
Cash, president of Television 
Bureau of Advertising, in a re- 

cent speech. 
Referring to 1968 figures, 

Cash said the six New York 
s4tions donated about $20 mil- 
lion to public causes, but added 
that this is a conservative esti- 
mate. 
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sion that cable's multiplicity of chan- 
nels make theoretically possible seem 
to me unlikely of realization under 
present conditions. When we have 
thriving stations on all the channels 
allocated to a particular major mar- 
ket-such as Pittsburgh-then it will 
be time to turn to cable for further 
expansion of sere ice there. But that 
added service-if it is to be sub- 
stantial in character-will come only 
when support for the production and 
distribution of new programming 
has developed. whether among adver- 
tisers or among viewers willing to pay 
directly for added program choice. 

Meanwhile, unrestricted shuttling 
of signals among markets seems to 

me more likely to disrupt service than 
to add true diversity. 

I think similar reservations must 
be expressed with respect to the 

visionaries' hopes for a multitude of 
futuristic services, such as banking 
and shopping by wire, facsimile re- 

production of our newspapers in our 
homes, and access to computers, 
teachmg machines, and regional 
libraries of printed and film material 
for a wide variety of sers ices. I am 

sure that these and other new com- 

munications services would be tech- 

uicalk feasible if we had a broad 
band cable network running to most 

of the homes in America-but that 

network would have to have switch- 
ing and two-way communications 
capability. 

Cable or telephone? 

I think that development of such a 

sophisticated communications system 

could come either from the CAT\ in- 

dustry, building on its television dis- 

tribution system, or from the tele- 

phone industrv, building on its mes- 

sage toll telephone system. Each has 

some advantages in this race, and 

either or both may develop such a 

network. However, I am not sure that 

there will be sufficient public demand 

to make such services economically 
s fable, and it would therefore be a 

mistake to plan now for a major shift 
toward a cable -based television sys- 

tem on the ground that such a course 

is necessary in order to attain these 

communications objectives. 
I think that all that is needed is a 

sufficient economic base for the cable 

industry so that its manufacturing 
arm will have the resources needed 

for continued research and develop- 

ment. While CATV growth may not 

proceed as rapidly as its most 
hitious supporters would like, 
seems certain to continue at a s 

stantial level. So if we eventua 

decide that we want to pursue t 

concept of the wired city, I think i 
will have a cable industry in kit 
without, in the meanwhile, havi 

taken serious chances of damage 

our conventional television system 

The remaining participants to t 

dispute over CATV policy can 

grouped together: They are the to 

vision viewing public, their cif 

county and state governments, at 

the Congress. Probably as late as fi 

years ago, very few people outsí, 

the relatively small communities th+I 

enjoying CATV service in its classic! 

form knew or cared what háppeml 

to the cable industry. But intensi' i 

promotion by cable entrepreneurs ht 1 

now convinced hundreds of thousamt i 1 

of people-and their city and coutr' 't l'1 

only the FCC t 1 

backward and repressive policit 

stand between them and the Prov 

ised Land. In the case of local ei 

cials, this process is assisted by ti 

fact that a cable system almost alwall 

pays a percentage of its gross to ti 

franchising authority. Such revemi 

is always welcome to hard press 

local officials and they are ofte 

being pressed by their constituents' 
arrange for as good service as ti 

people in some nearby community at 

enjoying. 
While the number of people wl iq 

view television by means of cable 

still a small fraction of the total au 1 

ence, cable viewers seem much m 

easily aroused to action by alleg 

threats to their service than are os 

the -air viewers. So the cable operi 

tors can usually stimulate a heave , 

volume of mail to the FCC or Cod 

gress than the broadcasters can 

J udging from some of the mail b', 

receive-and some of the CATV pro 

motional material I have seen ' 

cable industry's subscribers are °fief 

misinformed about what the FCC ha, 

done or proposes to do-and the' 

are especially lacking in understand 

ing of the policy reasons underlying 

our actions. 

1 think the democratic pros 
would have a much better chance o0 

developing sound policy in this are( 

if all the television viewers, cable a"' 

non -cable alike, had a better uncle 

standing of the interests and issues 

invoked in the battle over call 
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television and the policies behind it. 
The states are less directly in- 

volved in this problem than are local 
governments. Two states-Connecti- 
cut and Nevada-have provided for 
statewide regulation of cable opera- 
tions by their public utility commis- 
sions. The legislatures of many more 
have considered proposals to that enal, 

but have thus far failed to act. The 
FCC has always recognized that there 
are aspects to CATV regulation that 
should he left to state and local offi- 
cials. The latter are closer to the 
people and may have some advantages 
insofar as specifying the service de- 

sired and selecting the best qualified 
applicant are concerned. But the 

states are in .a better position to de- 

'elop uniform policy within their 

borders, and only at the stale level is 

any real expertise in regulating rates 
to be found. 

Since I think cable systems pro- 
vide essentially a utility service, rate 
making capacity becomes a matter 
of some importance. So far, very few 
state officials have sought to influence 
the development of FCC polic\ in 
the cable field. 

Congress, of course, occupies the 
dominant position-but subject to 
the eventual balance of public opinion 
on this issue. I have not seen any 
signs that anyone in the Congress 
really wishes to do any injury to our 
over -the -air television service. Ilow- 
eser, a number of Congressmen and 
Senators from areas with a high in- 
cidence of cable operation have urged 

Research firm triples CATV test markets 
In an effort to provide its clients 

with better service and more extensive 
coverage, Television Testing Co. is 

tripling its CATV advertising research 
markets. 

It is also providing a new system, 
which they say is unique, for evalu- 
ating tv ad campaigns. 

Paula Pierce, account supervisor at 

the company. said there was favorable 
response from clients who signed up 
for the sers ice when it was started in 
1967. The original markets were 
Vent nor, N.J.; Dubuque, Iowa; 
\Valla \Valla, Wash.; Lompoc. Calif. 

Now, Iaecause the company feels 
that covering a wider area will pro- 
vide more. and more accurate, data, 
eight markets have been added anal 

will be in use beginning May I. The 
new markets are Keene, N.II.; 
Clarksburg, W. Va.; Florence, :\ la.; 
Rochester, Minn.; LaCrosse, Wisc.; 
Missoula, Mont. Richland, Wash.; 
Santa Maria, Calif. 

When a client signs up for the 

service, he is not signing to have 

his product tested in all markets. 'Fire 

usual samiding is four markets, and 
these are determined by the needs of 
the individual test. If a client is not 

particular about the markets, Tele- 
vision Testing Co. will select the ones 

they feel will he most effective. 
The new evaluating system will 

check sales impact. awareness level 

and _attitude changes. In the past, 
only awareness and attitude were 
tested. 

Sales impact will he determined by 
auditing retail outlets. Both the store 

audit and the viewer survey for at- 
titude and awareness will be con- 
ducted before. during and after the 
test campaigns are aired. 

"The final determination of the 
success or failure of an advertising 
campaign should be based upon 
changes in sales arid competitive 
brand share positions in the market- 
place, in addition to changes in levels 
of attitude and awareness," said Rov 
Benjamin, president of Television 
Testing Co. 

Television Testing Co. was set up 
in 1967 by II&li American Cora. and 
Audits & Surveys, Inc. IISB Ameri- 
can is one of the largest CATV opera- 
tors in the country, and \udits S 

Surveys is one of the largest market- 
ing research firers. 

Two commercials are used for the 
test, with each being shown to about 
125-I50 viewers. The two groups are 
matched, and their characteristics are 
determined by the advertiser's specifi- 
cations. 

Eventually, Tv Testing hopes to 

use one commercial, according to 
Mrs. Pierce. At the time, however, 
she said there is not enough avail- 
able information on norms of impact 
and awareness for this to be practical. 

The cost for the test is usually 
$2.600. For this, the advertiser has 

his product tested in four markets 
with the basic sample of 125-150 
viewers per commercial. The adver- 
tiser can, however, have the number 
of markets or the sample size in- 

creased, with cost adjusted propor- 
tionately. 

the Commission to abandon, or 
least severely curtail, its regulati 
of c ATV. \\ e have tried to explain' 
liases for our actions in this field, I' 

I am not sure we have always bt 

successful. I 

Indeed, the very fact that the Co` 

mission had acted with respect 

cable television was regarded in sor 

quarters as evidence that we iv( 

power grabbers and had usurp 

authority in this field. It is to 

hoped that the ruling of the Suprel 

Court in the Southwestern Cable ca! 

upholding our jurisdiction to regal] 
C1Tv has allayed these fears. 

The NCTA, in its Menrbersh 

Bulletin of February 18, 1969, a 

pounced a new statement of polici 

In essence, it urges Congress (1) 
restrict the FCC's jurisdiction ov 

CATV to "local signal carriage r t 

quiremenIs, limited program ne 

duplication, and formulation of tee 

nical and reporting standards," (I 

to "enact copyright legislation th 

year," and (3) to develop "a ne 

and more appropriate status for coq j 

municaIions in the government 
structure" (which I assume to be t 

call for the abolition or transform 

Lion of the FCC). NCTA says, i 

elaboration of the first point; thi . 

our actions beyond the areas it spt 

cities "serve only to interfere wit 

the forces of the marketplace, raisin ; 

artificial barriers to development t' 

a comprehensive system of common 

cations." In other words, it wants 

limitation on its carriage of outsid r 

signals, and if the "marketplace" dt 

crees the elimination of pre.ent ̂ 1 

potential over -the -air service, that i 

simply the price we must pad for" 
comprehensive system of conrmunü 

cations." 
It seems a bit anomalous fr'r a41 

industry which, as we have retieatedll 

pointed out, stands outside the pros 

«ram marketplace and competes up 

fairly for audience by using multipl, 

programs without payment to no°, 

champion the marketplace as IV 

proper mechanism for working 011 

nratteis between CATV and broad 

cast ing. 
rigl' True, NCTA desires copy 

re legislation, which would surely 

quire its members to pay something, 

for the programs they use. But 

have not vet seen signs of willingn 
G' 

to agree to cops right arrangemen t 

which would put cable operators oft 

an equal footing with broadcasterst 

132 Television Age, March 24, 1965 
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television and the policies behind it. 
The states are less directly in- 

volved in this problem than are local 
governments. Two states-Connect i - 
cut and Nevada-have provided for 
statewide regulation of cable opera- 
tions by their public utility commis- 
sions. The legislatures of many more 
have considered proposals to that end, 
but have thus far failed to act. The 
FCC has always recognized that there 
are aspects to C\TV regulation that 
should be left to state and local offi- 
cials. The latter are closer to the 
people and may have some advantages 
insofar as specifying the service de- 

sired and selecting the best qualified 
applicant are concerned. But the 

states are ina better position to de- 

velop uniform policy within their 

borders, and only at the state level is 

any real expertise in regulating rates 
to be found. 

Since I think cable systems pro- 
vide essentially a utility service, rate 
making capacity becomes a matter 
of some importance. So far, very few 
state officials have sought to influence 
the development of FCC policy in 
the cable field. 

Congress, of course, occupies the 
dominant position-but subject to 
the eventual dalauce of public opinion 
o this issue. I have not seen any 

signs that anyone in the Congress 
really wishes to do any injury to our 
over -the -air television service. flow - 
ever, a number of Congressmen and 
Senators from areas with a high in- 
cidence of cable operation have urged 

, Research firm triples CATV test markets 
In an effort to provide its clients 

with 'letter service ami more extensive 
coverage, Television Testing Co. is 

tripling its CATV advertising research 
markets. 

It is also providing a new system, 
which they say is unique, for evalu- 
ating tv ad campaigns. 

Paula Pierce, account supervisor at 

the company, said there was favorable 
response front c ients who signed up 
for the service when it was started in 
1967. The original markets were 
Ventnor, N..1.: Dubuque, Iowa; 
Walla \Valla, Wash.; Lompoc, Calif. 

Now, because the company feels 
that covering a wider area will pro- 
vide more, and more accurate, data, 
eight markets have been added and 
will be in use beginning May 1. The 
new markets are Keene, N.H.; 
Clarksburg, W. Va.; Florence, Ala.; 
Rochester, Minn.; LaCrosse, Wisc.; 
Missoula. Mont. Richland, Wash.; 
Santa Maria. Calif. 

\\/lien a client signs up for the 

service, he is not signing to have 
his product tested in all markets. The 
usual sampling is four markets. and 
these are determined by the needs of 
the indi\ idual test. If a client is not 

particular about the markets, Tele- 
vision Testing Co. will select the ones 

they feel will be most effective. 
The new evaluating system will - 

check sales impact, awareness level 
and _attitude changes. In the past, 
only awareness and attitude were 
tested. 

Sales impact will be determined by 
auditing retail outlets. Both the store 

audit and the viewer survey for at- 
titude and awareness will be con- 
ducted before, during and after the 
test campaigns are aired. 

"The final determination of the 
success or failure of an advertising 
campaign should be based upon 
changes in sales and competitive 
brand share positions in the market- 
place, in addition to changes in levels 
of attitude and awareness," said Roy 
Benjamin, president of Television 
Testing Co. 

Television Testing Co. was set up 

in 1967 by II&R American Corp. and 
Audits & Surveys. inc. II&1l Ameri- 
can is one of the largest CATV opera- 
tors in the country. and Audits & 

Surveys is one of the largest market- 
ing research firms. 

Two commercials are used for the 
test, with each being shown to about 
125-150 viewers. The two groups are 
matched, and their characteristics are 
determined by the advertiser's specifi- 
cations. 

Eventually, Tv Testing hopes to 

use one commercial, according to 

Mrs. Pierce. At the time. however, 
she said there is not enough avail- 
able information on norms of impact 
and awareness for this to lie practical. 

The cost for the test is usually 
$2.600. For this. the advertiser has 

his product tested in four markets 
mini the basic sample of 125-150 

viewers per commercial. The adver- 
tiser can, however. have the number 
of markets or the sample size in- 

creased, with cost adjusted propor- 
tionately. 

the Commission to abandon, or 
least severely curtail, its regulatil 
of CATV. \Ve have tried to explain ti 

bases for our act ions in this field, b 

I am not sure we have always be 

successful t 

Indeed. the very fact that the Cori 

mission had acted with respect t , 

cable television was regarded in son 

quarters as evidence that we wet 

power grabbers and had usurps 

authority in this field. It is to l 

hoped that the ruling of the Supren 1 

Court in the Southwestern Cable cant ,1 

upholding our jurisdiction to regulat . 

CATV has allayed these fears. 1 

The NCTA, in its Membershi 

Bulletin of February 18, 1969, am 

nourrced a new statement of policd 

In essence, it urges Congress (1) t 

restrict the FCC's jurisdiction ove 1 

CAT\' to "local signal carriage rt I. 

quirenrents, limited program net t 
tin iication, and formulation of tech i 
nical and reporting standards," (21 

to "enact copyright legislation tht 

year," and (3) to develop "a net 

and more appropriate status for com 

nrunications in the governmenta 

structure" (which I assume to be t 

call for the abolition or transforma 

lion of the FCC). NCTA says, it 

elaboration of the first point, tha 

our actions beyond the areas it spe I' 

cifies `serve only to interfere wits 

the forces of the marketplace, raisin! I{! 

artificial barriers to development of Í 

a comprehensive system of communi 1 

cations." I n other words, it wants on I 

limitation on its carriage of outsidte vl 

signals, and if the "marketplace" de. 

crees the elimination of pre.ent or, 

potential over -the -air service. that II' 
simply the price we must pay for "a 'j 

coprehensive system of communi,lI,l 

cal I 

It seems a hit anomalous frr an 

industry which. as we have repeated!\' 

pointed out. stands outside the uro, 

_ram marketplace and competes un- ' 

fairly for audience b\ using multiple 

programs without payment to now 
1 

champion the marketplace as the 

proper mechanism for working out 

matters between CATV and broad. 
r 

cast ing. { 

True, NCTA desires cop\right 

legislation, which would surely re' 

quire its members to pay something 

for the programs they use. But I 

have riot vet seen signs of willingtes' 

to agree to copyright arrangeme° 

which would put cable operators oil 

an equal footing with broadcaster' 

132 Television Age, March 24, 
1969. 
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so that the resulting competition 
would indeed be fair. 

I think it is vital for Congress to 
remember that the cATv problem can- 
not he solved in copyright terms 
alone. That was the thrust of our 
letter of February 17, 19(x9, to Sena- 
tor McClellan in response to his in- 
quiry as to the course we would pur- 
sue if Congress adopts copyright 
legislation. \Ve indicated that what is 

really required is a meld of com- 
munications and copyright policy. 

Since whatever Congress decides 
will control, it is important that it 

reach decisions which will truly pro- 
mote the interests of the public. 

Ibis completes-at much greater 
length than I had anticipated-the 
catalogue of We parties to the great 
CAT\' debate. with some indication of 
their respective roles and concerns. I 

now would like to turn to a consider- 
ation of the elements into which "the 
cable problem' can be analyzed- 
with particular reference to our pro- 
posals of December 13, 196U. 

(This analysis of can by Com- 
missioner Cox will be continued in 
the April 7 issue.) 

The Picture has Changed 

KWWL-TV 
delivers 

59°/o More 
Prime Time Homes 

in the Cedar Rapids -Waterloo 
Market Area 

With KWWL-TV's new 2,000 foot tower, the picture in TV 
viewing audience in the Cedar Rapids - Waterloo rich 
market area has changed drastically. Latest rating show 
KWWL-TV has gained 59 per cent more prime time homes. 
They also show a gain of 55 per cent for the 10:00 to 10:30 

p.m. news listenership and 189 per cent gain for 10:30 p.m. 

to sign -off. This fantastic increase completely changes the 
picture in TV viewing for the Cedar Rapids - Waterloo area. 
Let the tremendous power of the new tower work for you. 

kf/i, KWWL-TV 

*Nov. '68 ARB vs. Nov. '67 ARB 

Cedar Rapids 
Waterloo 
Austin 
Rochester 
Mason City 

Black Hawk Broadcasting Co., Waterloo, Iowa 

KAUS-TV 

Rose! iI1 de (From page 64) 

perform its regulatory functions. / 
"independent" agencv created by at 

responsible to Congress, subject 
executive review of its appropriati 
proposals, understalied and ov 

worked, it seeks to meet the ch 

lenges of communications in the fa 

of explosive technological arlvancel 
While time does not permit ma 

than this cursory gance at our re i 

lions with the Congress and Exe 

live; experience has -hown that 

spite of the shortcomings of the 81 

tem, and at times in the face of wlri 

often appeared as overwhelming a 

versities, the Commission has fu 

tioned well and carried out its ma 

elate "to make available, so far 

p+ ssible. to all the people' of tl t 

United States a rapid, efficient, n 

tionwide, and worldwide wire a 
radio communication sere ice. 

Y(ltinIti Jilii 
Pope Paul \'I called tele- 

vision "an essential instrument 
of the church in today's world" 
as he accepted a print of a one - 

hour Is' film. 
The film. 'The Secret of 

\Iichelangelo: Every Man's 

Dream.- is the first visual rec- 

ord of the complete Sistine 

Chapel ceiling. It was produced 

by Capital Cities Broadcasting 

and shown on ABC sponsored 

by the 3\1 Company. 
The film now becomes part 

of the permanent collection of 

the Vatican Museum as a his- 

torical document. 

\l, 

r 

del 

Thomas Murphy (l.) president 
of Capital Cities Broadcasting, 
Warren Sch wed (r.) of the U.S. 

Catholic Conference, and Arch- 

bishop Philip M. Hannan, 

Episcopal chairman. of the con- 

ference's comnuurications com- 

mittee, present Pope Paul VI 

with film on Michelangelo. 

134 Television Age, March 24, 1969. 
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:reen Gems Broadcasting Cares 
Screen Gems television and radio stations are deeply involved in the welfare of their communities. 

Time and again, through numerous broadcasts, they have helped their neighbors. 

I 1 

A 

WVUE in New Orleans, 
telecasts twice -weekly a program designed to get jobs 

for the unemployed. Produced in conjunction with the 

Louisiana State Employment Service, the programs have 

secured jobs for well over 350 persons-many of 
them hard-core unemployables. 
WVUE cares. 

, rt 

ICC P -TV and KCPX AM & FM 

.. 
7 

Radio in Salt Lake City, broadcast a month -long spot 

campaign on behalf of the Utah Heart Association. 

Object: To enlist 1,000 boys and young men to join a 

"Snow Shovelers Alert"-to assist those afflicted 
with heart disease. 

KCPX cares. 

WA PA -TV in San Juan 

produced the first satellite telecast to be transmitted 

from the island of Puerto Rico to the United States for the 

sole benefit of the United Fund. This one -hour variety 

spectacular, which was aired on November 3, 1968, 

featured the top artistic talent from Puerto Rico. 

WAPA-TV cares. 

a' Screen Gems Broadcasting 
W -TV KCPX-TV and KCPX AM & FM Rodio WVUE 

Screen Gems Broadcasting in Screen Gems Broadcasting in Screen Gems Broadcasting 
San Juan Salt lake City in New Orleans 

TgAsion Age, ,llarrl, 24, 1969 
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The Men 
& The Mission 

To Make The World A Better Place - that is the 

mission of these dedicated public service directors - Norvell Slater, WFAA AM -FM -TV, Eddíe Hallack, 

KRLD AM -FM -TV, Robert Grammer, Jr., WBAP AM - 

FM -TV and Bill Cornfield, KTVT. Mix Dallas and Fort 

Worth as a single community, sprinkle generously 
with promotion for every worthwhile civic endeavor, 

and the result is an example in cooperation for radio 

and television stations everywhere. 

Represented Nationally by Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc. 

WBAPTV HOC 
DALLAS -FORT WORTH 

138 Television Age, March 24,196 



wit should base felt a little left 

,'eople who want to shape col- 

ce,urricula, preserse wilderness 

Ira eliminate unsafe automobiles 

,d otten meat. stop the sear in 

iettm and reduce spending on the 

B\ are inevitably going to start 

in;ng about what they can do 

.ake television 3rogranutting 
oriresponsise to these issues and 

teitother tastes and desires. 

Tevision and radio programming 
re e number one consumer prod - 

t t this country, and have by 

mound themselves the parents of 
tls ation-s first sophisticated and 
;be ous "television generation." 
he'have. moreover. been the prin. 
pa instructors in the lesson that 
ne led not accept what -e'er befalls, 
tat eform through citizen partici- 
1 ii is possible. 

Intellectuals returu. 

Fully. this increased interest rep- 
'sens, I believe. a return of the in- 
4leuals to television. The in- 
.11eual community is coining to 
Bali; that broadcasting is one of 
-te ost powerful forces in our so- 
ieb-for good or ill. They are corn- 
y participate in shows, and de- 
elo their own. They are talking 
bot broadcasting. And from their 
llktas often come action. 

T. FCC's first reaction to this new 
nvaon of its corridors was pre- 
ict,.ty hostile. The agency had t ra- 
ititally dealt with lawyers. not 
unit -to -God members of the public. 
ndl.d, the agency's procedures as 

.11IS its attitudes help perpetuate 
rtu itizen's-and even the broad- 
ast's-necessary dependence upon 
layer, usually one front the Fed- 

r'alConununications Bar .\ssocia- 
ionind normally a former attorney 

English chmpp 

\'BCs 1 he High Chaparral 
's selected as the most popular 
cor television program in 
(eat Britain in a poll of color 
s owners commissioned by 
ti! British Broadcasting Cori . 

Re poll covered a cross- 
stion of the nearly I0t).t1110 
litish color t\ households. 
\Tow in its second year, the 

Agrant was sold to the Ill C 
l NBC C International Enter- 
I'ses. 

for the agency in the bargain. 
Because files are disorganized. in- 

complete; and scattered; because little 
is published in usable and intelligi- 
ble form for public distribution; and 
because many decisions ntvsterious- 
ly -waive" the rules instead of en- 
forcing them. even trained lawyers 
often have difficulty threading their 
way through the maze of agency 
rulings and decisions. 

ll'hv ask the public? 

But more importantly, although the 
agency is charged with protecting the 

public interest; it had always believed 
itself fully adequate to the task with- 
out feeling the need to consult actual 
members of the public. Indeed; it 
event went so far as to hold on oc- 
casions that members of the public 
did not have the right-or "stand- 
ing"-to appear before the Commis- 
sion and put in their two cents worth. 
The Commission had thus placed it- 
gelf in the somewhat embarrassing 
position of consulting predominantly 
lawyers and other representatives of 
the communications industry to de- 

termine what was in the public in - 

We make life a little easier. 

The most reliable post -production services in North America., 

Offices in: New 't ork, 630 Ninth Avenue, N.Y. 10036 Chicago, '18 East Erie St., Illinois 60611 

Los Angeles, 6043 Hollywood Blvd., Calif. 90028, 
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terest. The actual public, however, 
was asked to remain silent. 

All this was changed by the im- 
portant WLBT case, brought by Dr. 
Everett Parker of the United Church 
of Christ. The FCC had initially 
ruled, true to tradition, that the 
Church .and the Jackson, Miss., citi- 
zens involved lacked "standing," that 
they could not participate as parties 
in FCC proceedings. But the Com- 
mission's view didn't last long. The 
Church appealed to the U. S. Court 
of Appeals and the FCC was firmly 
and promptly reversed. 

All corners welcome 

From that point on, virtually any 
individual or group with legitimate 
interest in 'a matter has been able 
to appear before the FCC and ap- 
peal when he doesn't like what we 
hand him. 

I rather suspect that there are a 

number of you in the broadcasting 
industry who have initially reacted 
to this increased public participation 
in much the same way as the Com- 
mission. But I'd like to suggest the 
possibility that this may be as much 
of a mistake for you as it turned out 
to be for the FCC. 

My own view is that the responsi- 

New NAB building 
The new NAi3 headquarters, 

which most members will get a 
chance to see for the first time 
during the current convention, 
is a seven -story glass and mar- 
ble structure on 1771 N. St., 
Washington. The association 
will occupy four floors-the 
first, fifth, sixth and seventh- 
and the remaining floors have 
been leased to other profes- 
sional groups. 

The NAi Rua rd room is on 
the ground floor and adjoins a 

public room with capacity for 
100. In addition to the board of 
directors, the Code board and 
other special committees will 
meet in the board room. The 
public room will be used as re- 
ception room and auditorium. 
Also on the ground floor is the 
Broadcast Pioneers museum 
and library. Code ounces are on 
the fifth floor; there is also a 

small conference room there. 
Executive offices are on the 
sixth floor. 

ble broadcasters in this country- 
which undoubtedly includes most of 
you who have enough interest in 
your profession to read this maga- 
zine regularly-may find that they 
have nothing to fear .and everything 
to gain from increased public parti- 
cipation. 

Reasons to listen 

(1) Most of you are truing to in- 
volve your community in your sta- 
tion anyway. It's good business; it 

builds audience. 1 on may well find 
that the time spent with the dissatis- 
fied members of your audience has 
the same impact. it's amazing how 
frustrations can disappear with a little 
mutual understanding borne of good 
communication. 

(2) Overt hostility in resisting such 
efforts is just going to feed the 
charges of "corporate arrogance" 
that are now lapping like flames of 
revolution at the fringes of many 
businesses. A conservative's best de- 
fense, at this point in history, may 
well prose to be evolutionary re- 
sponsiveness to reasonable requests 
for change. 

(3) Those of you who have the 
bad luck of competing in your com- 
munity with some of the more irre- 
sponsible members of this industry 
will find doing the right thing a little 
easier and more profitable once the 
public-through pressure on the FCC 
-corrects some of your competitors' 
errant practices. 

(4) You can continue to count on 
the kind of understanding and basic 
fairness from the FCC in the future 
that you have come to expect in the 
past. Citizen protests have been, and 
will continue to be. accepted or re- 
jected on their merits. No one has 
anything to fear who has done a 
bona fide survey of his conununits's 
needs, is doing an outstanding job 
of programming, complies with the 
technical FCC regulations, and is 

completely candid with the Conunis- 
sio. 

( 5) Increased public participation 
in your affairs-and mine-is good 
government. Those of us %%ho prefer 
local citizen control and market com- 
petition to additional federal govern- 
ment regulation-and I consider ms - 

self in that group-should encourage 
efforts to make that alternative work. 
Resistance will necessarily - and 
rightfully-lead to pressure for more 
legislation and regulation. 

(6) Finally, it's inevitable. 

So what can we do about inctsH 
public participation? At the ri 
sounding somewhat trite, I su - 

we simply relax and, if not ó, 

it, at least learn to benefit fro 
In the long run, the respori', 
broadcasters in this country fit 

probably find that increased poi, 
interest in their business is goirli, 
produce considerably greater pr 
sional pride and satisfaction on ir 

part. And the strain is apt to hip 

more lasting than that involveli 
carrying a somewhat heavier cal, 
bag to the bank. U 

Perishable copy 
"Don't throw away just ani 

thing. Throw away the bestir 
This is the message Hudsó,- 

Pulp & Paper Corp. is delivei 
ing to consumers. While othe. 

products promise durability ant 

thriftiness, Hudson paper prod 
l 

nets promise impermanence ant 

waste. 
I ludson's agency, Kurtz Kam 

basis S non, \ew York, d , 

cided on the new campaign 
theme after studying what wen 

into Iludson products, and host, , 

often they went out. 
Donald Kurtz, who found"; 

the agency last November with 

Aristides kanbanis and James t 

Symon, said they studied Bud-, 

son's policies and found they 

have elaborate quality control, 

operate large forestry areas and 

reforestation programs, and use 

complex computers for produc- 

tion scheduling and control. 
Kurtz pointed out that all this' 

is done for a product that often 

has a usage span of only sixl 

seconds. This gave them the, 

idea for the commercials-than 
if a product is meant to be 

thrown away, why not throw 

as'vav the best. 
The commercials, which are 

the first made by the_ agency, 

mark Iludson's return to tV 

Since 1965. the company had 

only been using print. Five dif- 

ferent spots were made. and 

went on the air earlier this 

month. 
After studying the market, 

Kurtz said they had found that 

women don't seem to care deep - 

Is about payer products, and 

that's when they decided to go 

a different tv route. 
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lelping St. Louis see itself. Even when the picture isn't pretty. 
. Louis has much to he proud of. 
nd, like other metro areas, it has 

ioblems. Through the years, KSD-TV 
's produced documentary specials on 
'tat needs improving in our area .. . 

p 4; :.. ; /.ys8i`n .. 

KSD 
on subjects from the deprived black 
community of Kinloch (a National Emmy 
winner) to the high infant mortality in 

our city. St. Louis has problems, hut we 

won't let public ignorance he one of them. 

The St. Louis Post -Dispatch Television Station 
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Just in: KSD-TV wins Regional Enimy on documentary, "Heal the Hurt Child." 



12 Reasons Why F & B/CECO'S Cinevoicei 
Conversion With 1/flt'%!Jllf Beats Them All 

CLUTCH 
Operates either 
400' or 1200' 
magazines with- 
out need for a-l- 
justments 

CINESYNC 
F&B/CECO'S revolutionary 
new inverter and tuning fork 
frequencyControl weighs only 
9 ozs. and is built right into 
the camera. It permits full 
sync. wireless, double system 
sound shooting from any 12V. 
DC battery or 115V. AC 

AC -DC OPERATION 
An exclusive CINESYNC fea- 
ture, permits choice of 12V. 
DC or 115V. AC power sources 

SUPER SILENT MOTOR 
Extra powerful, ultra silent, it 
runs in perfect sync even at ex- 
tremely low voltage 

SYNC SLATING SYSTEM 
Built into the camera, it auto 
matically bloops film and sound 
track simultaneously 

BRAND NEWCHARGE 

AN AN E 

AT X 0 UXTRA SIVE F&B/CECO 

PROCESS THAT REDUCES R 505 
CAMERA NO 

BUCKLE 
TRIP 
Safeguard for 
detecting film 
jams. Stops cam- 
era and red light 
warns operator 
when tripp 

F o 

Send For Free Illustrated Brochure And Prices 

F& B/CEC N 

C. 
3ranches in: Cleveland/Atlanta/Washington, D.C./Buffalo 

FILTER SLOT 
Behind -the -lens filter slot 
holds two gelatin filters. 
Included with all our reg- 
ular convers' >ns 

. oj i 

r : 

SHOULDER REST GRIP 
Designed to fit the hand when 
camera is operated from shoul- 
der position. Built in on -off 
switch on grip 

TV RETICLE 
Etched -on -glass out- 
line of both the TV cut- 
off and projection 
frame. Full -field view- 
ing reveals the image 
just outside the frame 

SHORT 
VIEWFINDER 
A reflex viewfinder for the 

Angenieux 12mm-120mm 
zoom lens. Perfect eye 

position for shoulder and 

body brace use 

HEAVY DUTY 
LENS MOUNT 
Designed for the Angenieux 
12mm-120mm zoom lens, this 

removable mount assures com- 

plete lens steadiness and protec 
tion. Can be used with or with] 
out the short finder modification 

BATTERY 
Any 12V. DC source will power L&B/ 
CECO'S conversion with CINESYNC. 
Our special CINESYNC battery weighs 
only four lbs., delivers four ampere 
hours and is contoured to comfortably 
fit the hip. Can be worn over the shout - 
del or on a belt. Also ideally suited for 
use, with ARRI BL AND ECLAIR NPR. 

Dept. 76, 315 W. 43rd St. 

New York, N.Y. 10036 
Telex: 1.25497 
(212) JU 6.1420 

uis 

'Registered Trademark of Bach Auricon, Inc. 

7051 Santa Monica Blvd. 

Hollywood, Calif. 90038 
Telex: 69-4536 
(213) 469-3601 

51 East 10th Avenue' 

Hialeah, Florida 3301 

Telex:51532 t 

(305) 888.4604 ' 
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Dissenting the NEW and IMPROVED 
Bardwell 8z McAlister 

CONTROLLED STUDIO LIGHTING EQUIPMENT 

O FEATURING 

UNGS lEN 
(WAR Z". 

2 KW & 5 KW 
SOFTLIGI IT 

H!LOGEN 
LAMPS 

2 KW, 5 KW & 

10 KW STANDARDS 

.es'new tungsten -halogen "Quartz" lamps are designed for constant, even illumination from flood to spot, 
th t loss of their original Kelvin temperature or intensity for their entire life span. They can be readily 
ad i any Bardwell & McAlister Lighting fixture with medium or Mogul bi-post sockets, regardless of age 
m, and without the need for any adaptors or modifications to the socket or lamp housing. 
- I w Bardwell & McAlister lights have been completely redesigned with the user in mind! Whether you use the 

'?uartz" or conventional incandescent lamps, only Bardwell Sr McAlister gives you these exclusive features: 
Ne optimum ventilation system, regardless of tilt angle * New double vented reflector, for additional airflow in 
tied area between lamp and reflector * New bi-post socket, factory pre-set, toggle operated and spring loaded. 
;gets arcing and deformation, assures longer lamp life * New optional features, your choice of front or rear open- 
', ht or right door hinge, paint colors, cables, switches and plugs * Easier maintenance, lighterweight and stronger 
nstiction * Plus a complete line of accessories. 

r free, brand new 52 page illustrated catalog, listing all housings, quartz and conventional lamps, stands, barndoors, 
It I equipment, complete with prices and name and address of your local franchised dealer. 

I3ardwell & McAlister, Inc. 
A DIVISION OF F&13/CECO INDUSTRIES. INC. 

DEPT. 895 6757 SANTA MONICA BLVD., HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA 90038 PHONE: AREA CODE (213) 463-3253 
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CLUTCH 
Operates either 
400' or 1200' 
magazines with- 
out need for ad- 
justments 

CINESYNC 
F&B/CECO'S revolutionary 
new inverter and tuning fork 
frequencycontrol weighs only 
9 ozs. and is built right into 
the camera. It permits full 
sync. wireless, double system 
sound shooting from any 12V. 
DC battery or 115V. AC 

AC -DC OPERATION 
An exclusive CINESYNC fea- 
ture, permits choice of 12V. 
DCor115V. AC power sources 

BUCKLE 
TRIP 
Safeguard for 
detecting film 
jams. Stops cam- 
era and red light 
warns operator 
when trippefi 
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SUPER SILENT MOTOR 
Extra powerful, ultra silent, it 
runs in perfect sync even at ex- 
tremely low voltage 

SYNC SLATING SYSTEM 
Built into the camera, it auto ° 

matically bloops film and sound 
track simultaneously 

BRAND NEW 
E ARCE 

AT X O ÚSIVÉ F&B/CECO AN E 

PROCESS THISE ÓVDER 50So 
CAMERA NO 

Send For Free Illustrated Brochure And Prices 

F&B/CEC 
I 

N 

C. 
3ranches in: Cleveland/Atlanta/Washington, D.C./Buffalo 

FILTER SLOT 
Behind -the -lens filter slot 
holds two gelatin filters. 
Included with all our reg- 
ular conversírins 

S . 

SHOULDER REST GRIP 
Designed to fit the hand when 
camera is operated from shoul- 
der position. Built in on -off 
switch on grip 

BATTERY 
Any 12V. DC source will power F&B/ 
CECO'S conversion with CINESYNC. 
Our special CINESYNC battery weighs 
only four lbs., delivers four ampere 
hours and is contoured to comfortably 
fit the hip. Can be worn over the shoul- 
der or on a belt. Also ideally suited for 
usei with ARRI BL AND ECLAIR NPR. 

TV RETICLE 
Etched -on -glass out- 
line of both the TV cut- 
off and projection 
frame. Full -field view- 
ing reveals the image 
just outside the frame 

SHORT 
VIEWFINDER 
A reflex viewfinder for the 

Angenieux 12mm-120mm 
zoom lens. Perfect eye 

position for shoulder and 

body brace use 

HEAVY DUTY 
LENS MOUNT 
Designed for the Angenieux 
12mm-120mm zoom lens, this 

removable mount assures com- 

plete lens steadiness and protec- 
tion. Can be used with or with- 

out the short finder modification 

Dept. 76, 315 W. 43rd St. 
New York, N.Y. 10036 

Telex: 1.25497 
(212) JU 6.1420 

7051 Santa Monica Blvd. 

Hollywood, Calif. 90038 
Telex: 69-4536 
(213) 469.3601 

Registered Trademark of Bach Auricon, Inc. 

51 East 10th Avenu 

Hialeah, Florida 3301 

Telex:51532 
(305) 888-4604 
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-asenting the NEW and IMPROVED 
Eardwe11 8t McAlister 

CONTROLLED STUDIO LIGHTING EQUIPMENT 
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1es new tungsten -halogen "Quartz" lamps are designed for constant, even illumination from flood to spot, 
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" Iw Bardwell & McAlister lights have been completely redesigned with the user in mind! Whether you use the 

'W quartz" or conventional incandescent lamps, only Bardwell & McAlister gives you these exclusive features: 
NEr optimum ventilation system, regardless of tilt angle * New double vented reflector, for additional airflow in 
¡tic area between lamp and reflector * New bi-post socket, factory pre-set, toggle operated and spring loaded. 
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1 t or right door hinge, paint colors, cables, switches and plugs * Easier maintenance, lighterweight and stronger 

"Is fiction * Plus a complete line of accessories. 
oil r free, brand new 52 page illustrated catalog, listing all housings, quartz and conventional lamps, stands, barndoors, 

Fp equipment, complete with prices and name and address of your local franchised dealer. 

Bardwell. &McAlister, Inc. 11 
A DIVISION OF FR13/CECO INDUSTRIES. INC. 

DEPT. 895 6757 SANTA MONICA BLVD., HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA 90038 PHONE: AREA CODE (213) 463-3253 
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rowarir 
NOW -YOU CAN 

ADD NEW LIFE 

TO YOUR 35mm- 
16mm FILMS 

:ANDsAvÉ $$$$$! 
RAPID FILM TECHNIQUE can rejuvenate your film 
library and- 

Save You Time -no need for lost time awaiting 
replacement film! 

Save You Money -rejuvenate at 1/10th the cost 

for replacement! 

Save You Worry - all work guaranteed. 

Save You Effort - storage and inventory con- 

trol available for your film library! 

The 4 R's of RAPID Rejuvenation service: 

Remove scratches, fingermarks, stains, blem- 

ishes; clean both sides of film. 
Repair film breaks and bad splices. 

Replace moisture through special rehumidifica- 
tion process. 

Retard future deterioration via application of 

special protective coating. 

Why RAPID FILM TECHNIQUE? Faster-Better-More 
Economical! 

Faster because of nationwide field force of ex- 

perienced technicians. 

Better and more economical because of formu- 

lated method, perfected after nearly three decades 

of serving all segments of the film industry. 

Send for your FREE Trial Certificate today and see 

for yourself what dramatic effect rejuvenation can 

have ...on your films and to your budget! 

To: Rapid Film Technique, 37-02 27th St., 

Long Island City, N.Y. 11101 Dept. A 

El Send me my FREE Trial Certificate entitling 
me to test Rapid Film Technique's special re- 

juvenation process at no charge. - 

Send me your FREE brochure, "Facts on 

Film Care." 

[] Please have a rejuvenation specialist call 

me to discuss complete review of my film li- 

brary-and how I can actually save money 

through Rapid Film Technique. 

Name 

Company 

Address 

City State Zip 

Robert E. Lee (From, Page 66) 

that 77 of the 296 channels in the 
450-470 MHz hand in New York 
City are unused. This is a situation 
caused by the block allocations sys- 
tern, and it exists in the face of the 
dire need for new frequencies for 
police and other vital services as well. 

Commission lo experiment 

The FCC will soon conduct an ex- 
periment to ascertain the advantages 
and disadvantages of multiplexing in 
the 900 I111z range in connection 
with its proposed rule making for 
land mobile operations in the band. 
I shall continue to urge that com- 
prehensive stuck be made to test 
the claims of land mobile supporters 
that land mobile equipment for this 
band would be costly, ineffective 
and beyond the state of att. I don't 
believe a word of it-and neither 
do experts. 

There is a viewpoint. and one 
hears it fairly often, that there 
should be enough land mobile fre- 
quency space to permit everybody 
to have a transmitter. The notion 
constitutes an orgiastic abuse of a 
precious resource-the radio spec- 
trum. I low about a broadcast fre- 
quency for everyone? What fun 
for equipment manufacturers! But 
this is not what the Communica- 
tions Act contemplates in the terms 
"fair, efficient and equitable" or the 
"public interest, convenience and 
necess i t 

(In, to get UHF? 

While land mobile supporters 
revel in these dreams; they plan to 
"do in" the UHF television industry. 
This is the industry for which Con- 
gress enacted unique legislation to 
promote its growth and ensure its 
success. This is the industry that 
has doubled in four years, and is 
now bursting at the seams with only 
two channels vacant in the top 10 
markets. Frederick, Md., has no 
channel and never will have one. 
This is just an example of the sit- 
uation. I don't know how many 
Fredericks exist. 

Getting back to the subject as to 
whether the frequencies in the 900 
MHz range are suitable. I am re- 
minded that there are those who 
maintain that the service ranges of 

such land mobile stations won !it 
too short to satisfy their needsl: . 

tentative conclusion of the Sta it 

Research Institute is that nu 1;dn 

over -designed land mobile sys 
are in use covering larger areas ,; 

their purposes require, and that NI 
are unnecessarily limiting the e 

geographic sharing that c 

otherwise be achieved. This sugt 
that perhaps the frequencies in 
900 l\lllz range ntav be the i+ 

answer for licensees with small a 

for which communications are 
sired or needed. 

In wrapping up his talk to an', 
sociated Public -Safety Conmun, 
Lions Officer (AI'CO1 Conferele 
Hobert M. Johnson of General F - 

tric's Communications Dep. p.artnr 
had these words of wisdom on 

land mobile problem: 
"All of this suggests that a seri 

reorientation of thinking lies ahel 

Fences must be mended, status qt 

must be shot down, advice and co 

sel must lie sought out. centrali 
thinking must be encouraged, tech 

cracv must be revered-and, oh yet 
lots of money must be spent. 

"I hole, and I believe. that AP 
will be a prime standard hearer 
these programs for sound spectr1 f 
engineering. t 

"The real future of public safe' 

communical ions !MIN' well hang in 

11 
balance." 

These sentiments I have adopted +t 

of 

11W own. 

trt 

;J c 

rt1 

r1 

Research, pro and cor' 

.. I've listened to creative 
graybeards decry research and 

sing hosannas to their own my's 1' 

tic and infallible judgment., 
These, I suspect. are the same I 

people who refused to toss out 

their pastels when Magic Mark- 

ers were invented... . 

"But there's another extreme, 

equally reprehensible. I have 

seen clients and, to their ever- 

lasting shame, agency men 

awaiting top -line Schwerin fig- 

ures with the same tremulous, 
dewy -eyed anticipation that Jul- 

ie \ndrews evidences when the 

Price -Waterhouse envelope is 

being opened." - John E. 

O'7 oole, senior vice president, r 

creative director, Foote, Cone 

k Redding. 
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A' evision station is more than just,.; 
O vision station. It's a -commitment 

i+che community it serves. In Atlanta, 
'thstation is WSB-TV. And these 

r,, 

00 
ome of the -things- we're 
mated to: 

P lic Service Seminar 
AI st 100 organizations attend our 

-41 c service seminar, aimed at 
1a g out community needs, and 
'e ing'them how we might serve 
l,h l even better. 
Te 

V 

e 
u 

-od 
lhl 

-Sc 

If 

her Hall of Fame - 
i -TV inaugurated an annual 
her Hall of Fame to acknowledge, 
anding cohtributions to public 
ation by teachers from 
ghoutthe state. 
td of Youth 
urn program for the expression 
inion by Atlanta. youth. 

dot for the Hard Core 
affiliated radio station, WSB, 
a number of hard core 
Iployed for both intern and 
anent employment. 

1A/ 
er Education 

lel 
qo 
cñ 
So 

Ni 

hir 

per) 

-TV coordinated statewide 
ision broadcasts of a 
mentary for the Georgia 
ter of the American Cancer 
ty. 

" _Atlanta blegro.TV Worship... , . 'Documentary -Library ° 

First' sustained coverage Of an °° ,Historical and. public affairs o 

Atlanta. Negro,church's Sunday ' ó documentaries loaned to alt. 
morning worship services. . organizations requestingthem- 
Defénsive Driving Course 
Iri'cooperation.with-the National, 
Safety Council, WSB-TV programmed ' question leading figures in.. 
the natioñ's first certified TV defensive - _ government, educatioh: and law. ; 

. driving course with full,credit,for ., enforcement., 
those passing. ." 

' Monday News Conference"'P ' 
The public may phone the station and'. 

year WSB=TV is carrying a series' 
Salute to America Parade of symphony telecasts. 

V 

Atlanta had no real 4th of July .' Japan,: Sister Station V 
In the interest of people -to -people 
diplomacy WSB-TV has engaged in a 

,Sister. Station agreement with MBC, 
Kagoshima, Japan; another quality 
broadcaster.. , - . . 

- Symphony Telecasts ' ' . 

Fun for the Underprivileged ' 
' : Georgians havé'the-opportunityto 

In cooperation with Parks ' ° ' watch the Atlanta Symphony - 

Department, WSB-TV sends talent - Orchestra.perform music by the 'Pto 

entertain youngsters: in , masters. For the second straight 
underprivileged areas: 

celebration- Until WS&TV. inaugurated 
its annual "Salute To America" 
Párade, which is now perhaps the 
biggest such Independence Day' 
observance in the entire nation. 
Continuing FBI'Series 
Tips for the -housewife and 
homeowner that can'save lives and 
propertyagiven weekly by local 
FBI agents on WSB-TV's' Today 
in Georgia .program. 
Political Debates V 

WSB-TV pre-empted 3Y2 hours of 
prime evening viewing time'to allow. 
debates among almost 90 candidates 
running for some 40. public offices: 

CIC 
COX BROADCASTING CORPORATION 

STATIONS: WSB AM -FM -TV, Atlanta;- , 

WHIO AM -FM -TV; Dayton; 
W$OC AM -FM -IV, Charlotte; 
WIOD AM -FM, Miami; 
KTVU (TV), San Francisco -Oakland, 
WIIC-TV, Pittsburgh Petry 



TV festivals: shared honors, tv finalists, 

s. - 

new rules I' 

Young & Rubicam, which last year 
copped an unprecendent number of 
honors at the International Broad- 
casting Awards dinner of the Holly- 
wood Radio and Television Society, 
this year had to settle for shared 
honors. 

Last year Y&R won three trophies 
for tv commercials and three for 
radio. In addition they swept the 
sweepstakes honors for best -of -con- 
test, taking both top prizes in tv and 
radio. 

This year Y&R split top honors 
with BBDO. The latter won the tele- 
vision sweepstakes with a series of 
three commercials for Diet Pepsi, 
produced by PGL Productions. Y&R's 
top honor was the radio sweepstakes 
prize for three public service mes- 
sages for the New York Mayor's Com- 
mittee for Urban Coalition. 

Y&R, Ayer share 
In the area of total category win- 

ners, Y&R had to share that position 
with N. W. Ayer. The latter had two 
television winners and one radio 
titlist, Y&R the opposite combination. 

Ayer's tv winners were "Flea -proof 
Dog" for Sergeant's Sentry collar in 
the animation category and produced 
by Elektra, New York. Also, the 
humorous award trophy for "Sub- 
way" for Sealtest Foods produced 
by EUE/Screen Gems, New York. 
The radio winner was for AT&T in 
the open category. 

In addition to the radio series, 
Y&R had the best humorous radio 
commercial with "First Ski Lesson" 
for Excedrin. Their tv winner was in 
the public service category for 
"Slumlord" for the New York Urban 
Coalition produced by Horn -Griner, 
New York. 

Here are the other tv winners, listed 
by category, title of commercial, 
client, agency and production studio: 

Live action, 60 seconds, "Driving 
School"; American Motors; Wells, 
Rich, Greene, Inc., New York; Ho- 
ward Zieff Productions, New York. 

Live action, under 6() seconds, 
"Athletes", Standard Milling Co.'s. 
Maypo; Lois Holland Callaway, Inc.; 
Galfas Productions, New York. 

Live action, over 60 seconds "An- 
ticipating"; Eastman Kodak Co.; J. 
Walter Thompson, New York; EUE/ 
Screen Gems, New York. 

Combination, "Straw Problem 
Drinker"; Kimberly-Clark's Kleenex 
towels; Foote, Cone & Belding, Chi- 
cago; Cascade Pictures of California, 
Hollywood. 

IDs, 10 seconds and under, "Stunt 
Car"; Shell Oil Co.; Ogilvy & Mather, 
New York; Filmways of California, 
Culver City. 

Local (one market), "Ronka 
Ronka"; Chevrolet Dealers Advertis- 
ing Assoc.; Harold Cabot & Co., 

' Boston; Professional Films, Inc., 
Boston. 

Station promotion, "Takes A 
Thief"; ABC Television; Spung- 
buggy Works, Inc., Hollywood. 

Winner of the special television 
category for non-English language en- 
tries was "Close Up", produced for 
the Canon Camera Co. of Tokyo, by 
the Japan Color Movie Co. also of 
Tokyo. 

This years' IBA awards drew a 
record 3315 entries from 39 countries. 

Andy, final count 
Y&R didn't do badly, either, in the 

upcoming Andy Awards competition, 
sponsored by the Advertising Club of 
New York. 

The count of tv finalists shows 
Y&R tied with Doyle Dane Bernbach 
(New York office) with eight each. 
DDB's L. A. office also has one 
finalist. Other agencies who have 
more than one finalist are Jack 
Tinker & Partners and Carl Ally with 
four each, Needham. }larger & Steers 
has three and Wells, Rich, Greene 
with two in the running. 

The number of finalists by category 
are as follows: under 60 seconds, 16; 
over 60 seconds, 15; 60 seconds, 20; 
straight commercial campaign, 7, and 
public service, 11. 

Winners of the fifth Andy Awards 
competition will he announced at a 
dinner April 10 at the Waldorf-As- 
toria. 

SA WA Deadlines -Revisions 
Deadline (lates have been set up 

for the 16th International Advertis- 
ing Film Festival sponsored by the 
Screen Advertising World Associa- 
tion, which will be held in Cannes, 
France, from June 16-21. 

Film registrations must be re- 
ceived by April 11 and delegate reg- 
istration closes May 16. 

There are important ref isi ; 

underway this year. For exam 
only jurors actively engaged in a 
at is branch of the advertising f, 

dustry will be appointed since th, 
are capable of judging equally 11,1 

both television and cinema coma: 
vials. The jury of 18 will be split{, 

two sections, each of which will v 
half the total entries. This will e11 

nate the extremely arduous vies 
schedule the television jury has Li 

ways been subjected to. 1 

i. 

International panel 
Representatives from the worli 

leading tv countries will sit on 
I 

judging panel. Countries where th' i 

is no commercial television are ,r 

longer eligible to nominate jurors. 
To enable shorter films to have 

equal opportunity of winning h 

award, the existing product catego - 

will be sub -divided into length gro 
as follows: 

Television: (a) films up to and 
eluding 30 seconds, (b) films over 
seconds. Cinema; (a) films up to 

seconds. Cinema (b) films over 
seconds. 

The basis for awarding the Palr 
d'Or has been broadened. Producti 
houses are eligible to compete for tl 

prize, offered by the municipality 
Cannes to the production compal 
obtaining the highest number 
marks for its six best films in eith 

of the two groups irrespective 
whether these have been entered 
the production company or agencu 

"Eddie" Winner 
The American Cinema Editors ti 

year honored as the best edited to 

s ision film of the year, "Take Yo 

Lover in the Ring," The OWN 
ABC-TV. 

The award was presented at tl 

19th annual "Eddie" awards dinn 

held March 15 at the Century Pla 

Hotel in Beverly Hills. 
The list of nominations for tl 

award %%ere "Follow Your Heart 

High Chaparral, NBC-TV, David Do 

tort Productions; "Mama's Man 

Julia, NBC-TV, Twentieth Centur 
Fox; "Split Second to an Epitaph 
Ironside, NBC-TV, Harbour-Univers 
Television, "Take Your Lover in tl 

Ring," The Outcasts, ABC-TV, Scree 

.Gems; The Rob Hope Christmá: 

Special, NBC-TV. 
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RKO TEUVISI 
the group that leads in program innovation 

Los Angeles 
KHJ-TV 

TEMPO 

Noon -3:30 PM 

News, issues, phone -to -face 
confrontation. 

New York 
W O R -TO/ 

STOCK MARKET 
OBSERVER 
11:30ÁM-3PM 

News, interviews, reports... 
action in the world of finance. 

Major market independent programmin 
that Involves, Intrigues and educates. 

RKO TELEVISION 
. 

. 

WNAC-TV Bostóri 
WHCT Hartford: '° . . 

WOR-TV New York 
WHBQ-TV Memphis . ' 

CKLW-TV Detróit=Windsor 
KHJ-TV Los:Angeles : . 

Repi-ésented`.nationally by. RKO TELEVISION 'REPRESENTATIVES, INC.. 

' 

R ;K` 0 

GENERAL. 
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Pastore (from page 59) 

A: The tenor of our recent hearings, 
I think, indicates that I don't believe 
the Commission has seriously over- 
stepped the boundaries of the Com- 
munications Act. Now I don't mean 
to imply that I agree with everything 
they are doing or the way they are 
going about it, but I don't think it is 
a question of the Commission ex- 
ceeding its statutory authority. It 
may be that I vsill feel differently 
when they conclude some of their 
present Rule Making proceedings, be- 

cause they have some very far-reach- 
ing alternatives open to them. 

I can't really fault the Commission 
for inaction lately, either. If you will 
recall, in my opening statement at 
our recent hearings, I complimented 
the Commission for its recent posi- 
tive aggressiveness. I also noted that 
this had not been true in the past. 

There are areas where I would 
hope the Commission would move as 
expeditiously as possible. For exam- 
ple, I would hope that the question 
of the use of sate lites for domestic 
purposes will soon be resolved. I 
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don't say this critically. but I he 
the American people should haves 
maximum benefit of this new tat. 

nology as soon as possible. 
I would also hope that the rd 

for spectrum space in the land 
hile radio services can be met s?,. 

Again, I am not being critical, 
the problem is acute. 

Q: What is your position on Pt 
proposed rule making to ban cif 

rette commercials? 

A: Well, I think my position , 

cigarettes is quite clear and has bi 
so. In view of the Surgeon Gener.11 

Report and the subsequent inform' 
lion we have, I don't think there, 
any doubt that what the FCC p 

poses to do is in the public' inter 
as the agency conceives its duty 
der that standard. 

Whether the Congress feels tI 

the agency is the proper one to má 
this determination is something ¡' 

have to decide with reference to t 

Cigarette Labeling and AdvertisiIH 
Act of 1965. As you know, that pi'Ir 

of the Act which prohibits agenci l 

front interfering with the advertisi 
of cigarettes expires on June 30 

this year. 
Then, too, we may have to consid 

what the Supreme Court says in th 

area. 

Q: How do you feel about Sectii 
315? Also, do you think FCC's i 
plementation of the Fairness D 

trine has actually been in the publ' , 

interest? 

A: I ad; (cated the limited suspensic' 
of section 315 in 1960 which enab 1 

the broadcasters to present the 
called "Great Debates." As a cons. 

quence of the broadcasters' pe: 

formance, I advocated similar Su! 

pensions in 1964 and 1968 whid 

as you know, were not enacted fo 

various reasons. In fact, I would e) 

pand the exceptions to include col 

gressional and gubernatorial candi 

dates. This has been my position all 

along and it remains unchanged. 
Inasmuch as there are so man; 

aspects of the Fairness Doctrine it 

litigation, I don't think it would b, 

appropriate for me to comment b. 

depth on the Doctrine. Depending 

upon the outcome of these proceed 

ings, it is possible that legislation 

may be necessary. 

Q: What are your thoughts on con' 

centration of media control? Specf° 
tally, what is your attitude toward 
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NEW BOOKS 

OF INTEREST 
Color Television 

The Business of 
Colorcasting 
Edited by 
H. W. Coleman 
Twenty expert con- 
tributors authorita - 

lively examine the 
.. . components-from ad- 

vertising to local sta- 
tion operation-that 
make colorcasting a 
vital communications force. 288 pages, 
diagrams, charts, index. 58.95 

tI cOlpr 
i: televlslon. 

Broadcast Management 

by Ward L. Quaal 
and Leo A. Martin 
A comprehensive ex- 
ploration of all the 
management functions 
of American television 
ar d radio. Analyzes 
problems of audience, 
programming, engi- 
neering, sales, profits, 
personnel, regulation. 
$5.60 (paper) 
$8.95 (cloth) 

' 

The Technique of 
Television Production 

(Revised Edition) 
by G. Millerson 
Revised and updated 
throughout, with a 
new section on color 
television, this ency- 
clopedic textbook con- 
solidates its position 
as the standard in 
the field. 
$7.20 (paper) 
$13.50 (cloth) 

`5.) 

G 

.I. 

rw 
r0.1c., 

Audio Control Handbook 

for Radio and 
TV Broadcasting 
by R. S. Oringel 
Written in clear, non- 
technical language, 
this text contains com- 
plete step-by-step di- 
rections and full ex- 
planations of every ' 
phase of audio con- 
trol. Diagrams and 
photographs supplement the text. $7.95 

r TELEVISION AGE BOOKS 
1270 Avenue of Americas 
New York, N. Y. 10020 
Please send me the following books: 

COLOR TELEVISION $8.95 

BROADCAST MANAGEMENT 
Paper $5.60 Cloth $8.95 

TELEVISION PRODUCTION 
o Paper $7.20 Cloth $13.50 

AUDIO CONTROL HANDBOOK $7.95 

Name 

Address 

City State Zip 
Check Enclosed (Please add 50c L per book for mailing and handling) 

the one -to -a -market rule -making pro- 
posal by FCC, and the Justice De- 
partment's proposal recommending 
divestiture of broadcast outlets 
owned by newspapers in the same 
market? 

A: I think the question of concen- 
tration of media control in broad- 
cast markets is an extremely difficult 
one. As a general proposition, I 
believe we would all agree that di- 
versity is the goal to be sought. We 
live in a pluralistic society, and the 
ability and freedom to express di- 
vergent views is the bedrock of this 
society. So to the extent that concen- 
tration of control in broadcast mar- 
kets frustrates this principle, I am 
opposed. 

When you speak of specific pro- 
posals to limit concentration of con- 
trol and promote diversity, however, 
I think you have to question seriously 
whether they will actually accom- 
plish this purpose, or will in reality 
backfire and result in greater con- 
centration of control. 

This, I believe, is what the FCC 
must attempt to evaluate in its out- 
standing "one -to -a -customer" rule - 
making. and the Department of Jus- 
tice's comments in that proceeding 
recommending divestiture in situa- 
tions involving common ownership 
of a broadcast facility and a news- 
paper in the same market. 

I would prefer, therefore, to wait 

and see how the Commission 
termines this proceeding and, -i,11,s 

importantly, to see its reason 
deciding the way it finally does b 
Q: How (lo you stand on the 
troversv over CATv? l)o you kt, 
the FCC went too far or note 

enough in its December 13 n I 

of rule making and inquiry? Do; 
think the FCC's action needs clip 
cation, perhaps by way of Con 'I 

sional hearings? 

A: When the FCC was beforeii r: 

subcommittee recently, its chairs 
assured us that what the Cork 
sion was trying to do was to see 

the new technology which has Ida l 

developed by the CATV industry 
be fully utilized to the benefit of 

American people. At the same t a 

he also assured me that the G 

mission would not do anything' 
prejudice the elderly person ort 
person \vhto cannot afford to Ih 

scribe to CATV so that they woulü. 
I 

denied programs that are now bt1, 

shown or future programs of mi1l.l 

In other words, the Commissj 
through its pending Notice of 

quiry and Notice of Proposed R1 

Making, is also Irving to safego 

free television and encourage k g, 

growl h. 

Now, I think this is a reasond 
position. 1 think, therefore, the F 

should have a chance to develop'' 

methods for achieving the goals', 

.r j 

At Compton Advertising, New York, seven executives have been promoted 

senior vice presidents. Above are (I. to r.) : John. W. Anderson, Reginald I 

Pierce, Jr., Robert O. Jordan, Paul J. Paulson, Warren Rogers, David L. Da., 

mock, and Lawrence E. Horner. Rogers is a division supervisor in the Cr,e' 

live department. The others are division managers in account handling. 
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INTERNATIONAL ZONE offers:ypur viewers 

A TRIP ARÓUND THE WO.RLD. 
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The United Nations has a fascinating story to tell, one not found in 
the headlines-a story of worldwide activities for developing countries. 
This is a United Nations not known to most Americans-a United Nations 
that is helping to keep the world alive. Show it to your audience 
through the latest series of "INTERNATIONAL ZONE", half-hour color films made 
by the United Nations Television teams in places often never visited before. 

For further information get in touch with: 

Mr. Tom Shull, Chairman 
U.S. Broadcasters' Committee for the United Nations 
P.O. Box 20, Grand Central Station, Room 837,=A. 
New York, N.Y. 10017 
or 
Mr. Michael Hayward, Chief, UN Television 
Room 837, United Nations, New York, N.Y. 10017 
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has set out. After all, the Congress 
created them to he the expert agency 
in communications matters, and we 
would he defeating our own purpose 
if we immediately stepped in every 
time the agency proposed something 
coat roversial.. 

As time goes on, if either the 
rules it adopts-and remember, we 
don't know what those rules will 
finally Ise-or the interim procedures 
appear too harsh or for that matter 
too lax, the FCC can always modify 
either. 

And, of course, the final say is al- 
ways with the Congress. if we do 
not feel that the Commission is on 
the right track, we can always let 
them know, through legislation if 
necessary-. 

As far as the necessity for clari- 
fication of these measures or guid- 
lines from Congress is concerned, I 
again think we have to wait. 

During our recent hearings, i 
raised certain questions with the 
Commission about the meaning of 
various aspects of their proposal. I 
was told that these matters have been 
raised and comments have been re- 
quested on them. So I say let's see 
what happens. I feel that many of 
the areas that seem cloudy now will 
work themselves out empirically or 
through the rule -slaking process. 

I must say that my Committee 
endeavored to anticipate the prob- 
lems of CATV a number of Years ago. 
After extensive hearings, legislation 
was drafted and reported by the 
Committee. This legislation at- 
tempted to establish guidelines that 
would have permitted an orderly 
growth of broadcasting and CITY. 
Unfortunately, certain CATV inter- 
ests resisted this legislation, and it 
was not enacted. 

Q: What is your position regarding 
pay television? 

A: When the FCC was before my 
Subcommittee, they gave what I 

thought was a reasonable explanation 
of what they are attempting to do 
'with regard to subscription tele- 
vision. As I indicated then, I see 
nothing wrong in providing special- 
ized programming for those who 
want it and can afford it, as long as 
free television does not suffer quali- 
tatively or quantitatively as a result. 

The- Commission agreed with me 
and gave assurances that what it 
proposed to do was consistent with 
my views. 111 

The Senate (From page 58) 
cials, its study of conglomerate cor- 
porations in broadcasting, and its en- 
forcement of the Fairness Doctrine. 
Pastore even had kind words to say to 
Commissioner Nicholas Johnson for 
his far-reaching regulatory views. 

Adding to Pastore's preeminence 
in FCC affairs is his new assignment 
as chairman of the Senate Appropri- 
ations Subcommittee on Independent 
Offices, which holds the purse -strings 
of the FCC and other regulatory 
agencies. 

Other (zelivist members 

While Pastore is the elan to be 
reckoned with on the Subcommittee. 
there are other members of an activist 
nature and generally well versed on 
broadcasting issues. 

Sen. Vance Ilartke (I) -Ind.), 
second ranking Democrat on the Sul, - 

committee behind Pastore, is equally 
outspoken in his opinions about the 
amount of violence on tv. Ilartke is 
also a crusader against concentration 
of media control, and has voiced 
criticism of the FCC's current multi- 
ple ownership rule -making, chiefly on 
the grounds that the so-called one -to- 
a -market proposal would not require 
divestiture of licenses by multiple 
broadcast owners now in existence. 
! Eartke claims this would "lock in" 
the holdings of the present media 
giants. 

Though he comes on strong apro- 
pos the violence issue, Ilartke has ut- 
tered strong opposition to any legis- 
lation that would curtail rights guar- 
anteed by the First \mendownt, a 

puzzling stand to some. His tell -it - 
like -it -is stand on tv news is particu- 
larly puzzling in light of the fact that 
he's not satisfied with the idea of a 

Surgeon General's study of the effect 
of violence on viewers, particularly 
children. ile appears convinced there 
is a deleterious effect and would 
seemingly prefer time Subcommittee 
slake its own determination. 

Sen. Philip A. Ilart (D -Mich.) is also 
highly concerned about the concen- 
tration of control issue and the posi- 
tion of large corporations in the field 
of mass media, including broadcast- 
ing. hart is chainm a1 of the Senate 
Antitrust Subcommittee, in addition 
to being a member of the Communi- 
cations Subcommittee, and is reported 
to be planning an investigation into 
the activities of conglomerate corpo- 
rations in broadcasting as well as 

those in certain other fields. 
While concerned about conglon'. 

ate control of media, and this . 

eludes newspaper ownership I i 

broadcast properties, hart bet 
sound like he's made up his mi 
ilis attitude is so far that this is,1 
area that should be properly live. 
gated, a stand that ties in with 
strong con.um er orientation. 

Like Ilartke, lfart has shown 1 

derstanding of the problems of el 
ironic journalism in covering ne 
where violence is concerned. 

Another Democrat on the Suhco 
mittee is Sen. Frank E. Moss of Utz 
who has been most noteworthy dr 

ing the present Congress for his c I 

position to cigarette commercia 
Moss has vowed to wage a flllibust 
if necessary to halt any legislati. 
which would extend the bar again 
FCC or Federal Trade Conunissir, 
moves to restrict cigarette advertisin 

Moss is not: oserly active in hroa 
cast affairs. however, he is pushi 
for legislation that would require t 

AM sets to include the FM band an 

was critical of Democratic convey 
Lion coverage. 

Sen. Russell 13. Long (D -La.) is tl 

most conservative majority membr 
of the Subcommittee and the lea 

act i ve. 

On the Republican side. Sen. Hug, I 
Scott of Pennsylvania, assistant GO 

leader in the upper chamber, is I 

moderate with pronounced views 01 k 

the controversial issue of C\TV. 
Citing the lay-off of workers at 

cable television equipment plant LI 

his state, Scott has been highly critil 

cal of the FCC's CATV rule-makini I 

and the interim procedures now it . 

effect. which he has questioned a 

being too severe on C tTV operators 
He is perhaps the major spokesmal 

on ckTv on Capitol ITill. 
however. it must be pointed out] 

that Pennsylvania has a relatively), 
high percentage of cvry homes, 

Otherwise, Scott is highly protective 

toward the status quo. 
IIe was in favor of temporary sus- 

pension of Section 315 in the last 

Presidential election and was one of 

the early critics of tv coverage of 

riots, calling for "balance" in treat- 

ment of the news. In line with this,' 

lie was among those who felt Demo -1 

cratic convention coverage was im 

balanced. 
Scott can't abide by the likes of 
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WORLD OF MUSIC BALLROOMS 

RECORDINGS 

RESTAURANTS 

SPECIAL PROJECTS 

BACKGROUND MUSIC 

"DRUMMERS' 
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One of the world's foremost music licensing organizations, SESAC INC. 
represents and licenses the performance, mechanical and synchronization 

rights in an extensive repertory of outstanding music contained in both 
American and International publisher catalogs. Through its world-wide activities, it promotes the 

works of its established affiliates and assists its new members in gaining global 
recognition and exposure. A member of the International Confederation of Societies, 

Authors and Composers, SESAC supplies the world's entertainment 
industry and listening audiences with a repertory 

unsurpassed in quality and diversification. 

WORLD HEADQUARTERS: 10 Columbus Circle, New York, N.Y. 10019. (212) 586-3450 
REGIONAL OFFICES: The SESAC Building, 1513 Hawkins Street, Nashville, Tenn. 37203 (616) 254-5703 

Visit SESAC'S HOSPITALITY SUITE at the N. A. B., March 23rd through 
. March 26th, Suite G-200 Shoreham Hotel, Washington, D.C. 
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Commissioner Johnson, whose views, 
he believes, are not consistent with 
the regulators' limitations laid down 
by Congress in the Communications 
Act. At the Subcommittee's review of 
FCC actions earlier this month, the 
senator was openly hostile in his 
questioning of Johnson. 

Another GOP Subcommittee 
member, Sen Robert P. Griffin of 
Michigan, is an arch conservative, 
most noted for his co -authorship of 
the Landrum -Griffin Act in the field 
of labor relations. 

Ile is known to feel that Congress 
should exercise iron -fisted oversight 
over the regulatory agencies, includ- 
ing the FCC, so that none should 
stray from the jurisdiction bounds 
spelled out bs, the Legislative branch. 
In this connection, Griffin has spoken 
out strongly against FCC's cigarette 
commercial ban i ule-making, assert- 
ing that the Commission was over- 
stepping its legal authority. 

Other members appointed to the 
Subcommittee this month: Sen. 
Charles E. Goodell (it-N.Y.) and 
Sen. Howard 11. Baker, Jr. (R - 
Tenn.) . 

Apart from the Communications 

Subcommittee which possesses the 
specific jurisdiction over the FCC and 
broadcasting matters in general, there 
are other powers in the Senate with 
which the Commission must cope. 1s 
mentioned previously, the Appropria- 
tions Subcommittee headed by 
Pastore is one. And so is Hart's Anti- 
trust Subcommittee. 

third is the Judiciary Copyright 
Subcommittee headed by Sen. John 
L. McClellan (D -Ark.), which is try- 
ing to work out an overhaul of the 
1909 Copyright Act. The big hitch 
in achieving this revision is the pro- 
vision for CATV copyright liability. 
McClellan has stated his firm inten- 
tion to work out a ca'ry copyright 
section, despite the inability of the 
various interests involved to agree. 

Whatever McClellan comes up with 
on a CATV copyright provision, if it's 
adopted by Congress it would force 
the FCC to take a new look at its 
current C \TV rule -making proposals, 
because they, in effect. impose a re- 
quirement for cops right clearance on 
cable systems in the top 100 markets. 

In addition to those who have leg- 
islative responsibilities in the broad- 
cast field, there are numerous self - 

Station Managers: Earn High 
Profits For 
Your Station 
Through "PI" 

We are exclusively in the "PI" business offering a wide 
variety of tools, housewares and miscellaneous items. 

We have proven successes with stations, offering highest 
percentages and substantial advance deposits. 

We inventory and ship from our own building and guar- 
antee shipment within five days after order received. 

We provide stations with 1 and 2 minute 16mm color 
films at no charge. 

NO AGENCY FEES -100% CONTRACT PROTECTION TO STATION 

Write, wire or call collect now, 212-247-6000 
Limited number of exclusives available. 

MR. R. J. EDWARDS, Vice President 

STERNWAY INDUSTRIES, 
351 West 52nd Street, New York, N.Y. 

INC. 
10019 
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appointed critics with axes to grl 
Sen. Claiborne Pell (D-R.I.),' 

example. during last summer's De, 

cratic Convention nearly sweet' 
in having a plank adopted in 

party's platform specifically conde, 
ing the television industry for allot 
exploitation of violence in progr. 
ming, and calling on the FCC to wl 
its license relocation and renei 
powers to halt it. 

Although his plank was appr I 

by a voice vote initially, when 

printed version of the platform ,a 

issued, Pell's proposal was watel 
down to a statement deploring I, 

portrayal of violence in all mere 

without mentioning tv or the FO 

And Sen. William B. Saxbe 
O.) recently issued a broadside') 
the television industry, and the N. 

Code authorities for allowing 1 

many commercials and, more spe, 

ically for airing "loud, irritating a 

annoying" blurbs. 
In a Senate speech, lie charged tf 

there has been a "rash of coma 1 

cials, insulting the intellect of 

average American tv viewer." 'I 

senator said that every day the 

viewer is "confronted with incorri 

grammar, bad manners, and psycl, 

logical misrepresentation such as t 

equation of products with sex 

peal." 
The fact is that the FCC must cc 

tend with matters of personal tall 

among senators and representative 
as well as wrestling with Congn 

sional views on high policy issues. 

Education and tv 

The use of commercial tele- 

vision as a tool to promote in- 

quiry, to stimulate students to 

think critically and to open up 

alternative methods of dealing 

with problems was discussed at 

a seminar held by KMOX-TV St. 

Louis. 
It was suggested that class- 

room activities be planned 

around programs such as the 

CBti-TV special A Midsummer 

Night's Dream. 
Panel members also sug- 

gested use of science programs 

to spur imagination for oral 

and written reports and the use 

of a nostalgic musical special 

about the 1930's to help 

bridge the generation gap be- 

tween parents and students. 
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FOR CAPITAL SELLING IDEAS 

del; for better selling begin at ARB, and we'll 
e n hand to greet you personally to discuss 
tovyou can best use audience research. We're. 
'aiding extra effort during this, our twentieth 
annersary year, to help you map out a profit- 
1bloselling season in the months ahead. 
jar's what you'll find: 

Alumber of useful outlines on ARB special 
s°vices for better selling. 
Alisplay of ARB's new data processing system 
ad what it will mean in better service for you. 
Misplay of the plaques to be presented to the 
vmers in ARB's Innovator Awards Program. 

A specially prepared Broadcasters' Guide to 
Washington. 
Our traditional hospitality cup, personalized 
for you as our way of saying thanks for drop- 
ping by. 

You'll also discover how our twenty years of 
growth has meant significant innovations in sell- 
ing tools for the broadcasting industry. 

Plan now to stop by for continental breakfast or 
a coffee break. You'll find it a capital idea! 

AMERICAN RESEARCH BUREAU 
A C -E -I -R SUBSIDIARY OF CONTROL DATA CORPORATION 

WASHINGTON 

LOS ANGELES 

NEW YORK CHICAGO 

SAN FRANCISCO 

ATLANTA 

DALLAS 
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Properly conceived 
sales messages, 

strategically placed 
in SRDS, motivate 
buyers of advertising 
to initiate placement 
of schedules" 

That is why 31.5% of .all advertising pages placed by U.S. television stations are placed 

in SRDS - why 43.2% of all pages placed by U.S. radio stations are placed in SRDS.* 

In SRDS 

YOU ARE THERE - selling by helping people buy. 

*Advertising of broadcasters to promote time sates i$ 24 business and 
advertising oriented publications in the first nine months of 1968. 

STANDARD RATE & DATA SERVICE, INC. 
The national authority serving the media -buying function 
5201 OLD ORCHARD ROAD SKOKIE, ILLINOIS 60076 

L 
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ick Zapple, veteran comntunica- 
lions counsel for the Senate 

omerce Committee, has been 
miwiv involved in every piece of leg- 

hon on communications since 
I ti when he took over the job. 

lnong the communications legis- 
'tli that Zapple has helped shep- 

litr into and through the Commerce 
l,omittee and its offshoot, the Corn- 
idutations Subcornmittee, are the 
l u,ic Broadcasting Act, Communi- 
tatus Satellite Act, All -Channel 
t`ehision Receiver Act and Educa - 
M1 Telet ision Facilities Act. 

though Zapple considers all corn- 
iviucations-related legislation ex- 
it -filly important ("Directly or in - 

MINT, all of it affects just about 
eve'one"), he draws particular sat- 
bfr:ion from his work on the Com- 

rucations Satellite Act of 1962 and 
e'ublic Broadcasting Act of 1967. 

-ou've got to consider them both 
atones." says Zapple. "The first 

use it resulted in the creation of 
..Tat, and that s where commercial 

U01 is began. The second because 
hi=ve birth to the Corporation for 

Broadcasting, and that's po- 
enulfv the gr-atest force in non- 
tt'rltercial television." 

ifhough Zapple is often in the 
1?u c eye during bearings (be sits on 
tlteConunittee chairman's right 1, 
It' a modest, self-elhacing person, 

'trnost of his work is accomplished 
t,utly and entirely without fanfare 
Itef,e and after hearings. The All- 
Chtnel Television Receiver Act of 
196 was, for him, the culmination 
of gruelling years of research, 
urlerieuting. briefing, docurnenta- 
tjortnd report writing. 

Zpple's pre -hearing spadework 
'fluently involves days or even 

11et3 of travel, dozens of interviews. 
In leparing for the hearings on vio - 
1 

nt on television, held earlier this 
1 01h, he criss-crossed the country, in(eriewing psychiatrists, social psv- 
-Logists and educators. 

Here's no .room for guesswork 
I in we're planning a hearing or r 
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In the picture 

developing legislation," Zapple re- 
marks. "We know we're operating in 
areas of great potential significance 
to the American people, and we've 
just got to know precisely what we're 
talking about:. 

"Anil you don't come up with the 
kind of exact, detailed background 
information you've got to have if you 
stay behind a desk," he adds. 

Once Zapple and his staff develop 
the pre -hearing information they 
need. their work has really only be- 
gun. From that point, the communi- 
cations counsel must, in effect, set up 
the hearing. 

lIe distills his initial research, then 
briefs the chairman of the committee 
and the Senators who sit on it. Ile 
draws up the list of witnesses, and 
prepares some of the questions to be 
asked. It's also his responsikility to 
invite the witnesses to attend the 
hearing. IIe prepares and submits a 

pre -hearing report which explains the 
purpose and history of the legislation, 
whether contemplated or, in the case 
of oversight, already in effect, as well 
as the meaning of specific provisions. 

During the hearing. Zapple is al- 
ways there, in the background, always 
available. 

When the hearing ends, Zapple's 
work goes on. 1 -fe must write a 

comprehensive report covering the 
l rocedings in detail. One key pur- 
pose of the post -bearing report is to 
advise the senators on the Committee 
of the importance and. oftentimes, of 
the potential ramifications of the 
various provisions of the legislation 
in question, be it in the develop- 
mental stage, pending or already en- 
acted. 

Perhaps the greatest measure of 
Nick Zapple's professionalism in the 
field of communications is the very 
fact that he has served as the Senate 
Commerce Committee's expert in 
that field under four successive Com- 
mittee chairmen-two Democrats (Ed 
Johnson of Colorado and current 
chairman Warren (:. Magnuson of 
Washington) and two Republicans 

urgl 

` 

5 

Nick Zapple 
Ile sees milestones in the making 

(Charles Tobev of New Hampshire 
and John W. Bricker of Ohio). In 
communications matters, be works 
closely with and for Sen. John O. Pas- 

tore (1)-11.l.). 
Of his abilit; to work across polit- 

ical lines, Zapple simply says. "All 
chairmen are easy to work with if 
you have their confidence, and if you 
establish a rapport with them." 

Zapple considers communications a 

tremendously d; mimic and exciting 
field. one unmatched by arty other 
industry. 

''Ni) public official," he told TELE- 
vtstoN AGE, "could experience ants - 

thing to match the thrill of the close- 
ups I get, again and again, of tech- 
nological developments powerful 
enough to shake the world evolving." 

Anat ive of Jersey City and a 

lawyer (H AI John Marshall Law 
School, 1941), Zapple saw service in 
World War II, going into the Coast 
Guard as a seaman second class and 
emerging as a lieutenant. ile drew 
sea duty aboard a patrol boat in the 
North Pacific. 

Each Summer, the Zapples 
(mother- father and an even half - 
dozen kids) invade Ilarwichport on 
Cape Cod, where they have owned a 

second home since 1952. Nick Zap- 
ple's summertime passion is a tiny 
Sunfish sailboat. 

Six kids and their dad sailing a 
Sunfish? 

"That," says Nick ¿apple, "is com- 
munications!" 
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Advertiser Index 
ABC Films, Inc. 36-37 
American Research Bureau 155 
Ampex Corporation 119-126 
Arriflex Corporation of America 149 
Associated Press Cover 1 

Avco Broadcasting Corporation 23 
Avco Em bassy Television 11-22 

Banner Films, Inc. 77 
Bardwell & McAlister 143 
Broadcast Music, Inc. 44 

The Camera /dart 89 
Cinema Beaulieu 911 

CBS Laboratories 52 

F&B/CECO, Inc. 142 
Fetzer Broadcasting Company 92 
Fil,n Opticals. Inc. 88 
Group iP Broadcasting 32-33 
Harrington, Righter & Parsons 30 
Kansas Broadcasting System 127 
Ralph Kessler Productions 86 

KBOI Radio 10 
KCST 99 
KEL O -T V 6 
KIST 105 
K1IITV 42 
K0.110 -TV 90 
KI'RC-T I' 48 
KSD-T b' 141 
KSTP:TV Cover III 
KTRK-TV 41 
KVAL-TV 95 
KWWL-TV 134 
Metromedia Producers Corporation 8.9 
MGill Television 26-27 
ABC Films, Inc 39 

The Optical House 84 
Paramount Television 7 & 129 
Philips Broadcast Equipment 

Corp. 116-117 
Radio Corporation of America 111-114 
Rapid Film Technique 144 
Reeves Sound Studios 83 
RKO Television 147 

Screen Gems 129 
Screen Gems Stations 135 
Sesac, Inc. 153 
S. O. S. Photo -Cine -Optics, Inc. 128 
Standard Rate & Data Service 156 
Steinman Stations 4 
Sternway Industries 1.54 
Storer Broadcasting Company ...Cover IV 
Teleprint .. 139 
Time -Life Broadcast 109 
Triangle Programs 46 
Twentieth Century -Fox Television 81 & 129 

United Nations 151 
U. S. Communications, Inc. 24-25 
Warner Bros. -Seven Arts, Inc. Cover II & 3 
WBAP-T I 138 
WCSII -T V 148 
WDAY-TV 97 
WDTV 94 
W FBM-T V 34-35 
WGN-TV 78 
WHBF-TV 136 
WHIO-T I' 45 
WHO -TV 104 
WIBW-TV 38 
WILX.TV 100 
WJBF 96 
WKYC-TV 133 
W 1/AL-TV 29 
WAIAR-TV 106 
WSB-TV 145 
WSFA-TV 93 
WSJS-TV 51 
WSJY-TV 103 
WTAE-TV 131 
WTIC-TV 101 
WTMJ-TV 31 
WTOP 137 
WZZM-TV 98 

THE LIGHTER SIDE liP CaI?1eri 

FCC Commissioner Bob Lee told 
this story before the Senate Com- 
merce Committee. A Texas station 
was running public service announce- 
ments each evening at 10 on "Where 
are your children tonight?" The 
station manager got an irate letter 
from a mother who said, "I know 
where my children are tonight, they 
are at home in front of the television 
set watching dirty movies on your 
television station!" 

The thought apparently never oc- 
curred to the lady that the knob 
that turns the set on also turns it 
of). 

This dialogue took place between 
FCC Commissioner Nicholas John- 
son and Senator Hugh Scott of 
Pennsylvania. 

JOHNSON: Occassionally I have 
felt that our opinions were some- 
what more unintelligible than they 
need be. 

SCOTT: Are you saving that you 
are capable of and do file more in- 
telligible opinions than the other 
Commissioners?" 

JOHNSON: No, I would riot want to 
suggest that at all. 

SCOTT: That is precisely what I 

heard you say. 
JOHNSON: I am flattered that you 

might so interpret it. 
SCOTT: I am flattered that my 

hearing is still good and constant. 

All the talk about violence reminds 
us of the letter received by a Chi- 
cago station during a Winter storm 
siege the likes of which only Chi- 
cago can produce. The letter read: 
"You have a program on the air 
that exceeds all others in sheers vio- 
lence-and that is your 10 o'clock 
weather report!" 

* 

A new 12 -verse poem, memorializ- 
ing the FCC's proposal of a ban on 
cigarette adsertising on tv and radio 

.. 
I 

was written by ex-agencyn, 
turned - rest aurauteur Joel Malontit 
his new VI l East bistro in New Yr, 

"The Tobacco -Man's Lament" 
eludes these verses: 

You can take Salem out of p 

country . . . but 
Can you actually take them ou' 

tv? 
What will be the fate of Virgil 

slim 
If she's finally spurned by 

FCC? 
Will the world ever be the sal 

again 
If there's no Madboro Count' 
What will happen to all th 

rugged cowhands 
Who rode range for a fat S. r 

fee? 
Remember that there are G 

gressrnen 
Who hail from the south( 

school 
Tobacco's a very important cal 

An they all must keep their KO( 

Oh, there's much at stake in I 

quest ion 
Should Congress fight or switch. 
When a husband gives up his 

bacco 
Will he give in to the 7 -year itch 

Caution: Poetry writing may 

hazardous to your wind. 

* 

NBC -TV's First Tuesday is pia 

ruing a study of the detrimental( 
fects of rock music on hearing. 

A University of Tennessee prof( , 

sor will show how cell destructil 
has been found in the ear of a guim 

pig exposed to less than 90 hot 

of rock music. Ilis studies we 

prompted last Fall when mouth 

screening of entering freshmen 
the University of Tennessee disco 

ered a large number with measurab 
hearing loss. 

`\1 e were shocked to find that ti 

hearing of many of these studen 

had already deteriorated to the les^ 

of the average 65 -year -old," 
ti 

professor said. 
Mick Jagger's reply: A Rollin 

Stone gathers no loss. 
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11! ere in c wor 

auc you leen 

e as scars, 

; oi yan? 
1955... East Berlin 

1956... Prague 

1957...Scandinavia 

1958...Brussels 

1959...Havana 

1960...Budapest 

1961...Caracas 

1962...Warsaw 

1963... Berlin Wall and Romania 

1964... Southeast Asia (including Vietnam) 

1965... MOSCOW 

1966...Vietnam 

1967... Free China 

1968...Middle East and Czechoslovakia f. 
1969...? 

Vien Bob Ryan steps in front of our cameras to cliver news, he brings a lot with him. Like personal 
ii;ight gained from fact-finding trips made since 
155 to trouble spots just about anywhere in the 
\Arld you'd care to name. 
3ob's trips aren't mere pleasure junkets. He's 

hen spied on, followed and had cameras confis- 
cted. On his last fact -gathering trip, made to 
Cechoslovakia (after the Russians arrived), he even 
hd phone conversations jammed. 
Nhy do we tell you all this? Because we think it'll 

hip give you an idea of how seriously we take news 
P)gramming at KSTP Television, Twin Cities. And 

y people who know refer to KSTP as one of the fiest news operations in the nation. 
1 
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`Oh beautiful for spacious skies" 
No holds are barred when Storer 
stations speak out against air pollu- 
tion. In New York, radio station WI IN 

scheduled prime time programming 
devoted to the hazards of air pollution 
and an unprecedented announcement 
schedule urging participation in the 
City's "Clean Air Week". In a major 
documentary, "Our Dirty, Dirty Air", 
Detroit's W.IBK=TV reported viola- 
tions by both large and small industrial 
firms - commended their subsequent 

solutions. KGBS radio aired inter- 
views by experts detailing not only 
the discomfort of Los Angeles smog 
but actual dangers to public health 
and safety. In Cleveland, Atlanta, 
Toledo, Milwaukee- the battle 
against the despoilers of" lmerica, the 
Beautiful" goes on wherever Storer 
serves. Storer's continuing barrage 
of documentaries, editorials and in- 

depth news features takes a lot of 

doing. But, in this, as in every phase 

' J 

- 17 
^-v- .i. 

1 

of their broadcast operations, Stot 

stations do as a matter of roll 
things that civic leaders in our co 

munities consider rather spec' 

That's why Storer stations stand N 

- and another reason why it's go 

business to do business with Stop 

STORER 
BROADCASTING COMPANY 

MIAMI 
WGBS 

NEW YORK 
WI/N 

ATLANTA 
WAGA-TV 

CLEVELAND 
WJW-TV 

DETROIT 
WJBK-TV 

TOLEDO 
WSPD-TV 

MILWAL 
WITI-' 

BOSTON 
WSBK-TV 

PHILADELPHIA 

a 
cWIBG 

LOS ANGELES 
KGBS 

CLEVELAND 
WJW 

DETROIT 
WJ11K 

TOLEDO 
WSPD 

CLEVEL, 
WWI/( 


